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 ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis examined the impact of usability guidelines and front-end web site 
design on consumer aesthetic evaluations of e-commerce web sites and perceptions of 
the e-retailer. A detailed web site design guidelines framework was developed from an 
in-depth review of the usability, human factors, and human-computer interaction web 
design guidelines literature.  Four web site design factors (background color, white 
space, thumbnail image location, and thumbnail image size) were selected and varied 
using this framework. In addition, as a secondary research focus, this study explored 
the impact of these front-end web site design factors on consumer trust, product 
preference, and purchase intention. Based upon the literature, a conceptual model was 
proposed which integrated usability and web site design with consumer web site 
evaluation, trust, purchase intention, satisfaction, and loyalty. Conjoint analysis 
methodology was then used to design web page prototypes. Results showed that subtle 
front-end web site design elements impacted consumer aesthetic evaluations of the 
web page and subsequent e-retailer evaluations, although individual-level analysis 
showed a high level of heterogeneity across respondents. Results also provided 
support for the conceptual model developed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In many developed world regions a substantial percentage of the population 
has access to the internet, such as in North America (69.7%), Australia (53.5%), and 
Europe (38.9%) (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2007). As the internet has become 
increasingly prominent, it has transformed into a new market place for consumer 
goods and services (Haig, 2002). This transformation of the internet into a new buying 
and selling arena has been termed electronic commerce, or ‘e-commerce.’ A key value 
proposition of business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce web sites is that the design 
has the ability to “transcend physical barriers” in reaching new customers and in 
broadening the company’s customer base (Venkatesh & Agarwal, 2006). This 
proposition however, is built upon the assumption that consumers will be willing and 
able to successfully interact with the e-commerce web site (Venkatesh & Agarwal, 
2006). Although the amount of US dollars spent every year in e-commerce sales has 
been steadily increasing, the overall adoption rate of consumers purchasing online 
remains lower than anticipated (Scheleur, King, & Shimberg, 2006; Cheung & Lee, 
2006; Nua, 2002). Research indicates that poor web site usability and inadequate 
consumer trust are the crucial obstacles to e-commerce acceptance and success 
(Nielsen, 2001; Green & Pearson, 2006; Lais, 2002; Boston Consulting Group, 2000; 
Forrester Research, 1999; Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & Chevalier, 2005; Cheung & Lee, 
2006; Lee & Turban, 2001).  
Research studies confirm that user success rates in completing a purchase 
transaction in 2001 were only 56% on e-commerce web sites and that most e-retailers 
followed only one-third of prescribed usability guidelines (Nielsen, 2001). According 
to Nielsen (2001), improvement in the usability of an average e-commerce web site 
could increase its current sales by 79%, which was calculated as the 44% of its 
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potential sales relative to the 56% of cases in which users succeeded. Further research 
has demonstrated the direct link between usability and sales revenue; consumers 
visiting e-commerce web sites with intention to purchase often abandoned their goal 
due to poor usability that prevented them from accomplishing their task (Boston 
Consulting Group, 2000; Forrester Research, 1999; Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & 
Chevalier, 2005). Users are less likely to stay on a badly designed web page long 
enough to make a purchase (Nielsen, 2001). Web site usability reflects on the 
company image (Nielsen, 2000), is used as an indication of company capability, and 
as a means to predict consumer post-consumption satisfaction (Alba, Lynch, Weitz, & 
Janiszewski, 1997). Development of web sites with high usability that encourage 
purchase and repeat visits are crucial for e-retailer survival and success 
(Vassilopoulou, Keeling, Macaulay, & McGoldrick, 2001). As stated by Green and 
Pearson (2006), “e-commerce experts agree that poor website design is one of the 
major reasons for recent dot.com failures, and over half of online traffic was driven 
away due to poor website design.” Even well-known, successful web retailers may be 
capturing only half of potential new customers because of inadequate web site 
usability (Lais, 2002).  
Consequently, web site usability has become an effective source of competitive 
advantage in the online marketplace. Web site usability is increasingly important in e-
commerce, where a low switching cost allows consumers unimpressed by web site 
design to easily switch to another e-retailer. As e-commerce grows, an increasing 
number of companies are investing in the development of their internet storefront; 
empirical evaluations of what exactly makes e-retailer web sites effective and 
successful is in high demand (DeLone & McLean, 2003).  Moreover, development of 
usable and easy to use web sites may accelerate the acceptance of e-commerce web 
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sites as a new online marketplace through the alleviation of cognitive effort 
(Henneman, 1999; Venkatesh & Agarwal, 2006).  
While usability goals provide a benchmark for good web site design and may 
be a key source of competitive advantage, numerous other characteristics may also 
impact the success of an e-retailer. Two of these important factors are: (1) e-retailer 
web site attributes (i.e. refund policies, security and privacy policies, product 
selection, community chat, etc.) (Bart, Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005; Schlosser, 
White, & Lloyd, 2006; Fogg, Soohoo, Danielson, Marable, Stanford, & Tauber, 2002), 
and (2) brand equity (i.e. brand name, recognition, awareness, and loyalty) (Chaudhuri 
& Holbrook, 2001; Gommans, Krishnan, & Scheffold, 2001; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 
The strategic use of the three components of web site design, web site attributes, and 
brand equity by an e-retailer may engender positive consumer evaluations and increase 
consumer trust in the e-retailer, therefore increasing its success in the marketplace 
(Everard & Galletta, 2005; McKnight et al., 2002; Sillence et al., 2004; Toms & 
Taves, 2004). Increased consumer trust has been proven to be related to consumer 
purchase intention (Schlosser et al., 2006; Yoon, 2002; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000), which 
is then associated with consumer satisfaction (Harris & Goode, 2004; Gommans et al., 
2001) and loyalty (Sirdeshmukh et al, 2002; Ganesan, 1994; Morgan & Hunt, 1994).  
The e-commerce web site is a full representation of the store to the consumer; 
the home page is the new store front. The look-and-feel of the web site is equivalent to 
the carefully constructed ambiance and window displays of any three-dimensional 
retailer; exceptional web site design may lure potential customers into the store and 
encourage browsing and product purchase. Although several studies have assessed the 
features of an e-commerce web site that promote success (i.e. Sultan, Urban, Shankar, 
& Bart, 2002; Page & Lepkowska-White, 2006; Urban, Sultan, & Qualls, 2000; 
Cheung & Lee, 2006), very little research has focused on the impact of front-end web 
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page design on the consumer. Furthermore, web site usability guidelines are often 
conflicting and lack supporting empirical evidence; limited research has been 
conducted to compare varying web page design recommendations available in the 
literature and how their implementation impacts consumer evaluations of the web 
page.  
Therefore, the primary research goal of this thesis is to examine the impact of 
usability guidelines and front-end web page design on consumer aesthetic evaluations 
of e-commerce web pages and higher-level perceptions of the e-retailer. Four web 
page design elements (background color, white space, thumbnail image location, and 
thumbnail image size) were selected and varied based upon the usability, human 
factors, and human-computer interaction web design guidelines literature. Donald 
Norman (1998) wrote that successful products rest “on the foundation of a solid 
business case with three supporting legs: technology, marketing, and user experience.” 
In addition, as a secondary research focus, this thesis explores the impact of web page 
design and usability on consumer trust, product preference, and purchase intention. 
This thesis aims to study the relationship between two of Norman’s (1998) supporting 
legs: user experience and marketing. A conceptual model is thus developed which 
incorporates usability and web site design as a strategic component of the e-retailer.  
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 provides an introduction to e-
commerce (1.1), presents a  conceptual model in which usability guidelines and web 
site design are postulated to be strategic components of the e-retailer (1.2), then 
provides an in-depth literature review on usability (1.3), usability, aesthetics, and web 
site design (1.4), web site design as an e-retailer strategic component (1.5), consumer 
trust (1.6), web site attributes (1.7) and brand equity (1.8) as additional e-retailer 
strategic components, and introduces a web site design guidelines framework 
developed for this thesis (1.9). Chapter 2 then presents the methods, Chapter 3 reports 
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the results, and Chapter 4 provides a discussion about the implications of the findings, 
opportunities for improvement, and avenues for future research.  
 
1.1. Electronic Commerce 
 
E-commerce may be loosely defined as conducting business over the internet 
to “simplify and accelerate the stages in the business process” (DTI, 1999). Buyers 
and sellers can be directly connected in this new arena, which Bill Gates has coined 
“friction-free capitalism” (Palmer & Griffith, 1998). As  described by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, “Both the new Internet-based companies and the traditional 
producers of goods and services are transforming their business processes into e-
commerce processes in an effort to lower costs, improve customer service, and 
increase productivity” (Henry et al., 1999). Internet shopping also provides numerous 
advantages for the customer compared to traditional shopping channels. E-commerce 
enables consumers to shop twenty-four hours a day, all year round, in any store, and 
from any location. Furthermore, e-commerce web sites often provide greater selection 
and allow for easy comparison between both products and web sites. 
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the adjusted estimated retail e-
commerce sales for the second quarter of 2006 were approximately $26.3 billion 
dollars (Scheleur, King, & Shimberg, 2006). Although the amount of US dollars spent 
in e-commerce sales has been steadily increasing every quarter, e-commerce 
represented only 2.7 percent of total retail sales in the second quarter of 2006 
(Scheleur et al., 2006) (Figure 1.1.1).  
Recent surveys have further demonstrated that the penetration rate of Internet 
shopping remains low; the percentage of consumers purchasing online has remained at 
15% since 2001 (Cheung & Lee, 2006; Nua, 2002). Poor web site usability and lack of 
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trust are often cited as the main reasons for the slow adoption rate of e-commerce web 
sites (Nielsen, 2001; Green & Pearson, 2006; Lais, 2002; Boston Consulting Group, 
2000; Forrester Research, 1999; Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & Chevalier, 2005; Cheung 
& Lee, 2006; Lee & Turban, 2001). 
 
 
Figure 1.1.1. Estimated Quarterly U.S. Retail E-commerce Sales as a Percent of Total 
Quarterly Retail Sales: 4th Quarter 1999–2nd Quarter 2006 
 
 
1.2. A Conceptual Model 
 
Based on an extensive review of the human-computer interaction, usability, 
marketing, and electronic commerce literature conducted for this thesis, a conceptual 
model was developed that incorporates usability and effective web site design as 
crucial components that may impact the success of an e-retailer. While previous 
models have been presented in the literature, this thesis emphasizes and aims to 
empirically demonstrate the influential power of front-end web page design elements 
on consumer evaluations of a web site.  
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In this model (Figure 1.2.1.; Appendix 1.1), it is proposed that the web site 
leverages three main strategic components: (1) web site design (i.e. front-end design 
elements and interaction design features), (2) web site attributes (i.e. refund policies, 
privacy/security statements, product selection), and (3) brand equity (i.e. brand name, 
logo, reputation, awareness). These three strategic components may constitute the e-
commerce web site, which consumers then evaluate based upon their first impressions 
and interactive web site experience. Although the conceptual model utilizes the 
broader terminology of “web site strategic components,” the focus of this thesis is on 
the e-commerce web site. Therefore, strategic components are subsequently referred to 
as e-retailer strategic components.  
Upon arrival at an unknown e-retailer web site, consumers immediately 
evaluate the e-retailer web site based on its front-end design and aesthetic qualities 
such as perceived usability and attractiveness. However, as the full representation of 
the store to the consumer, superficial evaluations of web site design can then become 
the foundation for, and potentially bias, higher-level judgments about the e-retailer 
itself (i.e. credibility, professionalism, reputation, and quality) (Pitkow & Kehoe, 
1995; Toms & Taves, 2004; Sillence, Briggs, Fishwick, 2004; Fogg et al., 2003; 
Everard and Galletta, 2005). Research has shown that aesthetic evaluations are 
affective in nature, occur almost instantaneously, and may influence subsequent 
higher-level cognitive processes (Tractinsky, 2004; Fernandes, Lindgaard, Dillon, & 
Wood, 2003; Norman, 2004; Pham et al. 2001; Zajonc and Markus 1982). Positive 
consumer evaluations of the web site design may therefore result in a positive 
evaluation of the e-retailer, which encourages the development of consumer trust 
(Schlosser et al., 2006). Trust consequently can lead to consumer purchase intention 
(Schlosser et al., 2006; Yoon, 2002; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000); successful order 
fulfillment from the ecommerce web site will encourage varying levels of consumer  
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satisfaction (Shankar et al., 2002; Harris & Goode, 2004; Gommans et al., 2001) and 
loyalty (Sirdeshmukh et al, 2002; Ganesan, 1994; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Consumer 
characteristics such as past shopping experience and propensity to trust moderate their 
web site evaluations and the subsequent impact of consumer evaluations on trust and 
purchase intention (Sultan et al., 2002; Shankar et al., 2002; Jarvenpaa et al., 1999; 
Lee & Turban, 2001; Dayal et al., 1999). Finally, consumer impressions and beliefs 
about their initial shopping experience with the e-retailer feed back to the beginning of 
the process model, reinforcing or diluting preexisting e-retailer brand equity.  
A rigorous usability methodology is shown in the conceptual model as the 
foundation upon which the e-retailer strategic component of web site design rests. 
Effective web site design is dependent upon the usability literature and empirically 
tested web site design guidelines. Usability, however, must be integrated in an 
iterative user-centered design process to be successful; this process is portrayed as the 
cyclical route between usability, web site design, and consumer web site evaluations. 
The following chapter provides an introduction to usability, its dimensions, and a 
detailed description of the user-centered design process. 
 
1.3. Usability 
 
In simple terms, usability assesses the user’s experience following an 
interaction with a product or system in the hopes of making it easy to use and a better 
fit for its users (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2007; UPA, 2007). 
Usable products are appropriately complex based upon the task and the end-user’s 
capabilities (Norman, 1998). Usability as a field has flourished under the larger 
discipline of human-computer interaction (HCI), which studies how humans interact 
with computer interfaces and other computer technologies. Both HCI and usability are 
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grounded in theories from cognitive psychology, ergonomics, human factors, and 
computer science (Udsen & Jorgensen, 2005). As a multidisciplinary field, usability 
practitioners may have formal training in any of these areas of study.  
Usability is a multidimensional construct for which numerous attributes and 
measures have been provided in the literature. These include ease of learning 
(learnability), efficiency of use, memorability, errors (frequency, severity, control of), 
and user satisfaction (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2007; Green & 
Pearson, 2006; Nielsen, 1993). Quesenbery (2004) developed the Five E’s to explain 
the dimensions of usability in web site and software development: effective, efficient, 
engaging, error tolerant, and easy to learn. Additional factors such as usefulness and 
cost-effectiveness may also be considered in the usability process (U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, 2007). Although different models and terminology have 
been presented in the literature, the three pillars of usability are those of effectiveness, 
efficiency, and user satisfaction. Effectiveness is the ability of users to complete a task 
accurately and completely; efficiency relates to the resources utilized to completing 
the user’s goals; and satisfaction is the comfort and acceptance of the product by its 
target end-users (Henneman, 1999). The dimension of satisfaction has been criticized 
by many as an inadequate design ambition and as an ambiguous construct that is 
difficult to assess; recent usability literature has expanded its definition to encompass 
a user’s positive emotion following product usage. This shift is evident in the recently 
coined terms of emotional design (Norman, 2004), hedonics (Hassenzahl, 2001), and 
pleasurable products (Jordan, 2000).   
Two international standards currently exist in regards to usability and human-
centered design. ISO 9241-11 was developed in 1998 by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO). It defined usability as “the extent to which a 
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
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efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use" (Usability Net, 2006). The 
second international standard (ISO 13407) defined human-centered design as “the 
active involvement of users and a clear understanding of user and task requirements; 
an appropriate allocation of function between users and technology; the iteration of 
design solutions; and multi-disciplinary design" (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, 2007).  
The appropriate allocation of function between users and technology as stated 
in ISO 13407 for human-centered design is a critical issue for usability and HCI 
practitioners. As technologies become more advanced, developers must decide which 
aspects of the system should be controlled by the human and which should be afforded 
and automated by the technology. With the advent of computers, a thorough 
understanding the user’s tasks and needs is required in the design of web sites and 
interfaces. Usability problems often arise due a purely technology-centered approach 
in the product development process; this approach emphasizes the functional but 
overlooks the human as an essential factor in the system (Henneman, 1999). Product 
development teams in organizations often assess and analyze product attributes such 
as functionality, reliability, compatibility, and manufacturability; the crucial attribute 
of product usability, which may help determine product success, is frequently 
overlooked or eliminated due to additional costs (Henneman, 1999). In contrast to this 
technology-centered approach, usability is an essential component of user-centered 
design, a product development process in which end-user feedback is actively solicited 
to ensure that user needs, limitations, and preferences are taken into consideration 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2007; UPA, 2007). Organizations 
that integrate usability and necessitate a user-centered design process are better 
equipped to develop products, interfaces, and web sites that accurately address their 
end-user’s needs.  
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Due the inherent advantage resulting from a well-supported user-centered 
design process, the discipline of usability has quickly gained increased attention in the 
past few decades and has become an integral part of the product development process 
in a multitude of large corporations. Successful adoption of the usability methodology 
has been associated with increased productivity and decreased task completion time, 
lower error rates, increased sales and revenues, decreased training and support costs, 
reduced development time and costs, reduced maintenance costs, less user frustration, 
and increased customer satisfaction (Henneman, 1999; UPA, 2007). In order for 
usability to be effective, however, it must be part of an iterative user-centered design 
process. It is through this feedback oriented iterative process that usable products, web 
sites, and interfaces are successfully developed.  
 
1.3.1. The Iterative User-Centered Design Process 
 
In the conceptual model developed in this thesis, a strong usability 
methodology, including empirically validated web site design guidelines, provide the 
foundation for effective web site design (Figure 1.3.1.). Web site design is made up of 
both front-end design elements (i.e. color, layout, typography) as well as deeper 
interaction design features of navigation, interactivity, links, etc. The circular route 
between usability, web site design, and web site evaluation portrays the iterative user-
centered design process; development of exceptional web site design often requires 
several iterations with extensive usability testing and continual user feedback.  
Gould and Lewis (1985) describe the four crucial characteristics of user-
centered design, which are as follows: (1) early focus on users, (2) integrated design, 
(3) user testing, and (4) iterative process. First, user-centered design should have an 
early focus on users, in which the development team has direct contact with their 
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target end-users through interviews, surveys, observations, etc. The goal of this early 
focus is to fully understand the end-user, the tasks they complete, their needs, and 
preferences prior to any product development work. Second, user-centered design has 
a characteristic of integrated design; usability efforts should occur in parallel and not 
sequentially in the organization and should be involved in the total customer 
experience from purchase, to installation, to use, to maintenance. Third, there should 
be early and continual user testing of design prototypes in order to keep the designs 
“on track” in the development process and consistently aligned with user needs. User 
testing should also be conducted following product deployment to gather product 
usage information in the user’s natural environment. Finally, Gould and Lewis (1985) 
write that user-centered design is an iterative process, in which the results of usability 
testing feed back into a redesign of the product or system. Design iterations continue 
until the product “meets or exceeds user expectations” (Gould & Lewis, 1985). User-
centered design is most effective in organizations when it is applied early in the 
product development process, before recommended changes based on usability testing 
become too expensive to implement (Henneman, 1999).  
Both the standard for human-centered design provided earlier (ISO 13407) and 
Gould and Lewis (1985) describe an iterative design process as essential to the user-
centered process; an illustration of the iterative process is provided in the diagram 
below (UPA, 2007) (Figure 1.3.2.). The four steps of the human-centered design 
process recommended by the ISO are to (1) specify the context of use, (2) specify 
requirements, (3) produce design solutions, and (4) evaluate the designs. If it is 
decided in the evaluation stage that the product satisfied the requirements determined 
in step two, then the iterative cycle is complete. If however, requirements are not 
adequately met, the cycle begins again with prior work feeding into the next iterative 
product design. 
 14
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3.2. ISO 13407 Human-Centered Design Process 
 
Although adequate, the human-centered design process recommended by the 
ISO does not provide guidance as to the more specific steps or methods utilized by 
usability practitioners in each phase of the iterative user-centered design process. 
Although various design models exist, the majority of usability literature presents an 
iterative user-centered design paradigm with four key phases: (1) analysis, (2) design, 
(3) evaluation, and (4) implementation (Henneman, 1999). A detailed explanation and 
description of each of these four phases is subsequently provided.  
 
1.3.2. Phases of the Iterative User-Centered Design Process 
 
1.3.2.1. Analysis (Predesign) 
The analysis phase aims to fully understand “who the users are, their tasks, the 
environment and context of use, and the technology” (Henneman, 1999). Much of the 
analysis conducted in this stage may be accomplished by the marketing groups if 
management has integrated marketing and usability activities within the company 
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(Nielsen, 1992). Designers and developers should first and foremost understand the 
individual user’s characteristics (i.e. work environment, age, education level, 
computer experience, social context), analyze the user’s current task (i.e. current user 
approach, information needs, mental schemas, pain points in the task), conduct a 
functional analysis (i.e. underlying functions, sequence of typical tasks), and predict 
the potential evolution of the user (i.e. future users and unforeseen uses of the product) 
(Nielsen, 1992). The UPA (2007) cites following activities as characteristic of the 
analysis phase: meet with key stakeholders to set vision, include usability tasks in the 
project plan, assemble a multidisciplinary team with broad expertise, develop usability 
goals and objectives, conduct field studies, examine competitive products, create user 
profiles, develop a task analysis, document user scenarios, and document user 
performance requirements. Thorough analysis of competitive products available on the 
market should also be conducted using empirical usability testing and heuristics 
(Nielsen, 1992). According to Chignell and Hancock (1992), the most basic design 
“triad” of user-task, user-artifact, and artifact-task are the basis for design concerns in 
the analysis phase. Exploration of both the user-artifact (i.e. task analysis) and artifact-
task relationships are central to the discipline of ergonomics and human factors 
(Chignell & Hancock, 1992). Design requirements may also be generated during 
analysis to ensure that specific user needs and goals are met throughout the entire 
design process; results from usability testing later in the process may then be measured 
against these user requirements. Usability goals and objectives should be set by the 
end of the analysis stage based upon prioritization of key usability attributes (Nielsen, 
1992).  
Methods used by usability practitioners in the analysis phase include 
interviews, surveys, questionnaires, focus groups, direct observation, and competitive 
product analysis (Henneman, 1999). The initial analysis phase is the most crucial stage 
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of the iterative user-centered design process; the remaining three phases build on the 
foundation and understanding gathered during this first phase.  
 
1.3.2.2. Design 
The main objective of the design phase is to “translate design requirements 
derived from knowledge about users, their tasks, the environment of use, and the 
platform technology [from the analysis phase] into prototype interface designs” 
(Henneman, 1999). Usability teams in the design phase begin to brainstorm design 
concepts and metaphors, develop screen flow and navigation models, conduct design 
concept walkthroughs, and begin prototyping from low fidelity (paper and pencil) to 
high fidelity prototypes (UPA, 2007). Prototypes created in the design phase have two 
purposes: (1) for evaluation to unveil usability issues and end-user needs and 
preferences, and (2) for exploration of the actual viability and feasibility of the product 
and concept (Henneman, 1999). Prototypes may be low fidelity (i.e. paper mockups, 
mock three-dimensional models) or high fidelity (i.e. fully functioning, interactive 
software). Use of low or high fidelity prototypes in the evaluation phase are dependent 
on the number of iterations previously completed; generally, as iterations increase, so 
does the fidelity of the prototypes. Additionally, frequent prototyping in early 
iterations with low fidelity prototypes is recommended rather than in later iterations 
with more complex, higher fidelity designs.  
Actively solicited user feedback about design concepts and prototypes is an 
essential characteristic of the user-centered design process. In participatory design, 
representative user groups may be recruited to critique and to encourage discussion 
about design ideas and initial prototypes (Nielsen, 1992). The design phase within 
itself is often iterative, with multiple designs created in quick succession based upon 
findings from prior analysis and evaluation stages.  
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1.3.2.3. Evaluation 
The third evaluation phase aims to “assess the extent to which the system 
design solves the user’s problems, whether or not organizations/individuals will use 
the system, and the extent to which the benefits of system use are sufficiently greater 
than its cost” (Henneman, 1999). Evaluations of the prototypes created in the design 
phase are conducted to assess product functionality, layout, terminology, media use, 
and usability issues (Henneman, 1999). Methods in the evaluation phase vary based on 
the depth of analysis needed, from subjective interviews in early stages of the iterative 
process to in-depth usability testing with quantitative measures of error rate and task 
time at later stages. Usability may be assessed through usability testing methods, 
questionnaires, and focus groups (Henneman, 1999). Two basic forms of empirical 
usability testing exist: (1) quantitative testing of a finished product to see if usability 
goals have been achieved, and (2) formative, qualitative evaluations of product to 
understand what aspects need further refinement (Nielsen, 1992).  
The process of usability testing exposes possible problems users have in their 
interactions with the product or system (Green & Pearson, 2006). Think-aloud 
usability testing is commonly used by practitioners; in this process, participants are 
asked to verbalize their thought processes and perceptions of the product during their 
interaction experience (Nielsen, 1992). Think-aloud processes are valuable for adult 
users but may be applicable for children or special populations. In constructive 
interaction usability testing, two users work together to figure out and perform a task 
using a newly developed product. Compared to think-aloud methods with only one 
participant and in which prompting by the experimenter is common, constructive 
interaction methods are often considered more ‘natural’ and conversation-like 
(Nielsen, 1992). With the advent of technology, automatic computer logs of user 
actions (i.e. clicks, errors, recording of the session) may also be conducted during any 
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testing session for later quantitative analysis (Nielsen, 1992). Usability practitioners 
may also observe representative users in their interactions with the product in either a 
laboratory or natural environment. During the evaluative process, practitioners should 
document standards and guidelines and create design specifications which may be 
used to measure prototype success in the following iteration (UPA, 2007).  
Until evaluative results fulfill product objectives and end-user needs, results 
from the evaluation phase are fed back into the iterative design process to improve the 
subsequent prototype design of the next iteration. The duration of the iterative stages 
of design and evaluation varies based upon the product and the effort required to 
prototype; web site and software development processes are generally characterized 
by a shorter, more rapid iterative cycle than in product development.  
 
1.3.2.4. Implementation (Postdesign) 
Once a design has been selected, tested, evaluated, and approved through the 
iterative user-centered design process, usability teams may continue onto the fourth 
and final step of implementation. The implementation phase ensures that “the final 
product is consistent with the validated prototype and, ultimately, with end-user 
needs” (Henneman, 1999). Collaborative, multidisciplinary teams made up of 
interface designers, usability analysts, human factors specialists, engineers, and other 
members of the development team are a key to successful implementation. Follow-up 
usability studies of the product in the field should be conducted to gather data for 
successive product versions, practitioners should send out surveys to get user 
feedback, support calls should be logged, and economic data on the impact of work 
quality and costs to the user should be documented in this implementation phase. 
Testing of product acceptance by the target user group as well as development of 
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training and installation programs should also be completed during this final phase 
(UPA, 1997; Henneman, 1999).  
 
1.4. Usability and Web Site Design 
 
Although user-centered design and usability methods may apply to a multitude 
of products, systems, and interfaces, in the context of this thesis usability is discussed 
primarily in terms of the web site. In contrast to early computers, which were used by 
an exclusive set of users who had been explicitly trained, modern-day computers are 
designed for easy use by a diverse set of users who often lack any training (Chignell & 
Hancock, 1992). The evolution of fundamental usability issues regarding the computer 
and its interface parallels the evolution observed in other technologies. The initial 
design focus during the technological evolution of the automobile was on basic issues 
such as reliability, speed, and safety. As the automobile technology advanced, these 
basic usability concerns gradually become taken for granted and a refocus onto finer 
design attributes and usability issues occurred (i.e. style, ease of use) (Chignell & 
Hancock, 1992). Likewise, as computer technology has advanced, the design focus of 
computer applications, software, and web site development has now become usability 
issues of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. A similar argument has been 
posited by Norman (1998), who explained that as technology advances and the 
functionality of products successfully meet or exceed the users’ needs, competition in 
the marketplace gradually becomes focused on improving the user experience rather 
than basic functionality. Essentially, the evolution of user design concerns mirrors that 
of Maslow’s self-actualization hierarchy (1970); once lower order, basic user needs 
have been fulfilled, higher order needs regarding aesthetics and usability become 
primary. Furthermore, unlike lower order needs which are satiated once fulfilled, as 
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higher order needs are satisfied they are also increasingly desired (Maslow, 1970; 
Tractinsky, 2004). Implications of this theory on e-commerce are immense; consumers 
who have experienced exceptional aesthetics and web site design will refuse to settle 
for an e-retailer whose web site design they deem unappealing.  
This section will first discuss the impact of usable web site design on the 
consumer and on e-commerce success, then the relationship between aesthetics and 
usability, and finally provide an introduction to usability web site design guidelines.  
 
1.4.1. The Impact of Usable Web Site Design 
 
Research has demonstrated the positive impact of usable web site design on the 
consumer. In a study of 750 corporate websites in three years, it was found that those 
websites that addressed usability issues and incorporated design criteria such as 
navigability and interactivity had higher traffic, increased repeat visitors, and higher 
consumer satisfaction ratings (Palmer, 2002a; 2002b). Increasing web site usability 
has also been associated with positive consumer attitudes toward the e-retailer, 
consumer retention, visit frequency, and purchase intention (Becker & Mottay, 2001). 
Usability testing and the resulting redesign of the Staples web site resulted in a 
decrease in consumer abandonment rates during the registration process by twenty-
five percent (Green & Pearson, 2006).  
A recent study by Kuan, Bock, and Vathanophas (2005) examined the impact 
of usability on consumer conversion, retention, and purchase intention. Three 
multidimensional usability dimensions were tested: system quality, information 
quality, and service quality. System quality referred to the usability attributes of 
navigation, layout consistency, visual appeal, accessibility, check out, and download 
delay; information quality comprised of relevance, accuracy, timeliness, content, 
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format, completeness, and understandability; and service quality was related to the 
usability issues of search, interactivity, responsiveness, security and privacy, 
assurance, and empathy. According to the structure provided by Kuan, Bock, and 
Vathanophas (2005), layout and visual appeal, aspects of front-end web site design, 
were components of the usability dimension system quality. Although studied in 
conjunction with additional web site attributes such as download delay and 
accessibility, system quality was most significant for customer conversion. Service 
quality, however, was most significant for consumer retention (Kuan, Bock, and 
Vathanophas, 2005). Furthermore, Kuan, Bock, and Vathanophas (2005) found that 
the three dimensions of usability (system quality, information quality, and service 
quality) explained approximately 70% of the variance for both consumer purchase 
intention and future purchase intention. This thesis examines the impact of front-end 
design elements on consumer evaluations of unknown e-retailers; during an initial 
interaction with an unknown e-retailer, consumer conversion is a primary objective 
necessary for development of the e-retailer’s customer base. Based upon the finding 
from this study, front-end web page design elements may be a key component of 
system quality to encourage consumer conversion.  
Additional research has explored specific web site usability factors that relate 
to e-commerce success; these included download time, navigation, interactivity, 
responsiveness, and quality of content (Palmer, 2002b), learnability, playfulness, 
system quality, information, and service quality (Kuan, Bock, & Vathanophas, 2005; 
Liu & Arnett, 2000), search mechanisms (Koufaris, Kambil, & LaBarbera, 2001), and 
web site design, security, and privacy (Raganathan & Ganapathy, 2002). The usability 
constructs of navigability and interactivity have also been studied in relation to online 
consumer satisfaction (McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002a; Szymanski & Hise, 
2000). As indicated by the list of web site usability factors provided, the impact of 
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usability literature and front-end design elements on e-commerce success has not yet 
been adequately addressed.  
Usability irrefutably provides developers the foundation for good web site 
design. From usability’s functionalist perspective, superior web site design should be 
efficient, effective, and satisfying for the user in order to be truly usable. However, 
increased realization of the importance of aesthetics in interface design and the 
exploration of how aesthetics may impact perceptions of usability, human-computer 
interactions, and the user experience are an emerging trend in the literature (Udsen & 
Jorgensen, 2005). Recent research indicates an inherent interconnectedness between 
user perceptions of aesthetic design and perceptions of usability.  
 
1.4.2. Aesthetics and Usability 
 
Norman (2000; 2004) has developed a model for human information 
processing, in which humans utilize two connected processing systems (affective and 
cognitive) to evaluate (affect) and interpret (cognitive) the world. Affect occurs at the 
lowest, most primitive level of response and may influence “subsequent cognitive 
processes because our thoughts normally occur after the affective system has 
transmitted its initial information” (Tractinsky, 2004). Research has indicated that 
aesthetic impression formation was (1) affective, (2) formed almost immediately, and 
(3) preceded cognition and interpretation (Tractinsky, 2004; Fernandes, Lindgaard, 
Dillon, & Wood, 2003; Norman, 2004; Pham et al. 2001; Zajonc and Markus 1982). 
Based upon Norman’s human information processing model, this thesis utilizes the 
terms “lower level” and “higher level” to characterize rapid, primitive, affective 
(lower level) evaluations and subsequent cognitive (higher level) evaluations of the 
web page and the e-retailer.  
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Support for the impact of attractiveness and aesthetics on human evaluations 
can easily be found in the social sciences literature. Two of the most well-known 
experts in usability have acknowledged the importance of aesthetics in design: 
“attractive things work better” (Norman, 1998), and “what is beautiful is usable” 
(Tractinsky, 2000). A study by Dion, Berscheid, and Walster (1972) found that 
subjects trusted attractive people more than those who were unattractive, which they 
coined the “what is beautiful is good” stereotype. More attractive people also earned 
more (Hamermesh and Biddle 1994) and received higher evaluations on their teaching 
skills (Hamermesh and Parker 2005). The “what is beautiful is good” stereotype was 
also corroborated by Hassenzahl (2004), who found that perceived beauty was 
significantly related to perceived goodness of system design. Aesthetics have also 
been shown to significantly impact new product development, marketing strategies, 
and the retail environment (Kotler and Rath 1984; Russell and Pratt 1980; Whitney 
1988). In a study on product design, Bloch (1995) concluded: the “physical form or 
design of a product is an unquestioned determinant of its marketplace success.” 
Physical appearance and attractiveness clearly human impact impression formation; 
research has further demonstrated the influence of aesthetic design on a variety of 
constructs in relation to the web site. 
A study by Fernandes et al. (2003) exposed users to web pages for a period of 
500 milliseconds; results found that attractiveness evaluations made in the 500 
millisecond condition were significantly associated with attractiveness evaluations of 
the same web pages under conditions of unlimited exposure time. Aesthetic web site 
design has been shown to significantly influence consumer perceptions of web site 
usefulness and value (Pitkow & Kehoe, 1995), web site preference (Schenkman and 
Jonsson, 2000), consumer satisfaction (Lindgaard and Dudek, 2003; Szymanski & 
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Hise, 2000), web site reputation, and consumer trust (Toms & Taves, 2004; Sillence, 
Briggs, Fishwick, 2004).  
The interconnectedness between aesthetics and usability has also been 
supported by the literature; aesthetic design increases perceived usability of products, 
interfaces, and web sites (Udsen & Jorgensen, 2005). Kurosu and Kashimura (1995b) 
studied the “appearance” of inherent usability and its determinants. Termed apparent 
usability, apparent usability was a distinct construct from inherent usability and its 
visual determination was based upon the interface aesthetics (Kurosu & Kashimura, 
1995b). Users attempting to assess the inherent usability of an interface were strongly 
influenced by its aesthetic characteristics (Kurosu & Kashimura, 1995a). The findings 
of Kurosu and Kashimura were further explored in research conducted by Noam 
Tractinsky (1997). In an initial study examining cross-cultural differences, Tractinsky 
(1997) validated the Kurosu and Kashumura’s (1995b) work; high correlations 
between perceived aesthetics and ease of use of the system were found. A follow-up 
study by Tractinsky, Shoval-Katz, and Ikar (2000) examined the connection between 
user perceptions of interface beauty and usability. Results from this study indicated 
that perceived interface aesthetics were significantly related to perceived usability 
both prior to product use and also following interaction; the inherent usability of the 
interface had no effect on user perceptions (Tractinsky, Shoval-Katz, & Ikar, 2000).  
Kurosu and Kashimura (1995b) concluded that designers should enhance the 
apparent usability of a product to increase its appeal to the consumer and the 
probability of purchase. This recommendation was made based on the assumption that 
only following an initial positive assessment of apparent usability and product 
purchase would the user be able to experience the inherent usability present in the 
interface design through actual use (Kurosu & Kashimura, 1995b). In web site design, 
however, the user experience of apparent and inherent usability occur almost 
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simultaneously (Fu & Salvendy, 2002). Fu and Salvendy (2002) studied the impact of 
apparent and inherent usability on user satisfaction in a web site. Apparent usability 
was varied through background color and interface layout; inherent usability was 
varied through task path, product classifications, and interface feedback (Fu & 
Salvendy, 2002). Results indicated that user satisfaction following both searching and 
browsing tasks was significantly related to perceived inherent usability of the web site 
(Fu & Salvendy, 2002). Interestingly, however, users were more likely to use and 
manipulate web sites with high apparent usability, portrayed by the number of items 
placed into the shopping cart (Fu & Salvendy, 2002). Therefore, aesthetically pleasing 
web sites with high apparent usability may increase consumer involvement and 
shopping behavior in ecommerce web sites.  
As stated by Tractinsky (2004), “aesthetic evaluations are likely immediate, 
strong, and stable and may dominate the ensuing interactive experience.” Initial and 
immediate aesthetic evaluations of web site design are critical due to their potential 
ability to (positively or negatively) bias latter higher-level cognition in the user (Pham 
et al. 2001). Positive aesthetic impressions of front-end web site design elements may 
carry over and result in positive impressions of the e-retailer. Furthermore, user 
perceptions of usability have been shown to be influenced by perceptions of aesthetic 
design. Although web site design is often assumed to be a purely artistic discipline, a 
strong foundation of usability, human factors, and human-computer interaction 
research has provided designers with guidelines to develop more usable, user-friendly, 
and ergonomic web sites. Implementation of these usability guidelines would 
subsequently impact the user’s perceived aesthetics of the web site design. In the 
conceptual model developed in this thesis, usability and web design guidelines are 
included as a key resource of the usability methodology and a precedent to web site 
design (Figure 1.4.1.). 
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1.4.3. Usability Web Site Design Guidelines 
 
A guideline may be defined as “a design and/or evaluation principle to be 
observed to get and/or to guarantee a usable user interface” (Mariage, Vanderdonckt, 
& Chevalier, 2005; Farenc, Palanque, & Vanderdonckt, 1995). They may result from 
theories on human physiology and biological systems, empirical observations, or from 
designer judgment (Henneman, 1999). Design guidelines are an especially valuable 
resource for web site designers regarding a multitude of interface issues such as color 
usage, screen layout, typography selection, navigation, link organization, etc. 
Adherence to guidelines may aid designers in the development of more usable, user-
friendly, and ergonomic web sites. Web design guidelines developed within a 
company also aid in ensuring design consistency across various firm offerings, which 
is crucial in the consistent communication of brand and company values (Henneman, 
1999). According to Henneman (1999), design guidelines are divided into two 
categories: interaction recommendations and style recommendations.  
While interaction recommendations target design elements in an effort to 
improve usability, style recommendations reflect the company brand and aim to 
achieve a consistent look-and-feel (Henneman, 1999). This thesis focuses on the 
former category, interaction design guidelines, which aim to improve the usability of 
web sites and user interfaces. 
Interaction design guidelines are abundant in bookstores and on the internet. 
Despite this, even if a company has the best intention of following prescribed web 
guidelines, a variety of issues arise. Guidelines are available in various forms that vary 
in quality, detail, and empirical justification (Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & Chevalier, 
2005). Web design guidelines may conflict with each other and are often stated at such 
a high level that they are difficult to operationalize (Ivory & Hearst, 2002; Ivory, 
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Hearst, & Sinha, 2001). Common sense heuristics such as “keep it simple” and 
“remain consistent” are peppered throughout numerous web design and usability 
sources (for example see: Cooper & Reimann, 2003; Mandel, 1997; Nielsen, 2001; 
Nielsen, 2000). The benefit of such prescriptive guidelines is that they can be applied 
throughout the entire web site development process (Ivory & Megraw, 2005). The 
actual implementation of these heuristics within a design architecture, however, may 
prove challenging; usage of guidelines may differ based on the type and purpose of the 
web site and are often “divorced from the context” in which web sites are being 
developed (Ivory & Megraw, 2005). Furthermore, many web design guidelines are 
observational and are not validated by empirical evidence (Ivory & Megraw, 2005; 
Ivory, Sinha, & Hearst, 2001; Evans, 2000).  The lack of quantitative dimensions 
makes proper implementation of these guidelines that much more difficult. The 
diagram below from Mariage, Vanderdockt, and Chevalier (2005) illustrates a 
classification system for the wide range of design guidelines available in the literature, 
organized based upon the guideline’s type and source (Figure 1.4.2.). Although 
identification of individual web site design guidelines based on the classification 
system below is possible (Mariage, Vanderdockt, and Chevalier, 2005), the level of 
quality and empirical justification supporting each guideline is often ambiguous and 
not explicitly stated. Furthermore, web site design guidelines within one source (i.e. an 
online web guideline source, web site design guideline book) also vary in quality. 
While some guidelines within a source may be empirically justified, others are often 
solely based upon observations of the author(s) and lack explicit distinction between 
the two types. 
Research further confirms that web site designers have difficulty applying web 
site design guidelines. Both novice and professional web site designers struggled to 
apply web site guidelines effectively (Chevalier & Ivory, 2003). According to a 2002 
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Figure 1.4.2. Types of Guidelines and Sources 
 
survey, only 36 percent of web practitioners (including web designers, usability 
specialists, information architects, etc.) always used web design guidelines when 
designing web sites (Ivory, 2003). These percentages may be the basis for the low user 
success rate of only 56% on e-commerce sites; most e-commerce websites follow only 
one-third of prescribed usability guidelines (Nielsen, 2001). Design guideline 
implementation may also be hindered by the lack of a “well-defined, comprehensive 
set” of usability attributes (Kuan, Bock, & Vathanophas, 2005). Despite the abundance 
of design guidelines developed by industry experts and researchers, no consensus 
exists on the variation of design elements that result in a more usable web site.  
In order to fully understand the breadth of available web design guidelines, a 
survey of web design literature was conducted for this thesis. Sources were gathered 
from the disciplines of design, usability, human-computer interaction, and human 
factors. Usability web site design guidelines for specific front-end web page design 
elements were then examined and were utilized as the basis for selection of the four 
design factors studied in this thesis. A detailed description of the web site design 
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guideline framework formulated for this thesis is provided following the literature 
review portion. Prior to a detailed discussion of the web site design framework, the 
remainder of the conceptual model is discussed.  
 
1.4.4. The Three E-Retailer Strategic Components 
 
Usability methodology and an iterative, user-centered design process provide 
the resources and mindset necessary for the development of good web site design in 
any organization. These two criterion serve as the foundation for web site design that 
is usable (efficient, effective, satisfying), ergonomic, and user-friendly. A literature 
review on the benefits of usability and its impact on the consumer and the success of 
the e-commerce web site were provided in prior sections of this thesis.  
In the conceptual model developed in this thesis, the e-retailer strategically 
utilizes three components in order to become successful in the online marketplace: (1) 
web site design, (2) web site attributes, and (3) brand equity. Web site design is 
comprised of both front-end design elements which are of interest in this thesis, as 
well as deeper, interaction design features that are integral to successful web site 
development (i.e. navigation, reactivity, feedback, etc.). Web site attributes is a broad 
category comprised of the additional features of the web site beyond its design that 
may provide information to the consumer about the e-retailer (i.e. privacy/security 
statements, product selection, community chat availability, refund policies, etc.). 
Finally, brand equity refers to the benefits associated with a recognized brand name 
(i.e. logo, reputation, awareness, loyalty).  
A study on mass communication found that the majority of communication 
research focused on message content and audience characteristics; the study of how 
the information content was actually presented was often an afterthought (Wimmer & 
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Dominick, 1997). Similarly, while numerous studies have been conducted to explore 
the impact of usability on the web site, the user, and e-commerce success, the majority 
of the literature addresses the e-retailer strategic components of web site attributes (i.e. 
privacy/security, community chat, search) and brand equity (i.e. name, logo, branded 
products). Furthermore, studies that have directly addressed the impact of usability on 
the first strategic component, web site design, often focus on interaction design 
features such as navigation, interactivity, and reactivity of the web site. Limited 
research has been conducted to examine how usability and superficial, front-end 
design elements impact consumer evaluations of a web page. A handful of recent 
studies, however, have begun to examine the impact of front-end web site design on 
consumer perceptions of the e-retailer and on consumer trust development. 
 
1.5. Web Site Design as an E-Retailer Strategic Component 
 
With thorough usability testing and a strongly supported user-centered design 
process, web site design has the ability to become an essential strategic component for 
the e-retailer. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, low barriers to entry have resulted in 
a highly competitive online marketplace; consumers who are dissatisfied with an e-
retailer can easily switch to a competitive e-retailer with one click of the mouse. 
Furthermore, human aesthetic responses occur almost immediately and have the 
ability to bias subsequent cognitive processing (Tractinsky, 2004; Fernandes, 
Lindgaard, Dillon, & Wood, 2003; Norman, 2000; 2004). Exceptionally usable, 
ergonomic, and aesthetic web site design therefore provides an e-retailer with 
significant competitive advantage over alternative e-commerce web sites; positive 
aesthetic evaluations of the e-retailer web site design may encourage more positive 
evaluations of the e-retailer itself.  
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Web site design as an e-retailer strategic component is illustrated in the 
conceptual model below (Figure 1.5.1.). An introduction to impression formation is 
provided, followed by an overview of the available research that has explored various 
aspects of web site design and its relationship to numerous consumer related 
constructs.  
 
1.5.1. Web Site Design and Impression Formation 
 
Consumers develop their perception of the e-retailer through their first 
impressions and interactions with the web site (Bart, Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005). 
The e-commerce web site is a full representation of the store to the consumer; the 
home page is the new store front (Koufaris, Kambil, & LaBarbera, 2002; McKnight et 
al., 2002b). Web site design has the ability to influence these initial impressions and 
interactions; e-retailers must present a positive online image since consumer 
impressions are grounded on this initial information (Everard & Galletta, 2005). Poor 
web site usability reflects badly on the company image, decreasing the consumer’s 
intention to return to the e-retailer in the future (Nielsen, 2000). Consumers may see a 
well-designed, aesthetically pleasing, useful, and easy to use web site as a positive 
indication of the company’s capabilities. Furthermore, research has indicated that 
consumers use the web site interface as a means to predict their post-consumption 
satisfaction (Alba, Lynch, Weitz, & Janiszewski, 1997).  
Psychological research has shown that a positive image is also important due 
to the “negativity effect” in impression formation: in the overall impression, negative 
attributes are given more weight than positive attributes (Anderson, 1965; DeBruin & 
Van Lange, 2000; Everard & Galletta, 2005; Fiske, 1980; Hamilton & Zanna, 1972; 
Peeters & Czapinski, 1990). Fiske (1980) found that when shown negative or positive 
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behaviors depicted in photographs, negative behaviors had a larger impact on subject 
ratings of the target’s likeability. In a study by Yzerbyt and Leyens (1991), 
participants made faster judgments about an actor’s suitability for a role when given 
negative information about their personality. Even at a subliminal level, negative 
information is more powerful than positive information. Compared to positive words, 
people have been found to process subliminally presented negative words quicker and 
more accurately (Dijksterhuis & Aarts, 2003). In an extensive review of “cognitive, 
affective, and perceptual phenomenon,” Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, and 
Vohs (2001) concluded that “bad” information and events received more attention and 
cognitive processing than “good” information and events (Bosson, Johnson, 
Niederhoffer, & Swann, 2006). In the realm of e-commerce, one negative observation 
about the web site may outweigh the presence of several positive attributes, thus 
skewing the consumer’s overall impression of the e-retailer. 
Furthermore, impressions made in the first seven seconds that a visitor views a 
web site are the most crucial; within this short time period a prospective customer can 
be “turned off for good” (Cotlier, 2001). As consumer expectations of web sites 
become more fine-tuned, the initial amount of time during which users evaluate a web 
site is expected to decrease (Cotlier, 2001). This time crunching trend increases the 
pressure on e-retailers to immediately present a positive impression and quickly 
capture a consumer’s attention (Cotlier, 2001).  
 
1.5.2. Indirect and Direct Web Site Design Research 
 
Four key studies on web site design are subsequently discussed in detail. The 
first two, by Fogg et al. (2003) and McKnight et al. (2002b) indirectly explored the 
impact of front-end web site design on consumer perceptions of e-retailer credibility 
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and consumer trust. The following two studies (Everard & Galletta, 2005; Schlosser et 
al., 2006) explicitly aimed to assess the role of front-end web site design elements on 
perceived web site quality, consumer trust, and purchase intention.  
A large-scale study conducted by Fogg et al. found that web site design 
impacted consumer perceptions of web site credibility. Their analysis of 2500 
participants indicated that 46.1% of comments cited web site design elements as a 
basis for web site credibility evaluation (2003). The most frequent participant 
comments referred to front-end design elements of layout, typography, white space, 
images, color schemes, etc., and were followed by comments on information structure, 
information focus, company motive, information usefulness, and accuracy of 
information (Fogg et al., 2003). The results of Fogg et al. indicated that web site 
design was utilized as the basis for consumer perceptions of e-retailer credibility.  
Fogg et al. argued that the consumer focus on design elements to evaluate 
credibility could be attributed to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (ibid.). 
Introduced in academia approximately twenty-five years ago by Petty and Cocioppo 
(1981), the ELM may be used to better understand how consumer involvement 
influences evaluative judgments. The ELM theory was developed from an 
evolutionary perspective; it is impossible and maladaptive for humans to invest high 
levels of mental effort to assess everything to which they are exposed (Petty & 
Wegener, 1999). According to Petty, the most crucial construct of the ELM is the 
“elaboration continuum”, which is defined by “how motivated and able people are to 
assess the central merits of a person, issue, or position” (Petty & Wegener, 1999). On 
this continuum, highly motivated, able people take the effort to thoroughly examine all 
available and relevant information in order to arrive at a “reasoned attitude that is well 
articulated and well bolstered by supporting information” (Petty & Wegener, 1999). 
At the low end of the elaboration continuum, minimal effort is invested to examine 
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available information; attitude changes in these people may be based upon heuristics 
(Petty & Wegener, 1999; Chaiken, 1987), self-perception (Petty & Wegener, 1999), 
misattribution of affect (Petty & Cacioppo, 1983; Schwartz & Clore, 1983), or 
classical conditioning (Cacioppo et al., 1992; Petty & Wegener, 1999). The ELM is 
characterized by dual routes based upon the elaboration continuum: central and 
peripheral. The central route refers to attitude changes that result from higher effort 
information processing; the peripheral route refers to attitude changes based on lower 
effort processes (Petty & Cocioppo, 1981; Petty & Wegener, 1999).  
Typical internet behavior today often lacks a high level of motivation 
characteristic of the central route of the ELM, as is portrayed by the commonly used 
phrases of “visiting sites” and “surfing the web” (Fogg et al., 2003). With competitive 
e-retailers available a click away, users make e-retailer assessments at a rapid pace and 
spend very little time at any one web site. Thus, according to the ELM, consumers 
with low levels of motivation and involvement will invest less effort into their 
evaluation strategy and rely on simple, peripheral cues such as attractiveness in their 
cursory analysis of the target (Petty & Cocioppo, 1981; Fogg et al., 2003). Indeed, 
peripheral cues such as web site design have been shown to be the basis for the 
development of low-involvement consumer trust in an unfamiliar e-retailer (Yang, 
Hung, Sung, & Farn, 2006). A study by Warden, Wu, and Tsai (2006) found that the 
three characteristics of web site usability, price comparison, and personal information 
protection served as peripheral cues in consumer evaluations of an e-retailer. Aesthetic 
design, however, may have a positive impact not only on low effort processing but 
also in instances of higher effort: “Under even higher elaboration likelihood 
conditions, attractiveness could serve as an argument if it provided information central 
to the merits of the attitude object” (Petty & Wegener, 1999). Strategic use of web site 
design that reflects on aesthetic quality and credibility may help e-retailers effectively 
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capture those consumers whose information processing is characterized by both the 
peripheral (lower effort) and central route (higher effort) of the ELM.  
In the second study by McKnight et al., perceived web site quality strongly 
predicted trusting beliefs, more so than both retailer reputation and structural 
assurance (2002b). Consumers inferred e-retailer characteristics from their first 
impressions of the web site design. Moreover, consumers who perceived the web site 
as high quality were more likely to trust the e-retailer’s competence, integrity, and 
benevolence and were more willing to enter into a buyer-seller relationship (McKnight 
et al., 2002b). The authors concluded: “first impressions of the site are a key to trust 
building” (McKnight et al., 2002b). 
The findings from Fogg et al. (2003) and McKnight et al. (2002b) verify the 
conceptual model developed in this thesis; as the full representation of the store to the 
consumer, superficial evaluations of the e-commerce web site design become the 
foundation for higher-level judgments about the e-retailer itself. Consumer evaluations 
of web site design were related to e-retailer credibility (Fogg et al., 2003) and 
increased consumer trust (McKnight et al., 2002b).  
While the previously discussed studies revealed the impact of web site design 
on consumer perceptions of credibility and quality, their research objectives did not 
explicitly aim to assess web site design characteristics. Two recent studies by Everard 
and Galletta (2005) and Schlosser, White, and Lloyd (2006) directly attempted to 
better understand the role of web site design as an antecedent of consumer trust and 
purchase intention. 
Everard and Galletta (2005) studied the impact of presentation flaws on 
perceived site quality, trust, and purchase intention in e-commerce web sites. Three 
aspects of presentation flaws were specified: poor style, incompleteness, and language 
errors (Everard & Galletta, 2005). Poor web design style was varied through changes 
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in background (color and pattern), font (size, consistency), and page formatting (table 
column consistency, word and line spacing). Although the design decisions in the 
conditions of “good style” versus “poor style” were not varied independent of each 
other, results showed that subjects rated pages with “good style” higher on perceived 
quality scores. This suggests that users were able to successfully able to distinguish 
between, and judge, changes in web site design. Results also supported prior findings 
and those from McKnight et al. (2002b) that perceived web site quality is an 
antecedent of consumer trust, and that trust is an antecedent of purchase intention 
(Everard & Galletta, 2005).  
A recent study by Schlosser, White, and Lloyd explored the impact of web site 
investment on consumer trusting beliefs and online purchase intentions (2006). Web 
site investment was defined as the amount of time, effort, and money invested into the 
development of “front-end” design elements of a web site; it was varied through the 
use of background color, font, and an enhanced zoom feature. The “high investment” 
web site utilized a white background color, “sophisticated” Garamond font, and an 
enhanced zoom feature. The “low investment” web site, in contrast, utilized a default 
gray background color, Times New Roman font, and a limited zoom feature. Web site 
content and layout were held constant. Results showed that subjects accurately 
perceived the high investment web site as requiring greater amounts of time, energy, 
and money to develop (Schlosser et al., 2006). This confirmed that users are able to 
accurately judge web site design and moreover, that web page design elements of 
background color, font, and a zoom feature could successfully communicate level of 
investment to consumers.  
Furthermore, Schlosser et al. found evidence that web site investment 
influenced consumer perceptions of firm ability and online purchase intentions. The 
high investment web site resulted in higher levels of perceived firm ability, which was 
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significantly correlated with higher online purchase intentions. Perceived firm 
benevolence and integrity had no impact on purchase intention (Schlosser et al., 2006). 
The impact of web site investment on purchase intentions, however, was only 
effective for what Schlosser et al. coined “searchers”; those consumers who browse 
web sites in order to find, and hopefully buy, a particular product (2006). Searcher 
behavior was distinct from that of “browsers,” who were characterized by more 
exploratory, recreational, and less “outcome oriented” behavior (Schlosser et al., 
2006). While searcher purchase intentions were influenced by ability beliefs, browser 
purchase intentions were influenced by benevolence beliefs. “Web site design plays 
such an important role… Instead of serving a purely aesthetic function, it signals that a 
firm’s ability can be trusted, which we found to be the most significant driver of 
searcher’s online purchase intentions” (Schlosser et al., 2006).  
As found by Schlosser et al., web site design had the greatest impact on the 
trust and purchase intention of “searchers,” those consumers who had a particular 
product in mind prior to browsing of e-commerce web sites. A consumer searching for 
a product or service through an internet search engine may arrive directly at the 
product description page rather than the home page of an unknown e-retailer; in this 
scenario, only surface cues are present for the consumer to form judgments about the 
e-retailer’s credibility (Everard & Galletta, 2005). The findings from the latter two 
studies further strengthen the conceptual model developed in this thesis; results 
provide empirical evidence that high quality web site design is significantly related to 
consumer perceptions of e-retailer ability, consumer trust, and purchase intention 
(Schlosser et al., 2006; Everard & Galletta, 2005).  
Cotlier (2001) wrote, “Just as when you meet someone for the first time, it's 
human nature for customers to visually evaluate a Website the first time they visit it… 
the Internet is mainly a visual experience.” Consumer trust is crucial for the success of 
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e-commerce; without it, consumers would be unwilling to interact or consider 
purchase from any e-retailer. According to Meyerson et al., initial trust in the e-retailer 
quickly forms based upon “whatever information is available” (1996). Consumer trust 
is essentially the key to e-retailer success; successful trust development is related to 
consumer willingness to buy, purchase intention, satisfaction, and loyalty. A detailed 
discussion of consumer trust is provided in the following chapter.  
 
1.6. Consumer Trust 
 
This thesis focuses on the impact of usability design guideline implementation 
on consumer evaluations of e-commerce web pages. While the previous portion of this 
thesis focused on the importance of usability and web site design, discussion of the 
remaining two e-retailer strategic components in the conceptual model (web site 
attributes and brand equity) aims to provide additional context to the secondary 
research question of this thesis: how may front-end web page design impact consumer 
trust and product preference?  
Prior to discussion of the final two strategic components, a groundwork 
regarding the dimensions of consumer trust, its role in e-commerce, and the 
consequences of consumer trust is provided.  
 
1.6.1. Consumer Trust and Its Dimensions 
 
The multidimensional concept of trust has been studied extensively in 
sociology (i.e. Barber, 1983; Weber & Carter, 1998), psychology (i.e. Couch, Adams, 
& Jones, 1996; Rotter, 1967; Gabarro, 1978; Johnson-George, & Swap, 1982;), 
organizational behavior (i.e. Meyerson, Weick, Kramer, 1996; Zaheer, McEvily, & 
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Perrone, 1998; Zucker, 1986), accounting (i.e. Seal & Vincent-Jones, 1997), 
management (i.e. Butler, 1991; Driscoll, 1978; Jevons & Gabbott, 2000; Mayer, 
Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; McKnight, Cummings, & Chervany, 1998; Wicks, 
Berman, & Jones, 1999), and marketing literature (i.e. Bhattacherjee, 2002; Doney & 
Cannon, 1997; Ganesan, 1994; Moorman, Deshpande, & Zaltman, 1993; Morgan & 
Hunt, 1994; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002). Although numerous studies have 
explored the concept of trust, there is disagreement on its definition, measurement, 
antecedents, consequences, and role in e-commerce (Lee & Turban, 2001; Grabner-
Krauter & Kaluscha, 2003; Everard & Galletta, 2005).  
In online buyer-seller relationships, consumers are the trustors and e-retailers 
are the trustees (Bhattacherjee, 2002). Consumers, unable to effectively monitor or 
control e-retailer behavior, are vulnerable to its behavior (Bhattacherjee, 2002). As 
stated by Bart, Shankar, Sultan, and Urban (2005), “trust implies a party’s willingness 
to accept vulnerability,” in situations of uncertainty and risk, “with an expectation or 
confidence that it can rely on the other party” (Doney & Cannon, 1997; Mayer, Davis, 
& Schoorman, 1995). Trust has also been defined as the extent to which a company is 
likely to behave in a way that is “benevolent, competent, honest, [and] predictable” 
(McKnight et al., 2002a).  
Consumer e-retailer trusting beliefs have been grouped into three main 
categories: belief in the retailer’s ability, benevolence, and integrity (McKnight, 
Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002a; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). According to the 
literature, benevolence and ability are the two key dimensions of consumer trust 
(Shankar, Urban, & Sultan, 2002; Doney & Cannon, 1997). The dimension of 
benevolence in consumer trust is the extent to which a company’s motives benefit the 
consumer and are not opportunistic (Bhattacherjee, 2002; Mayer, Davis, & 
Schoorman, 1995). The dimension of ability is the consumer’s assessment of company 
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competence and its access to the knowledge required to be successful (Bhattacherjee, 
2002; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). While perceptions of company 
benevolence are more relevant for the maintenance of long-term buyer-seller 
relationships, perceptions of company ability are crucial for initial consumer trust 
development and consumer conversion. Research conducted by Schlosser et al. (2006) 
showed that consumers who were targeted in their search for a specific product 
(“searchers”) valued company ability more than benevolence, whereas exploratory and 
recreational consumers (“browsers”) valued company benevolence more than ability.  
Customer perceptions and beliefs about company reliability, safety, and 
honesty are also all important facets of trust (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). The 
development of trust, however, is moderated by differences on consumer 
characteristics. Consumer characteristics that have been shown to drive trust in the 
literature include: internet savvy (Shankar et al., 2002; Sultan et al., 2002), past web 
site/shopping experience (Sultan et al., 2002; Jarvenpaa et al., 1999), 
entertainment/chat use (Sultan et al., 2002; Shankar et al., 2002), predisposition to 
technology (Shankar et al., 2002), long-term orientation (Shankar et al., 2002; 
Jarvenpaa et al., 1999), positive trusting stance or trust propensity (Jarvenpaa et al., 
1999; Lee & Turban, 2001), consumer collaboration or community (Dayal et al., 
1999), and a feeling of control (Dayal et al., 1999; Jarvenpaa et al., 1999). The 
moderating role of consumer characteristics was thus included in the conceptual model 
(Figure 1.6.1.).  
While the majority of the research has focused on trust development in offline 
buyer-seller relationships, more recent trust development models have addressed 
consumer trust in an online context. In online trust, the focus is the web site and 
includes “consumer perceptions of how the site would deliver on expectations, how 
believable the site’s information is, and how much confidence the site commands” 
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(Bart et al., 2005). Urban, Sultan, and Qualls developed a cumulative process model of 
online trust development, in which trust was first developed in the internet and in the 
web site; second, with the information displayed on the web site; and finally, through 
delivery fulfillment and service (Urban, Sultan, & Qualls, 2000).  
Additional efforts have also broadened the concept of online trust beyond the 
consumer perspective to include multiple stakeholders such as customers, employees, 
suppliers, distributors, partners, stockholders, and regulators (Shankar, Urban, & 
Sultan, 2002; Jones, Wilikens, Morris, & Masera, 2000).  
 
1.6.2. Consumer Trust in E-Commerce 
 
Abundant research has been conducted to understand the antecedents and 
underlying dimensions of consumer trust in an online context (e.g. Bart, Shankar, 
Sultan, & Urban, 2005; Bhattacherjee, 2002; Cheung & Lee, 2006; Dayal, 
Landesberg, & Zeisser, 1999; Hoffman, Novak, & Peralta, 1999; Jarvenpaa, 
Tractinsky, & Vitale, 2000; Lee & Turban, 2001; Papadopoulou, Kanellis, & 
Martakos, 2001). The lack of trust characteristic of e-commerce may be attributed to 
the fact that despite its many advantages, internet shopping involves more risk and 
uncertainty for consumers than traditional shopping contexts (Lee & Turban, 2001). It 
is much more difficult for consumers to assess the trustworthiness of e-retailers 
compared to brick and mortar stores (Palmer, Bailey, & Faraj, 2000). Inhibited trust 
development may be attributed to the lack of physical contact with e-retailers and the 
‘lack of touch’ associated with online shopping (Harris & Goode, 2004; Reichheld & 
Shefter, 2000). E-commerce transactions involve both a temporal and spatial 
separation between the consumer and retailer; this lack of “simultaneous exchange” of  
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goods, money, and information increases consumer perceived risk (Grabner-Krauter & 
Kaluscha, 2003). 
Furthermore, consumers often avoid safe online activities that are perceived as 
risky (Dunn, 2004). This behavior has led many researchers to conclude that consumer 
perceptions and lack of consumer trust are the crucial threats to e-commerce 
(Schlosser, White, & Lloyd, 2006; Hoffman, Novak, & Peralta, 1999). A study of 
1500 online users by the Princeton Survey Research Associates found that trust was 
the second most important antecedent of consumers visiting a web site (2002). Only 
29 percent of users trusted e-commerce web sites (Princeton Survey Research 
Associates, 2002). Studies have also shown that online shoppers distrusted not only e-
retailers and their payment systems, but the nature of online shopping itself (Harris & 
Goode, 2004; Urban, Sultan, & Qualls, 2000; Hoffman, Novak, & Peralta, 1999). 
Before they will consider entering into any exchange relationship with an e-retailer, 
consumers must first develop a sense of trust (Cheung & Lee, 2006).  
This thesis focuses on the impact of web page design elements on initial 
searcher consumer trust development in an unknown e-retailer. Initial trust “implies 
that trust is placed in an unfamiliar trustee, in the context of a relationship where the 
parties do not have credible information about each other and where no tie between 
the parties already exists” (Everard & Galletta, 2005; McKnight, Cummings, & 
Chervany, 1998). In the interaction between a consumer and potential e-retailer, this 
initial stage is when subjective judgments are made that will determine whether or not 
the consumer will enter into a buyer-seller relationship with the company. Consumers 
will have immediately evaluated the e-retailer based upon aesthetics and front-end 
web site design; these initial impressions are then strengthened and either supported or 
refuted following the consumer’s first web site experience (Page & White, 2006). 
Perceptions of uncertainty and risk about the e-retailer are also especially heightened 
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in initial stages. Therefore, it is crucial that e-retailers be able to “engender sufficient 
trust at this stage in order to overcome consumer’s perceptions of risk and to persuade 
consumers to transact with them” (McKnight et al., 2002b).  
Consumer trust has been shown to operate as an “order qualifier” rather than 
an “order winner” in buyer-seller relationships (Doney & Cannon, 1997). A critical, 
satisfactory level of trust is thus required in order for a company to be considered as a 
potential provider of goods and services. In the competitive online environment, only 
those e-retailers in which the consumer has developed a satisfactory level of trust will 
product purchase be considered. As substantiated through the discussion of prior 
research, front-end web page design has the ability to effectively impact consumer 
evaluations of the e-retailer and their development of trust. According to Urban, 
Sultan, and Qualls (2000), “Those who wait too long to adopt trust building will be 
marginalized by existing firms that have learned how to earn consumers’ trust as well 
as by entirely new competitors.”  
Therefore, as an order qualifier, consumer trust in the conceptual model 
directly precedes consumer purchase intention and willingness to buy from the e-
retailer (Figure 1.6.2.). Following product purchase, order fulfillment encourages 
varying levels of consumer satisfaction and loyalty to the e-retailer. The valuable 
consequences of consumer trust are thus contingent upon its successful development 
based on consumer evaluations of the e-commerce web site.  
 
1.6.3. The Consequences of Consumer Trust 
 
According to the literature, consequences of consumer trust include: long-term 
exchange relationships  (Ganesan, 1994; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Spekman, 1988), 
cooperation (Morgan & Hunt, 1994), willingness to buy  (Shankar et al., 2002; 
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 Jarvenpaa et al., 2000), stakeholder satisfaction (Shankar et al., 2002), higher 
purchase intention (Yoon, 2002; Stewart, 2003; Sultan et al., 2002), and consumer 
loyalty (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002; Harris & 
Goode, 2004; Lynch, Kent, & Srinivasan, 2001). Higher levels of consumer trust have 
also been shown to be negatively related to early termination of the buyer-seller 
exchange relationship (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 
Trust development and consumer loyalty may be more crucial online than in 
traditional offline store environments (Harris & Goode, 2004; Reichheld, Markey, & 
Holton, 2000). Customers can be more loyal online due to the increasing reliance on 
the internet for information and products (Shankar, Smith, & Rangaswamy, 2003). 
According to a study by Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001), a significant association 
exists between consumer trust and both purchase and attitudinal loyalty. Sirdeshmukh, 
Singh, and Sabol (2002) directly related trust to consumer loyalty in relational 
exchanges. These findings were corroborated by Harris and Goode (2004), whose 
results indicated a positive and direct relationship between trust and loyalty. A cross-
cultural study by Lynch, Kent, and Srinivasan (2001) found that consumer trust was 
consistently and significantly related to online loyalty in twelve different countries. 
Establishing online loyalty, however, is dependent first on the building of consumer 
trust (Harris & Goode, 2004; Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). As Reichheld and Schefter 
(2000) state: “to gain the loyalty of customers, you must first gain their trust. That’s 
always been the case, but on the Web… it’s truer than ever.”  
Company investment into the development of strong customer relationships 
provides more than short-term security; research shows that it is the later years of a 
customer relationship that generate the largest profit returns (Reichheld & Sasser, 
1990). The returns from a loyal customer base online provide e-retailers with the 
steady profit necessary to cover fixed costs and attract new customers through 
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marketing and advertising efforts (Reichheld, Markey, & Holton, 2000). Across 
various industries, Reichheld and Sasser (1990) found that increasing customer 
retention by 5% could result in long-run profit increases between 25% and 95%. This 
phenomenon of increasing profits with increasing length of retailer-customer 
relationship is also present online (Reichheld, Markey, & Holton, 2000). Interestingly, 
research has shown that profitable customers prefer to be loyal and “tend to 
consolidate their purchases in a sector with one online retailer” (Reichheld, Markey, & 
Holton, 2000). These loyal customers did not value a retailer for providing the lowest 
price; instead, they valued convenience and considered trust as the key criterion for e-
retailer preference (Reichheld, Markey, & Holton, 2000). Consumer trust is crucial in 
enhancing attitudinal and behavioral loyalty online, and customer loyalty is the key to 
long-term firm profitability (Gommans, Krishnan, & Scheffold, 2001; Reichheld, 
Markey, & Hopton, 2000).   
Although the presence of customer loyalty implies satisfaction with the e-
retailer, Harris and Goode only found partial evidence that trust was positively and 
directly related to satisfaction (2004). Further studies demonstrated that an asymmetric 
relationship exists; satisfaction does not directly lead to consumer loyalty (Gommans, 
Krishnan, & Scheffold, 2001). This finding is particularly pertinent for e-commerce, in 
which even satisfied consumers may easily switch to a competitor’s web site that 
offers similar goods and services. Therefore, e-retailers must find creative new ways 
of attracting and retaining a customer base; web site design may fulfill this function.  
Trust therefore not only facilitates the acquisition of a strong customer base, it 
also enables relationship building and customer loyalty (Papadopoulou et al, 2001; 
Bart, Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005; Doney & Cannon, 1997). A key aspect of 
‘relationship capital,’ trust is a necessity for companies to establish and maintain 
customer relationships; an increase in relationship capital relates to customer retention 
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and increased sales revenue (Papadopoulou, Kanellis, & Martakos, 2001; Tapscott, 
Ticoll, & Lowy, 2000). Trust is so essential for success in e-commerce that Urban, 
Sultan, and Qualls describe it as the ‘future currency of the Internet’ (2000).  
E-retailers have developed numerous additional techniques beyond web site 
design to help overcome the “trust barrier” in e-commerce. These include (1) 
providing full safety guarantees and offering to cover any losses due to fraud (e.g. 
Amazon.com); (2) relying on existing brand reputation if an established brick and 
mortar business already exists (e.g. BarnesandNoble.com); (3) building brand 
recognition for web-only businesses (e.g. Travelocity.com, Amazon.com); (4) building 
transference-based trust (e.g. through third-party trust-certification bodies such as 
TRUSTe and Verisign); and (5) providing detailed explanations of privacy policies 
(McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2000; Lee & Turban, 2001). The techniques listed 
above may be placed into the two remaining components of the conceptual model: 
web site attributes and brand equity. In addition to good web site design, both may be 
used by the e-retailer as strategic components to engender development of consumer 
trust in the web site.  
 
1.7. Web Site Attributes as an E-Retailer Strategic Component 
 
The second e-retailer strategic component that may provide competitive 
advantage to an e-retailer is that of web site attributes (Figure 1.7.1.). The broad 
category of web site attributes is composed of the additional features of the web site 
that go beyond its front-end web site design characteristics and provide information to 
the consumer about the e-retailer (i.e. privacy/security statements, product selection, 
community chat availability, refund policies). 
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The majority of research exploring the impact of web site attributes on the 
consumer has been conducted in the past decade. As a recent area of research, this e-
retailer strategic component has included a variety of web site features and 
characteristics that may be related to various consumer-related constructs (i.e. trust, 
purchase intention, loyalty). A consensus on which web site attributes have the most 
significant impact on consumer web site evaluations and trust development has yet to 
be achieved. Furthermore, many web site attributes examined in the literature overlap, 
but are classified differently in each research study.    
Web site attributes that have been proven to be drivers of consumer trust 
include: information quantity, quality, and timeliness, advice availability (Urban, 
Sultan, and Qualls, 2000), web site longevity, security, product selection, community, 
order fulfillment, external links, privacy, and search engine presence (Smith et al., 
2000; Dayal et al., 1999). Research has also shown that positive consumer perceptions 
of e-retailer legitimacy, size, and reputation based on the web site were associated 
with increased consumer trust (Dayal et al., 1999; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000).   
Security and privacy control have been especially emphasized in the literature 
as essential to consumers and as a means of building e-retailer trustworthiness and 
web equity (Caudill & Murphy, 2000; Hoffman et al, 1999; Page & Lepkowska-
White, 2006; Urban, Sultan, & Qualls, 2000; Cheung & Lee, 2006). Privacy and 
security are often conveyed through the use of explicit statements that “assure 
customers that personal data will be discreetly used and protected” (Schlosser, White, 
& Lloyd, 2006). The effectiveness of these statements in promoting trust, however, 
has not yet been agreed upon in the literature (Schlosser, White, & Lloyd, 2006; Bart, 
Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005; Palmer, Bailey, & Faraj, 2000). Schlosser et al. 
found that although consumers read privacy and security statements, they did not 
influence online purchase intentions unless the statements were noticeably weak or 
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ambiguous (2006). Consumer purchase intention was affected more by web site 
investment, which varied web site design elements (Schlosser et al., 2006). 
Furthermore, a large scale study by Fogg et al. found that consumers based 
perceptions of web site credibility on “surface elements” such as web site design 
rather than on the presence of privacy policies (Fogg, Soohoo, Danielson, Marable, 
Stanford, & Tauber, 2002). The unanticipated results of Schlosser et al. (2006) and 
Fogg et al. (2002) bolster the primary research question of this thesis; front-end web 
page design elements may significantly impact consumer aesthetic evaluations of e-
commerce web page design and higher-level perceptions about the e-retailer.  
Comprehensive, large-scale research on the role of web site characteristics as 
drivers and antecedents of online trust has also recently been conducted. A large-scale 
analysis of twenty-five web sites and 6700 responses found three underlying 
dimensions of trust: believability/reliability, visual feel/comfort and quality of the 
company (Sultan, Urban, Shankar, & Bart, 2002). Nine key web site factors 
determined consumer perceptions of trust: navigation, advice, no errors, fulfillment, 
community, privacy/security, trust seals, brand, and presentation (Sultan et al., 2002). 
A follow-up large-scale study by Bart, Shankar, Sultan, and Urban (2005) then 
explored the differences in antecedent web site characteristics that drove consumer 
trust across different web site categories and consumer segments. Their study focused 
on the web site characteristics of privacy, security, navigation and presentation, brand 
strength, advice, order fulfillment, community features, and absence of errors (Bart et 
al., 2005).  Results indicated that navigation and presentation, advice, and order 
fulfillment were especially important for building trust in e-retailer web sites. 
Furthermore, Bart et al. (2005) found that advice was most important for web site 
categories with high financial risk (i.e. computers) and that brand strength was most 
important for high involvement web site categories (i.e. automobiles) (2005). Brand 
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strength also influenced consumer trust more for subjects with higher levels of 
education (Bart et al., 2005).  
Results from Bart, Shankar, Sultan, and Urban (2005) provide evidence that 
brand has a significant impact on consumer trust development. Brand equity is the 
final strategic component included in the conceptual model devised in this thesis. A 
more detailed discussion of brand is provided in the following chapter.  
 
1.8. Brand Equity as an E-Retailer Strategic Component 
 
The final strategic component in the conceptual model, brand equity, has been 
extensively explored and substantiated as an essential strategic component in the 
development of consumer trust (Figure 1.8.1.). Indicators of the presence of brand 
equity include brand-specific trust and loyalty (Aaker, 1996). While consumer trust is 
generally discussed in terms of the consumer’s trust in the e-retailer, in this thesis 
brand trust is more narrowly defined as the recognizable brand name of the e-retailer 
or its product offerings.  
Recognized and trusted brand names strongly impact consumer evaluations of 
the web site and e-retailer; presence of a recognized brand name may occur at both the 
retailer level and at the product manufacturer level. The interaction between the 
retailer brand and the manufacturer brand in the online context, however, has yet to be 
extensively studied in the literature (Jevons & Gabbott, 2000). A detailed discussion 
of the impact of brand is beyond the scope of this thesis; therefore, a more general 
discussion of its role as an antecedent of consumer trust and loyalty is provided.   
Brand trust may be defined as the willingness of a consumer to rely on the 
ability of a brand to perform its stated function   (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; 
Moorman, Deshpande, & Zaltman, 1993; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). The trend of moving 
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 from traditional brick and mortar stores to ‘click and mortar’ channels has made the 
creation of strong online brand identity a necessity for any retailer. Strong brand 
identity, however, is difficult to create in the electronic environment where “physical 
interaction is reduced and product qualities and benefits must be distilled and captured 
in a way that can be communicated over the wires” (Rowley, 2004). The limited 
experience associated with online shopping may lead to decreased consumer 
enjoyment and reduced sales (Koufaris et al, 2002). Companies are challenged to 
create a memorable, brand-rich shopping experience using the two-dimensional 
medium of a website.  
Brand equity helps to overcome consumer perceptions of the Internet as “an 
unsafe, dishonest, and unreliable marketplace” (Gommans, Krishnan, & Scheffold, 
2001). Unknown web retailer reliability results in consumer uncertainty online; the 
presence of a trusted brand reduces the consumer’s sense of vulnerability and aids in 
the development of trust (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). The product’s brand thus 
serves as a “trust mark” that transfers brand equity to the e-retailer by indicating 
quality, reliability, and credibility (Shankar, Urban, & Sultan, 2002; Urban, Sultan, & 
Qualls, 2000). As stated by Berry (2000), “Strong brands increase customers’ trust of 
invisible products while helping them to better understand and visualize what they are 
buying.” 
Furthermore, brand loyalty has significant benefits for the e-retailer. Brand 
loyalty may result in consumers who are willing to pay higher price points, greater 
market share due to repeat purchases, and increased usage (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 
2001). Amazon.com, a successful brand e-retailer, charges a premium of three to 
thirteen percentage points on many of their products (Reichheld, Markey, & Holton, 
2000). Ease and low advertising costs lower the barriers of entry in the online 
marketplace; small businesses can effectively compete with large corporations if their 
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web sites and product offerings are comparable (Dholakia & Rego, 1998). A firm must 
therefore compete with a multitude of competitors offering similar products and 
services. With the pervasive presence of competitive e-retailers, consumer brand 
loyalty may also reduce the constant “threat of commoditization” (Urban, Sultan, & 
Qualls, 2000). The abundant literature on brand equity has solidified and substantiated 
its place in the conceptual model as a crucial e-retailer strategic component and as an 
antecedent of consumer trust.  
The e-commerce web site is a full representation of the store to the online 
consumer. Evaluations of its front-end web site design and subsequent perceptions 
about the e-retailer are thus founded upon the web site itself; visible changes in its 
design may significantly impact e-commerce success. The conceptual model 
developed in this thesis posits that web site design should be recognized as a critical 
and influential strategic component for the e-commerce web site. Although prior 
models reviewed in the literature frequently incorporated various aspects of web site 
design, this thesis incorporates web site design as an independent and leading e-
retailer strategic component. Furthermore, usability guidelines and the iterative user-
centered design process provide the foundation upon which good web site design rests. 
Although the impact of usability on interactive web site design features and web site 
attributes have been examined in the literature, examination of inconsistent 
implementations of usability guidelines regarding front-end web page design has not 
been conducted. Additionally, there has been no systematic, empirical investigation of 
the impact of usability-based changes in surface web page design on consumer trust 
and purchase intention.  
The following section describes the web design framework developed for this 
thesis. Four design factors were selected for study from this framework based upon the 
usability guidelines literature. A detailed discussion of the framework development 
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process and the hypotheses developed for each of the four design factors selected is 
then presented.  
 
1.9. Web Site Design Guidelines Framework 
 
In an effort to fully understand the extent of, and potential contradictions 
within, available web design guidelines, a survey of web design literature was 
conducted. The creation of a web site design guidelines framework was necessary due 
to an inherent limitation in the usability literature: no consensus exists (in the dialogue 
or in the form of a document) regarding the characteristics that make a web site 
usable. Sources were gathered from the disciplines of design, usability, human-
computer interaction, ergonomics, and human factors. Approximately 230 distinct web 
site design guidelines were compiled from various sources (i.e. Nielsen, 2000; Cooper 
& Reimann, 2003; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006; Mandel, 
1997; Lynch & Horton, 2002). Following compilation, guidelines were then organized 
into categories and subcategories based upon the web site design element addressed 
(i.e. text, links, etc). A full list of the 230 web site design guidelines and the categories 
may be seen in the appendix (Appendix Table 4.1.).  
A visual representation of the web site design guidelines framework is 
provided below (Figure 1.9.1.; Appendix 1.2.). Preliminary examination of 
accumulated web design guidelines resulted in the creation of two overarching 
categories: Information Content and Information Presentation. This important 
distinction between content and presentation was also present in Bucy and Lang’s 
study of media messages (1999). As can be seen in the image below, web site design 
guidelines were collected relating to various categories including both front-end web 
page elements and interactive web site design elements (i.e. navigation and links).  
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Figure 1.9.1. Web Site Design Guidelines Framework 
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1.9.1. Information Content  
 
Information Content may be defined as the fundamental main message of the 
web page. Bucy and Lang defined content as “the verbal and visual information 
components of a message” (1999). The information on a web site should be relevant, 
useful, and up to date (Page & White, 2006). A study by Zellweger found a positive 
relationship between relevance of web site information, consumer likelihood to 
purchase, and subsequent satisfaction with the e-retailer (1997). The information 
content, usually consisting of text, may remain constant while its presentation is 
altered. The majority of recommendations in the category of Information Content 
relate to prose brevity, structure, and language. A note: visuals may be included in the 
category of Information Content depending on the type and purpose of a web page. 
Web sites presenting the work of artists online would deem art images as crucial 
information content. The majority of web design literature surveyed, however, 
considered visuals as a complement to main message content and not content within 
itself.  
 
1.9.2. Information Presentation  
 
Information Presentation refers to the visual presentation or “packaging” of the 
web page’s information content (Bucy & Lang, 1999). The basic elements of text, 
links, and graphics are the “building blocks of web interfaces” (Ivory & Megraw, 
2005). Seven sub-categories under Information Presentation were created in this 
framework. These include: text, multimedia, graphical elements, links, navigation, 
page layout, and page design. Breakdown of each of these sub-categories is provided 
below. Page performance web site design guidelines are included as the eighth 
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category, but these recommendations tend to result from the content and presentation 
decisions made. 
 
1.9.2.1. Text 
Web design guidelines regarding text are abundant. They include 
recommendations about font, case, size, line length, justification, color & contrast, 
emphasis, leading, and consistency. Font is made up of four important features: 
typeface, font size, whether it is bolded, or whether it is italicized (Schriver, 1997). 
Research suggests that sans serif fonts, especially in small sizes, are more legible than 
serif fonts (Nielsen, 2000; Schriver, 1997). No clear consensus has been found, 
however, in the recommended minimum font size to use; guidelines range from nine 
to fourteen point font size (Ivory & Megraw, 2005).  
 
1.9.2.2. Multimedia 
The use of multimedia in web site design has become more popular in recent 
years and is an integral part of “experiential web site design.” Multimedia includes the 
usage of animation, audio, and video to aid in the presentation of information. 
Multimedia usage increases web site interactivity and thus the level of involvement 
and enjoyment experienced by its users. The incorporation of multimedia elements as 
well as chat rooms and customer service applications aid in making the online 
shopping experience closer to that of the traditional brick and mortar store (Page & 
White, 2006; Li et al., 1999). The incorporation of too many multimedia elements into 
a website, however, can significantly slow the web site; therefore, “less is more” (Page 
& White, 2006). Guidelines in this sub-category referred to multimedia introductory 
information, usage, controls, and site architecture.  
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1.9.2.3. Graphical Elements 
According to Ivory and Megraw, the use of graphics in web sites doubled from 
2000 to 2003 (2005). Graphical element guidelines aid in the proper inclusion of 
images, advertising, and data on the web page. Images were usually considered as 
supplemental to main web page content, as portrayed by the following web guideline: 
“Use images only when they are critical to the success of a Web site” (U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). Most research supports the 
conclusion that the number of images should be minimized on the web site to increase 
download speed (Ivory & Megraw, 2005). Certain types of images should be avoided: 
images that contain text, images that are used for navigation, and images that are 
animated (Ivory & Megraw, 2005; Nielsen, 2000). Despite this, research shows that on 
commercial web sites a significant relationship existed between graphical elements 
and site traffic (number of page views) (Bucy & Lang, 1999). On e-commerce web 
pages, images of products or services offered are central to attracting customers and 
success.  
 
1.9.2.4. Links 
Links are crucial on any well-designed web page to help present and organize 
information. Design guidelines for links refer to their usage, titles, location, number, 
color, images, and clickability cues. Image guidelines in this sub-category refer to 
image link cues and may slightly overlap with guidelines for graphical elements. 
Contradictory guidelines exist in respect to the ideal link length: some recommend the 
use of two to four words (Nielsen, 2000), while others recommend the use of seven to 
twelve “useful” words that provide hints about the content of the destination page 
(Sawyer & Schroeder, 2000). Additionally, research suggests that the number of links 
should be minimized, certain link types should be avoided (i.e. graphical, repeated, 
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within-page links), and that multiple links to the same destination should be provided 
in various locations and forms (Ivory & Megraw, 2005; Nielsen, 2000; Sawyer & 
Schroeder, 2000).  
 
1.9.2.5. Navigation 
Navigation is the method by which users find information within a web site 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). According to Taylor and 
England, the greatest difficulty consumers may face in retailer web sites is locating the 
information they require or the transaction they wish to complete (2006). They write, 
“The more difficult this is, the less chance of consumers making a purchase or 
considering future purchases via the web site” (Taylor & England, 2006). While 
searching for information, 58% of users were shown to make at least two navigational 
errors (Forsythe, Ring, Grose, et al., 1996). Studies recommend that web site 
architecture be organized as broader rather than deeper (Bernhard, 2001) and should 
utilize a concave architecture that narrows in complexity at intermediate information 
levels to increase ease of navigation (Norman & Chin, 1998). Navigation web 
guidelines may be broken down into the following headings: site architecture, 
location, cues, titles, page design, and screen-based controls.  
 
1.9.2.6. Page Layout 
Page layout web design recommendations relate to the overall structure, 
organization, and dimensions of the web page itself. These web guidelines include 
page consistency, hierarchy, location, site architecture, frame usage, page dimensions, 
resolution, and content organization & structure. The heading ‘content organization & 
structure’ is an important sub-heading which addresses the presentation and 
organization of information content. Content organization & structure includes web 
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design guidelines dealing with hierarchy, brevity, chunking, scanning, lists, and 
headings, titles, & labels. 
 
1.9.2.7. Page Design 
Page design refers to the visual presentation of web page content through 
conscious design decisions. Page Design subcategories included guidelines relating to 
consistency, repetition, simplicity, interactivity, density, alignment, structure and flow, 
visual hierarchy, credibility, contrast and layering, icons and symbols, emphasis, and 
color and contrast.  
 
1.9.2.8. Page Performance 
Page performance is a result of design decisions made in the web site. 
Research has shown that the speed of downloading has a positive impact on the 
number of web pages accessed, time spent at the web site, and the consumer image of 
the e-retailer (Dellaert & Kahn, 1999; Dreze & Zufryden, 1997). The maximum time a 
user will wait for a web page to download before becoming frustrated is 
approximately four seconds (Nelson, 2000). A delay of 0.1 seconds makes the user 
feel that the web site is reacting instantaneously; 1.0 seconds is the limit for the user’s 
flow of thought to remain uninterrupted; after 10 seconds, the user loses their focus 
and no longer pays attention to the download (Nielsen, 1994). This effect can be 
lessened through incorporation of a “duration time to download” countdown, which 
lessens consumer uncertainty and frustration (Page & White, 2006; Dellaert & Kahn, 
1999; Nielsen, 1994). Page performance guidelines generally recommend the 
minimization of download times on the web site.  
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1.10. Selection of Design Factors 
 
The framework developed and described in the previous section placed 
usability web site design guidelines from the literature into a broader, organized 
structure. Web site design guidelines vary in their quality, detail, and empirical 
justification. Each guideline category from the framework was reviewed and examined 
for quantitative guidelines that could be tested through systemic, empirical research. 
The web site design guidelines framework was made up of 230 guidelines, which 
included guidelines that addressed web site issues beyond front-end web page design 
elements. However, since the focus of this thesis was on front-end design, guideline 
selection for further research was focused on the category of Page Design. The 
remaining seven categories of web site design guidelines were excluded from further 
examination. This research focus narrowed guideline selection from an initial 230 
guidelines to approximately 50 guidelines in the category of Page Design.  
In addition to empirically validated guidelines that were consistent throughout 
the majority of web design recommendations, special attention was given to web page 
design guidelines that appeared conflicting or ambiguous. Design factor selection was 
based upon consistency (similar guidelines from multiple sources), simplicity, 
importance (as implied by the number of guidelines found under each category), 
available literature (or lack thereof), conflicting recommendations, possible 
interactions with other factors, and most importantly, the design factor’s individual 
visual impact on the overall web page design. Based upon these considerations, the 
following four design factors were selected from Page Design for further empirical 
study: background color, white space, thumbnail image size, and thumbnail image 
location. Detailed descriptions of each of these four design factors are provided below. 
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1.11. The Four Design Factors 
 
1.11.1. Background Color 
 
Web site visitors respond to visual cues on a psychological level (Holzschlag, 
1999). Of all these cues, color is one of the first aspects noticed and has the ability to 
set the tone for the entire web site experience (Holzschlag, 1999). Web design 
literature states that designers should avoid using too many colors, complementary 
colors, and excessive saturation (Cooper & Reimann, 2003; Mandel, 1997; Nielsen, 
2000; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). Moreover, usability 
literature recommends the use of one solid background color in web page design 
(Nielsen, 2000; Schneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). Users have been shown to prefer the 
use of one dominant color in web page design over the use of many competing colors 
(Covert, 1987; Schneiderman, 1998). Color use is especially  recommended for 
highlighting important information because brightly colored graphics and text draw 
the user’s attention first (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). 
Although color may be incorporated into web page design in a multitude of ways, 
alteration of the background color instantly influences the web page’s overall ‘look 
and feel’. 
Richards and David write, “Color is used on the web to elicit emotional 
reactions… through color schemes and corporate logos that create in the viewer’s 
mind connections between visual design and the organization” (2005). Color selection 
is therefore a crucial design decision that can provide cues to the consumer about 
retailer personality, a key differentiator in a saturated marketplace such as the internet 
(Aaker, 1996). Consistent color use also helps in the building of brand equity; for 
example, Tiffany’s distinctive green-blue is immediately recognizable by consumers.  
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In a case study of McDonald’s online branding, Rowley writes: “Arguably the 
strongest reminder of the brand is in the color… The McDonald’s bright ‘fun loving’ 
red acts as a frame for all other images… the web site makes generous use of bright, 
even garish primary colors” (2004). Red is immediately associated with McDonald’s 
corporate identity and it is undeniably an important component of their online 
branding.  
The case of McDonald’s “garish” red, however, is an extreme one; research 
shows that the majority of web pages utilize a more subtle color scheme. A study by 
Bucy and Lang found that 65.5% of web site homepages utilized a white background, 
12.7% utilized black, 5.1% were multicolored, and 4.1% used blue as their 
background color (1999). No significant background color tendencies were found to 
exist in the more specific category of business web sites (Murayama, Saito, & 
Okumura, 2004). Whereas no clear color trend has been found in business web sites, 
approximately 70% of corporations in the United States chose blue for their corporate 
color and logo (Lippincott Mercer, 1997). According to Lippincott Mercer, this 
phenomenon may be attributed to the fact that blue is liked by both men and women, 
appears on many national flags, and has long associations with trust and stability 
(1997). In addition to trust, the color blue has also been shown to be associated with 
conservativeness, security, technology, cleanliness, and order (Holzschlag, 1999). 
These associations, however, are culture dependent. In Korea, trust is best represented 
by pastel colors, especially the color pink (Holzschlag, 1999). 
The impact of color on the perceptual system was studied by White (1990). 
Warm colors (red, yellow, orange) attracted more attention than cool colors and were 
perceived as being closer to the viewer. Cool colors (blue, green, violet), on the other 
hand, appeared to be farther away (White, 1990; Richards & David, 2005). Based on 
these findings, White recommended that warm colors be utilized in the foreground of 
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web page design and that cool colors be used for the background (1990). Furthermore, 
a study by Pace examined the use of 24 different colors as the background on visual 
display units (1984). Results of this study found that the use of blue as a background 
color was associated with reduced error rates in reading (Pace, 1984).  
Color was therefore varied in this study through the presence of a plain white 
background color or a blue background color. Although research discussed above has 
demonstrated the positive influence of blue, very few studies specified the specific 
RGB values of the “blue” studied. The lack of inclusion of the color values utilized 
makes it difficult for researchers to replicate prior studies and to know what “blue” 
actually means. This thesis utilized a pale blue background color with the following 
RGB values: Red (199), Green (217), and Blue (217). A pale blue color was selected 
instead of a deeper blue shade to minimize confounding effects of contrast level with 
overlaid text on the web page. Furthermore, while many web pages may utilize more 
dramatic color schemes, it was decided that the use of pale blue and a subtle 
background color change was more realistic and appropriate for study. Bright, 
concentrated background colors such as red, yellow, or orange would be expected to 
have a greater impact on perceived web page quality and overall trust.  
As mentioned above, a white background color was utilized in 65.5% of web 
site homepages (Bucy & Lang, 1999). Increased familiarity with a stimulus results in 
higher ratings of attractiveness and preference, as seen in abundant psychology 
research and what has been coined, the “mere exposure effect.” Repetitive exposure to 
a stimuli increases positive affect that may then influence similar stimuli to which the 
subject has not been previously exposed (Zajonc, 2001). Therefore, since 65.5% of 
web pages utilized a white background color (Bucy & Lang, 1999), it was 
hypothesized that increased subject familiarity with white would result in higher web 
page evaluations. Furthermore, a white background color was hypothesized to increase 
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consumer aesthetic ratings of the web page based upon “classical” aesthetics, which 
emphasizes simplicity and order (Tractinsky, 2004). White may therefore be perceived 
as more familiar, simpler, cleaner, and more professional. Although only 4.5% of web 
pages utilized blue as a background color, it was selected due to its positive 
associations with trust and stability (Lippincott Mercer, 1997; Holzschlag, 1999), its 
recommendation as a cool color to be used as the background (White, 1990), and its 
association with reduced error rates in reading (Pace, 1984). While the pale blue 
background color may impact consumer perceptions about the e-retailer, the white 
background color was expected to impact aesthetic evaluations of the web page itself.  
Background color may impact webpage aesthetic evaluations, perceptions of 
professionalism and quality, and consumer trust. While the pale blue background was 
hypothesized to positively impact consumer perceptions of trust and company quality, 
the white background color was hypothesized to positively impact ratings of web page 
aesthetics, professionalism, and high budget.  
 
H1a: The white background color will be positively related to web page aesthetic 
ratings of color, clutter, and legibility.  
 
H1b: The white background color will be positively related to web page evaluations of 
the e-retailer as professional and high budget. 
 
H1c: The pale blue background color will be positively related to consumer 
evaluations of e-retailer trustworthiness and company quality. 
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1.11.2. White Space 
 
Graphic designers emphasize the importance of white space in numerous web 
style guides. White space in regards to this thesis may be defined as the negative space 
present on a web page; use of the phrase “white space” thus refers to the open, 
negative space on a web page and not the background color.  
The balance between the positive and negative space is an essential component 
of any aesthetic composition (White Space, 2007). In web site design, white space is 
often at a premium; less white space allows sites to include more information and 
products in one screenful. Lack of white space, however, may negatively impact 
perceptions of the web site as difficult to read and cluttered. Abundant white space is 
often associated with a web site having a “classic, elegant, or rich appearance” (White 
Space, 2007). Upscale brands often utilize an abundant amount of white space in their 
advertisements and retail merchandising space.  
The amount of white space on a web page may be varied relative to leading in 
text placement as well as in the distance between lines and paragraphs on the page 
(Lynch & Horton, 2002). White space may also be increased through the presence of a 
border around the web page information content.  
Literature on white space suggests that the presence of less white space 
facilitates faster scanning and searching behavior (Bevan, 2004). However, while 
some research has found that higher density web pages resulted in faster scanning 
without any impact on accuracy or performance, others have found that the amount of 
white space had no impact on search performance whatsoever (U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, 2006). Therefore, the relationship between white space, 
scanning, and searching behavior remains unclear.  
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Human factors research on the design of warning signs found that the 
significant effect of white space on urgency ratings was much smaller in comparison 
to the other factors of text size and border width (Adams & Edworthy, 1995). Due to 
limited label space, Adams and Edworthy concluded that it would not be worthwhile 
for designers to vary white space (1995). White space was, however, related to 
aesthetic appeal ratings of warning label design. Other research showed that users 
preferred a moderate amount of white space (U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, 2006; Adams & Edworthy, 1995). These research findings are limited and 
ambiguous. Although a potential contradiction between aesthetic appeal and 
facilitation of scanning and searching behavior may exist, no clear relationship is 
supported by the literature.   
The factor of white space in e-retail product display web pages may impact 
aesthetic perceptions. White space in graphic design is emphasized as a means to 
achieve a more classic, elegant, and rich appearance (White Space, 2007). Although 
no research has linked white space to e-retailer evaluations, the conceptual model 
developed in this thesis hypothesizes that aesthetic evaluations form the foundation for 
higher level e-retailer evaluations. Therefore, higher aesthetic evaluations related to 
white space are expected to result in higher e-retailer evaluations.  
 
H2a: More white space will be positively related to ratings of web page aesthetics 
 
H2b: White space will have a positive impact on consumer perceptions of the e-
retailer as trustworthy, representing a quality company, high budget, or professional. 
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1.11.3. Thumbnail Image Size 
 
The majority of e-retailer web sites utilize small thumbnail images to provide 
an initial visual representation of their products. These images are usually paired with 
brief product descriptions that include the brand name, product name, and price (Lam, 
Chau, & Wong, 2007). Web site thumbnails function very much like a window display 
or product shelf in a traditional brick and mortar store. They are used “to attract online 
shoppers to the inner pages of virtual stores where they are exposed to more detailed 
product information and store atmospherics (additional graphics, animation, etc.)” 
(Lam, Chau, & Wong, 2007). The use of small thumbnail images instead of full-sized 
product images on the internet also effectively reduced the download time of web page 
visual displays (Nielsen, Molich, Snyder, & Farrell, 2000).  
Research shows that thumbnail images required much less cognitive effort than 
text descriptions and were processed much faster by surfers (Lam, Chau, & Wong, 
2007; Woodruff, Rosenholtz, Morrison, Faulring, & Pirolli, 2002). Moreover, 
searching for a particular product image among other images was faster than searching 
for the name of the product among other words (Paivio, 1974). Larger images have 
been shown to draw user attention first and were fixated on for longer periods of time 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). 
Although thumbnail images are always ‘small’ in comparison to their full-
sized counterparts, no research has been conducted to examine the impact of 
thumbnail image size on consumer perceptions and product preference. The factor of 
thumbnail image size has important implications for ecommerce websites. Limited 
screen real estate places pressure on e-retailers to minimize thumbnails as much as 
possible to increase the number of products per screen. This minimizing trend may 
have an impact on consumer perceptions of product quality and purchase intention. 
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Despite identical product descriptions, differences in thumbnail image size may 
impact which product consumers would be more likely to purchase.  
 
H3a: The large thumbnail image will be selected for purchase more often than the 
small thumbnail image.  
 
H3b: The large thumbnail image will be associated with a higher quality product and 
will receive more positive qualitative feedback than the small thumbnail image.  
 
1.11.4. Thumbnail Image Location 
 
A casual survey of popular ecommerce websites such as Amazon.com, 
Buy.com, Barnesandnoble.com, etc., illustrates the lack of consistency of thumbnail 
image location relative to its corresponding product description. While most websites 
appear to utilize a vertical thumbnail layout, many others use a horizontal layout 
across the screen. Product descriptions may then be located above, below, to the left, 
or to the right of the thumbnail image.  
As mentioned above, research showed that (1) thumbnail image processing 
was easier and quicker than text processing (Lam, Chau, & Wong, 2007; Woodruff, 
Rosenholtz, Morrison, Faulring, & Pirolli, 2002) and that (2) specific image search 
among other images was faster than searching for a product name among other words 
(Paivio, 1974). Research on eye-tracking has also shown that users scanned web pages 
using an “F-shaped” pattern down the left hand side of the page with short, fast scans 
rightward (Bekman, 2006). Although dominant reading direction impacted scanning 
behavior and eye movement over thumbnail displays, subjects tended to process the 
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left hand side of the thumbnail display more than the right (Lam, Chau, & Wong, 
2007).  
Image location in relation to product description may impact on what is 
scanned first by the user, the image or the text. In this study, thumbnail image location 
was varied as being either to the left or to the right of the vertical list of product 
descriptions. It is hypothesized that subjects would prefer to have the thumbnail image 
to the left of the product description for the following reasons: (1) placement of the 
image to the left of the description would ensure that it was scanned first according to 
the “F-shaped” scanning pattern, (2) image processing and search is easier and quicker 
than text processing and search, and (3) the left hand side of the page is processed 
more than the right portion of the web page.  
 
H4a: Placement of the thumbnail image array to the left of the product descriptions 
will be preferred to placement to the right of the product descriptions as seen in higher 
web page aesthetic ratings.  
 
H4b: Placement of the thumbnail image array to the left of the product descriptions 
will be positively related to consumer perceptions of the e-retailer as trustworthy, 
quality, high budget, and professional.  
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2. METHOD 
 
The following methods chapter discusses the subjects, apparatus, research 
design, conjoint analysis and experimental design, web page prototype creation, online 
survey creation and experimental procedure, measures, and data analysis utilized in 
this thesis research.  
 
2.1. Subjects 
 
Subjects (N=229) were recruited from two moderately sized, northeastern 
American universities. Four total versions of the online survey were created; two 
survey versions for each university. Prior to participation, subjects were randomly 
assigned to one of the two versions designated to their university. In the first 
university, participants were recruited from a marketing course providing extra credit 
to its students. Out of a total of 142 students, 91 students, or 65% of the class, signed 
up to participate in the online survey. All 91 students successfully completed and 
submitted their survey responses, indicating a 100% response rate within those who 
desired extra credit. Subjects from the second university were recruited using a 
recruitment web site provided by the psychology department. 163 students signed up 
to participate in the online survey for either extra credit or monetary compensation 
($10.00). Of the 163 students who signed up, 138 successfully completed the survey, 
resulting in an 85% response rate.  
In the sample of 150 females and 79 males, ages ranged from 18 to 35 with a 
mean age of 20.2 years. The median value for the number of hours spent on the 
internet on an average weekday was 4 hours. The mean value of 6.76 hours spent on 
the internet on an average weekday was not an accurate representation of the data; 
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some participants responded to the question in terms of number of hours spent on the 
internet per week, thus skewing the results. The median number of hours spent by 
participants on the internet on an average weekend day was 4 hours. Additionally, the 
mean number of products purchased online by participants in the last four weeks was 
2.77. Further analysis of the subject responses to the initial questionnaire are provided 
in the results section of this paper.  
This research project protocol was reviewed and approved by the Cornell 
University Committee on Human Subjects (UCHS).  
 
2.2. Apparatus 
 
Comparison was made between sixteen distinct web page prototype designs 
(Appendix Figures 1.3 – 1.18). Each of the sixteen designs incorporated a “high” or 
“low” level of the four design factors as determined by experimental design (Table 
2.4.2.). Data was collected through use of an online questionnaire created in 
Websurveyor. Both prototype and Likert question order were randomized, and all 
phrasing and formatting were held constant throughout the survey’s four versions. Due 
to online data collection, the computer monitor utilized to view each web page image 
and to complete the survey varied by participant and could not be controlled.  
 
2.3. Research Design 
 
A repeated-measures research design was used for this study because of its 
advantages in sample size and statistical power. Four randomized versions of the 
online survey were created to mitigate any carry-over effects and to control for 
confounding factors related to prototype order, subject attention, and fatigue. Subjects 
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were randomly assigned to one of two versions depending on the university and were 
emailed the appropriate survey link.  
 
2.4. Conjoint Analysis and Experimental Design 
 
Conjoint analysis has been utilized in the literature as a means to “derive an 
estimate of the best combination of product attributes” (Kirvesoja & Vayrynen, 2000; 
Green & Srinivasan, 1990; Green & Rao, 1971). Use of conjoint allows developers to 
estimate the consumer value of each product attribute and then make design tradeoffs 
among product features (Moore, Louviere, & Verma, 1999). In market research, 
representative consumers rate various products against each other to find the best 
levels of the key attributes being studied (Kirvesoja & Vayrynen, 2000). Conjoint 
analysis is a methodology to measure (1) the consumer’s weighting of the relative 
importance of various product attributes, and (2) consumer preferences for each level 
of those attributes deemed important (Green & Srinivasan, 1990; Green & Rao, 1971). 
Conjoint analysis has also been used in product development to provide insight into 
product design concepts and prototype designs (Green and Krieger, 1989; Roozenburg 
and Eekels 1995). Selection of product attributes for study and the levels for each are 
selected prior to analysis; as the number of attributes and levels increase so do the 
number of product prototypes (Kirvesoja & Vayrynen, 2000). Prototype number may 
then be reduced utilizing conjoint analysis design methods in SAS (Kuhfeld, 2005). 
A full-profile conjoint analysis was utilized, in which participants holistically 
rated web page prototypes on various dependent measures; each of the four design 
factors were not assessed independently (Kirvesoja & Vayrynen, 2000). By assessing 
the impact of usability guideline implementation on front-end web page design 
elements, the conjoint analysis in this thesis assesses both usability and marketing 
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goals. The utility associated with each independent design factor may then be assessed 
through regression analysis (Scholl, Manthey, Helm, & Steiner, 2005).  
Four design factors were selected in this thesis based upon the usability web 
site design guidelines: background color, white space, thumbnail image size, and 
thumbnail image location. Each of the four design factors were then varied at two 
levels based upon the literature. The justification and evidence for each factor level 
was discussed in the previous section. While background color, white space, and 
thumbnail image location were varied between prototypes, thumbnail image size was 
varied within each prototype design. A fifth additional factor of Thumbnail Order was 
also added into the experimental design, which referred to the placement of the large 
or small thumbnail image as first or second in the list of five product images. Its 
inclusion in the experimental design was solely to aid in the prototype development 
process; its presence ensured that thumbnail image size was equally counterbalanced 
as the first or second image within the array in all sixteen web page prototypes. A 
summary of the five factors and each factor level is provided in Table 2.4.1.  
 
Table 2.4.1. The Five Design Factors and Levels 
 
 Factor Level 1 Level 2 
1 Background Color Pale blue background color White background color 
2 White Space More white space: no gray border present 
Less white space: gray 
border present 
3 Thumbnail Image Location 
To the left of the product 
description 
To the right of the 
product description 
4 Thumbnail Image Size Large thumbnail image Small thumbnail image 
5 Thumbnail Order First thumbnail image in the list of products 
Second thumbnail image 
in the list of products 
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The full factorial experimental design utilizing all five factors at two levels 
would result in thirty-two distinct web page prototypes. However, given the number of 
questions assessing each web page prototype in the survey, complete assessment of 
thirty-two prototypes by each participant would not be feasible due to survey length. 
Therefore, instead of a full factorial experimental design, a fractional design was 
utilized in this thesis. Conjoint analysis design methods in SAS were used (Kuhfeld, 
2005) to reduce the number of prototypes necessary to examine the most essential 
attributes of the web page. The design also needed to test for possible interactions 
between color and white space, white space and image size, and color and image size. 
Use of optimal design methods in SAS (Kuhfeld, 2005) resulted in a combination of 
each of the five design factors into sixteen distinct web page prototypes. The 
breakdown of each of the five factors and levels for the sixteen prototypes is provided 
in Table 2.4.2.  
As shown in the table of the experimental design (Table 2.4.2.), eight blocks 
were created within the sixteen web page prototypes.  Each block represented one 
distinct product; each product was shown to participants twice during the survey. 
Research has shown that web site design had the most influence on consumer trust and 
purchase intention in purchases that involved higher economic (i.e. increased price) or 
social risk (i.e. buying for a significant other) (Schlosser et al., 2006). 
Furthermore, the mediating role of trust was stronger for infrequently 
purchased, high-involvement items such as electronic products (Bart et al., 2005). 
Therefore, two product categories were selected for the web page prototypes: (1) 
ergonomic office products and (2) electronic products. Product categories were 
selected due to perceived differences in price, purchase frequency, and consumer 
involvement. In general, electronics products were perceived to be higher priced, 
purchased less often, and higher-involvement than ergonomic office products. 
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Table 2.4.2. Experimental Design 
 
Prototype Block 
Back-
ground 
Color 
White 
Space 
(WS) 
Thumbnail 
Image 
Location 
Thumbnail 
Image Size 
Thumbnail 
Order 
1 1 White More WS Right Small Second 
2 1 Pale Blue More WS Left Large First 
3 2 White More WS Left Small First 
4 2 Pale Blue Less WS Left Large Second 
5 3 White More WS Right Large First 
6 3 Pale Blue Less WS Right Small Second 
7 4 White Less WS Left Small Second 
8 4 Pale Blue Less WS Right Large First 
9 5 Pale Blue More WS Right Large Second 
10 5 Pale Blue Less WS Left Small First 
11 6 Pale Blue More WS Left Small Second 
12 6 White Less WS Right Large Second 
13 7 White More WS Left Large Second 
14 7 White Less WS Right Small First 
15 8 White Less WS Left Large First 
16 8 Pale Blue More WS Right Small First 
 
Within each product category, four products were selected for display. Eight 
web page prototypes (four blocks) displayed the following ergonomic office products: 
monitor arms, footrests, lighting, and keyboard trays. The remaining eight prototypes 
(four blocks) displayed the following electronics products: digital cameras, web 
cameras, GPS navigators, and PDA handhelds.  
 
2.5. Web Page Prototype Creation 
 
A generic e-commerce web page design was created based upon model 
websites such as Amazon.com, Buy.com, and BarnesandNobles.com. Responses to an 
initial survey indicated that the prototype design had no apparent similarities to any 
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recognizable e-retailer. Logo and company name information were excluded in the 
prototype to remove the influence of a known or unknown e-retailer brand name.  
The sixteen distinct web page prototypes were created in Adobe Illustrator 
according to factor combinations outlined in the experimental design (Table 2.4.2.). 
Once complete, the sixteen prototype files were saved as jpeg images and placed into 
individual web pages on the CUErgo web server. Images of the sixteen web page 
prototypes and each prototype’s corresponding factor levels may be seen in the 
appendix (Appendix Figures 1.3 – 1.18).  
Detailed descriptions of the web page prototype creation process for each of 
the four design elements are provided below.  
 
2.5.1. Background Color 
 
Background color was varied through the presence of a plain white background 
or a solid pale blue background. Background color impacts contrast levels with 
overlaid text; a shade of pale blue was selected to provide color without significantly 
reducing contrast with page content. The RGB values of the pale blue were Red (199), 
Blue (217), and Green (217). An identical shade of pale blue was utilized for eight 
web page prototypes, while the remaining eight had a white background color. 
Luminance values were also measured using a luminance contrast meter1; the pale 
blue background had a luminance of 123 cd/m2 and the white background color had a 
luminance value of 172 cd/m2. Based upon the luminance values measured, the white 
background color was thus approximately 28.5% brighter than the pale blue 
background color. These luminance values were obtained in a room with dim lighting; 
although absolute light levels in a room may change based upon the environment, the 
                                                 
1 Brüel and Kjær Luminance Contrast Meter Type 1100 
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relative differences in brightness between the two background colors would not 
change. The variation of background color was through the entire area of the web 
page, as shown in Figure 2.5.1 and Figure 2.5.2. 
 
2.5.2. White Space
 
White space was varied in the web page prototypes in a bilateral, symmetrical 
fashion through the presence of a gray border surrounding main web page information 
content. Web page prototypes without the gray border (more white space) had 
approximately 22% more white space than those with the surrounding gray border. 
The dimensions and location of the gray border were held constant for each of the 
eight web page prototypes that were characterized by less white space. The presence 
of the gray border (less white space) occupied areas of potential white space in the 
web page prototype (Figure 2.5.3.). The lack of presence of the gray border (more 
white space) visually extended the main web page content area further to the left and 
right hand side of the page (Figure 2.5.4.). 
The variation of white space, however, did not influence the layout of the main 
page content; line lengths were held constant despite increased room for product 
descriptions. In a real, active website, the area occupied by this gray border would be 
filled with advertisements, logos, and additional internal and external links. The usage 
of a plain gray border allowed for the study of white space without the confounding 
factor of advertisements and additional brand presence. White space was not varied 
using the distance between web page content due to the possible confounding factor of 
page length. Increased white space within page content would have increased overall 
web page length, impacting the amount of scrolling performed by participants. 
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Figure 2.5.1. White Background Color Variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5.2. Pale Blue Background Color Variation 
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Figure 2.5.3. Less White Space Variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5.4. More White Space Variation 
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Symmetrical white space variation was also utilized rather than an asymmetrical 
variation (i.e. more white space present on the right side of the web page).   
 
2.5.3. Thumbnail Image Size  
 
A total of five product images with matching product descriptions were 
displayed on each web page prototype. Product images for each category (office 
products or electronics) were found online from popular e-commerce websites. 
Product descriptions were created based on those found accompanying the images. 
Price information was excluded from the product descriptions to prevent price-based 
product choice. All identifiable manufacturer brand information (name and/or logo) 
was also removed from product descriptions and the images of the products 
themselves to prevent brand-based product choice. Products were then ambiguously 
renamed in the accompanying description with names that could not be associated 
with a brand or identifiable product category.  
The first two images present in the thumbnail array displayed identical 
products; minor differences in product orientation or color were permitted to further 
participant perceptions of two distinct but very similar products. Accompanying 
product descriptions and specifications (i.e. height, width, and weight) were held 
constant for the first two products to ensure that subject selection would be based 
solely upon the thumbnail image. Thumbnail image size was then varied within these 
first two product images; the ‘large’ image was consistently made 75% larger in size 
than the ‘small’ image (Figure 2.5.5.). Which of the two product images was ‘large’ 
and which was ‘small’ was counterbalanced between the two prototypes in each block. 
Therefore, the same product image was never large or small in both web page 
prototypes. Additionally, the factor of Thumbnail Order in the experimental design 
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ensured that the order of the large and small image was evenly distributed throughout 
the sixteen prototypes. Eight of the prototypes had the large thumbnail image as first 
in the array and the small image as second, while the remaining eight had the large 
thumbnail image as second and the small image as first. The remaining three images 
and product descriptions in the thumbnail array of five products were held constant 
between the two prototypes of each block (Figure 2.5.5.). 
 
Figure 2.5.5. Thumbnail Image Size Variation 
 
Although subjects were asked to choose between only the first two products 
for purchase, the array of five thumbnail images with matching product descriptions 
emphasized the impact of image location on scanning behavior. The greater number of 
products displayed also emphasized the variation of white space in the prototype. 
Inclusion of only two items in the thumbnail array may have negatively influenced 
consumer e-retailer evaluations due to a lack of product selection. Consumers have 
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been shown to expect a greater selection of products in online environments compared 
to those in traditional brick and mortar stores (Lohse & Spiller, 1998).  
 
2.5.4. Thumbnail Image Location 
 
Thumbnail image location was varied by moving the thumbnail array of five 
products to the left or to the right of the product descriptions (Figure 2.5.6.; Figure 
2.5.7.). Variation of thumbnail location did not impact product description line length. 
The web page area taken up by the product image and description was held constant 
regardless of thumbnail array location.  
 
2.6. Online Survey Creation and Experimental Procedure 
 
Following prototype creation, an online survey was constructed using 
Websurveyor. Given that this study examined the impact of very subtle changes in 
front-end web page design, an online data collection method was selected in order to 
maximize sample size and statistical power. Use of traditional data collection methods 
would have limited sample size according to experimenter time and availability.  
Four versions of the online survey were created and utilized for data collection. 
Each of the four versions included the sixteen prototypes in a different random order 
to control for confounding factors related to differences in survey placement, 
participant attention, and fatigue. Because every block of two prototypes displayed 
identical products (i.e. prototypes 1 and 2 were both in block 1), the sixteen prototypes 
were first divided into groups of ‘odd’ and ‘even’. This ensured that in any given 
group (odd or even), a product category appeared only once. The groups of odd or 
even were then counterbalanced in each of the four versions and prototype order  
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Figure 2.5.6. Left Thumbnail Image Location Variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5.7. Right Thumbnail Image Location Variation 
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within each group was randomized. Participants were thus shown eight randomized, 
distinct product categories from the first group followed by the repeated eight product 
categories in randomized order from the second group. Randomization of all Likert 
questionnaire items was also achieved using Websurveyor.  
Once subjects were recruited, they were randomly assigned to one of two 
versions of the online survey created for their university. Their full names and email 
addresses were entered into the survey list in order to allow them access. Participants 
were then sent an email with the survey link and the deadline by which it should be 
completed to receive compensation. Reminder emails were also sent to those 
participants who had not yet completed the survey two days before the deadline date. 
Participants entered the link of the web address provided by the experimenter 
in their web browser and were immediately asked to enter in their email for survey 
authentication. This authentication step allowed participants to stop and resume the 
survey from any location and IP address. The first page of the online survey requested 
verification of basic information such as name, email, mailing address, and type of 
compensation requested (extra credit or monetary) (Appendix Figure 1.19). 
Participants were then required to answer all items in the initial questionnaire prior to 
continuing onto the survey instructions. 
An image of the complete set of survey instructions as provided in the online 
survey may be seen in the appendix (Appendix Figure 1.20). Participants were 
informed of the basic purpose of the study: that they would be rating a series of 
sixteen web page images. Participants were also alerted that the company name, 
company logo, product brand names, and product prices were intentionally removed 
from all of the web page images. This statement was necessary to prevent any impact 
of recognized brand name or price on web page prototype ratings. By removing brand 
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and price information, participants were forced to make peripheral judgments based 
upon design differences between each prototype.  
A scenario was also included in the instructions to provide subjects with a 
context for their participation in the study. It began: “You are in need of certain 
products for your personal use.” By including the phrase “personal use”, participants 
could infer that they would be purchasing products for their own use with their own 
resources. As opposed to a hypothetical situation or an unlimited budget, a personal 
shopping experience was selected to increase subject perceived risk. The scenario 
continued with, “Instead of going to a store, you decide to search for the products 
online. In the midst of your Internet search you arrive at a product display web page 
from a web site offering the item you are shopping for.” Since each web page image 
was of a product display page, this statement provided participants with additional 
context as to exactly how and why they arrived at the web page shown.  
Due to the length of the survey, participants were finally informed that they 
would be given the option of completing the second half of the survey at a later time. 
Because web page ratings were independent of each other and comparisons were not 
made across prototypes, this option was provided in order to minimize abandonment 
rates and maximize sample size.  
Prototype images were provided in a link at the top of each consecutive survey 
page (Appendix Figure 1.21). Links were indicated with the phrase: “Click this link to 
view the [first] web page image.” Order terms (first, second, etc) provided additional 
feedback to the participant about their progress through the survey. Once clicked, this 
external link opened a new browser window with the prototype image. Browser 
window size was standardized to be 1000 pixels in width and 700 pixels in height. 
Additional JavaScript and HTML code was also entered into Websurveyor to ‘pop up’ 
the new browser window on the computer screen. This provided feedback that 
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participants had (1) clicked on the prototype link, (2) could find the image browser 
window, and (3) ensured that they were looking at the correct image while answering 
survey questions. Without the pop up code, pilot participants became confused as to 
whether or not they had clicked on the link and had difficulty locating the newly 
opened browser on a busy desktop.  
Participants then completed the first half of the survey until the halfway point, 
at which they made a decision to either take a break or continue. Following 
completion of the second half, participants clicked on “submit survey” to successfully 
submit their responses. 
Following submission, complete responses were verified through Websurveyor 
by the experimenter. An email was then sent to participants thanking them for their 
participation and informing them that they had either (1) been given extra credit in the 
course specified, or (2) that their information had been submitted for monetary 
compensation and a check would arrive in the mail. Extra credit points were awarded 
through the psychology department recruiting website or through generated extra 
credit lists sent to the course professor. Participants who requested monetary 
compensation were recorded in an excel spreadsheet with their mailing information; a 
spreadsheet was submitted weekly to department accounting for processing. 
 
2.7. Measures 
 
2.7.1. Initial Questionnaire 
 
Subjects first completed questions in an initial questionnaire regarding basic 
demographic information, internet usage, and online shopping experience. Participants 
also responded to a question assessing online shopping experience in specific product 
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categories. Then, subjects responded to final set of various Likert statements, which 
assessed three distinct scales: the Online Shopping Attitude Index, Internet Savvy 
Index, and Design Sensitivity Index. Initial questionnaire items are discussed and 
provided below in more detail.  
 
2.7.1.1. Demographic Information, Internet Usage, and Online Shopping Experience 
Subjects were asked the following five open-ended questions to assess 
demographics, internet usage, and online shopping experience as shown in the table 
(Table 2.7.1.). 
 
Table 2.7.1. Initial Questionnaire, Demographics, Internet Usage, and Online 
Shopping Experience 
 
Construct Question 
Subject Demographics What is your gender? 
Subject Demographics What is your age? 
Internet Usage Approximately how many hours on an average weekday do you spend on the Internet? 
Internet Usage 
Approximately how many hours on an average 
weekend day (Saturday or Sunday) do you spend on 
the Internet? 
Online Shopping 
Experience 
Approximately how many products have you 
purchased online in the past 4 weeks? 
 
In addition, subjects were asked an additional question regarding online 
shopping experience in specific product categories (Table 2.7.2.). Participants were to 
rate each category on a six point scale in which 1 was Never, 2 was Daily, 3 was 
Weekly, 4 was Monthly, 5 was Every Few Months, and 6 was Yearly. Participant 
responses to the categories of Office Supplies and Electronics were noteworthy due to 
the display of products from these categories in the web page prototypes created in 
this thesis. 
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Table 2.7.2. Initial Questionnaire, Online Shopping Experience by Product Category 
 
Construct Question 
Online Shopping 
Experience 
How often have you purchased products online from 
the following categories in the past 6 months? If you 
frequently purchase a type of product not listed 
below, please enter it into the comments field. 
 Music (songs, CDs, etc.) 
 Software 
 Books 
 Office Supplies 
Product Category Computers & PC Hardware 
 Kitchen & Housewares 
 Electronics 
 DVDs 
 Apparel or Accessories 
 Other 
 
2.7.1.2. Online Shopping Attitudes, Internet Savvy, and Design Sensitivity  
Subjects were then asked to rate a series of Likert statements on a seven-point 
Likert scale, in which 1 was Strongly Disagree, 2 was Moderately Disagree, 3 was 
Slightly Disagree, 4 was Neither Agree nor Disagree, 5 was Slightly Agree, 6 was 
Moderately Agree, and 7 was Strongly Agree. Statements assessed participant 
attitudes towards online shopping, internet savvy and expertise, and their design 
sensitivity. The phrase “Design Sensitivity” referred to how important web page 
design was to participants and how much they believed it consciously influenced their 
internet behavior. While some users may be minimally impacted by the visual 
appearance of a web site, others may be more “sensitive” to changes in web page 
design. Four of the Likert statements were phrased negatively and question order was 
randomized using Websurveyor. Responses to Likert statements in each group were 
then combined to create an overall index value. A table of statements and the construct 
it measures may be seen in Table 2.7.3. Questions adapted from prior research have 
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been indicated. The table below indicates each construct and the Likert items utilized 
for assessment.  
 
Table 2.7.3. Initial Questionnaire, Online Shopping Attitudes, Internet Savvy, and 
Design Sensitivity 
 
Construct Likert Statement 
 I use the internet for shopping (Bart et al., 2005). 
 I do not like to shop online.  
Online Shopping Attitudes I prefer shopping online to shopping in an actual store.  
 Shopping on the internet is more risky compared to other ways of shopping (Schlosser et al, 2006).  
 I make extensive use of the internet.  
 I consider myself to be a novice internet user.  
Internet Savvy I am confident in my ability to assess the quality of the design of a web site (Bart et al., 2005).  
 I am confident in my ability to assess trustworthiness of web sites (Bart et al., 2005).  
 I pay close attention to how a web site looks.  
Design Sensitivity 
My feelings about a company are impacted by the 
visual appearance of their web site.  
 If I dislike the visual appearance of a web page, I will not remain on the web site for very long.  
 
Following data collection, the mean response to each group of Likert 
statements was calculated and utilized as a scale for each construct. These variables 
were then named the Online Shopping Attitude Index, Internet Savvy Index, and 
Design Sensitivity Index.  Reliability analysis prior to index creation indicated that 
some Likert statements did not correlate as well with the remaining group and were 
thus excluded to increase individual scale reliability. Further discussion of index 
creation is provided in the results section of this paper.  
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2.7.2. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire 
 
Subjective evaluation of each of the sixteen distinct web page prototypes was 
assessed through the use of a questionnaire. After viewing each web page image by 
clicking on the link, participants rated the prototype on a series of statements using a 
seven point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The scale was as 
follows: 1 was Strongly Disagree, 2 was Moderately Disagree, 3 was Slightly 
Disagree, 4 was Neither Agree nor Disagree, 5 was Slightly Agree, 6 was Moderately 
Agree, and 7 was Strongly Agree. Six of the twelve statements were negative in 
phrasing while the remaining six reflected positive statements. Likert statement order 
was automatically randomized for each participant through Websurveyor.  
A table of each Likert statement and the construct it measured is provided 
below (Table 2.7.4.). While eight of the twelve statements evaluated front-end web 
page aesthetics, the remaining four statements aimed to measure how web design 
affected consumer perceptions of the e-retailer. These web page prototype evaluations 
were of primary interest; as discussed earlier in this thesis, aesthetic evaluations of the 
web page were expected to form the foundation for higher level e-retailer evaluations. 
Color is a critical design factor that has a significant impact on the overall look 
and feel of the web page. Two Likert statements were included in the web page 
prototype questionnaire to evaluate color: (1) I dislike the color scheme of this web 
page, and (2) I like how color is used on this web page. Although participants may like 
the colors chosen in the prototype, they may not like how the colors were used in the 
web page design.  A distinction was therefore made between color scheme and color 
use for assessment of the design factor background color.  
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Table 2.7.4. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire, Aesthetic and E-Retailer Evaluations 
 
Construct Likert Statement 
 I dislike the color scheme of this web page. 
 I like how color is used on this web page. 
 It would be difficult for me to quickly find the product I wanted on this web page. 
Aesthetic Evaluation I dislike the location of the product images. 
 It is easy for me to see which product description goes with which image. 
 The web page is easy to read. 
 The web page looks cluttered. 
 I dislike how the web page looks (Bart et al., 2005). 
 The web page looks professional (Bart et al., 2005; Fogg et al., 2001). 
E-Retailer Evaluation This looks like a web page for a quality company (Bart et al., 2005). 
 This looks like a low-budget web page. 
 I would trust buying products from this web page. 
 
While some Likert statements were intended to target a specific factor, other 
statements were hypothesized to be impacted by multiple design factors. None of the 
Likert statements assessed thumbnail image size, which unlike the other three design 
factors, was varied within-prototype. A table of each prototype Likert statement and 
the design factor(s) it was expected to be impacted by is provided below (Table 
2.7.5.).  
The following measures relating to behavior intention and product preference 
were of secondary interest in this research. Participants were asked two questions 
related to behavior intention: purchase intention and search behavior. Behavioral 
intent is the “intermediary between attitude and behavior” (Gommans, Krishnan, 
Scheffold, 2001). Research has indicated a strong correlation between behavioral 
intent and actual behavior exists (McKnight et al., 2002b). 
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Table 2.7.5. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire, Design Factor Assessment by Likert 
Statement 
 
Likert Statement Design Factor 
 
Back-
ground 
Color 
White 
Space 
Thumbnail 
Image 
Location 
Thumbnail 
Image Size 
I dislike the color scheme of 
this web page. x    
I like how color is used on this 
web page. x    
It would be difficult for me to 
quickly find the product I 
wanted on this web page. 
x  x  
I dislike the location of the 
product images.   x  
It is easy for me to see which 
product description goes with 
which image. 
x  x  
The web page is easy to read. x x x  
The web page looks cluttered. x x x  
I dislike how the web page 
looks. x x x  
The web page looks 
professional. x x x  
This looks like a web page for 
a quality company. x x x  
This looks like a low-budget 
web page. x x x  
I would trust buying products 
from this web page. x x x  
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Both purchase intention and search behavior would be impacted by a 
cumulative effect of all four design factors. Participants responded to these questions 
on a seven point Likert scale, where 1 was Highly Unlikely, 2 was Moderately 
Unlikely, 3 was Slightly Unlikely, 4 was Neither Likely nor Unlikely, 5 was Slightly 
Likely, 6 was Moderately Likely, and 7 was Highly Likely. 
While behavioral intention related to product purchase is crucial for the e-
retailer bottom line, search behavior is an important issue in building a strong 
customer base. E-retailers must be able to immediately attract consumers and retain 
their interest in order to prevent their potential consumers from searching for an 
alternate e-retailer. These two behavioral intention questions are provided in Table 
2.7.6.  
 
Table 2.7.6. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire, Behavior Intention Items 
 
Construct Question 
Behavior Intention: Purchase 
If this web page offered the product you wanted, 
how likely would you be to purchase a product 
from this web page? 
Behavior Intention: 
Search for Alternatives 
If you saw this web page, how likely would you be 
to continue searching for other web pages that have 
the same products? 
 
Next, a purchase intention question was asked to test the impact of the design 
factor thumbnail image size. Up to this point, thumbnail image size had not been 
assessed by any items in the web page questionnaire. As previously mentioned, 
thumbnail image size was varied within each prototype; therefore, each web page 
prototype had both a large image and small image. In order to assess the impact of 
thumbnail image size on purchase intention, participants were asked to select which of 
the first two products in the thumbnail array they would be more likely purchase. 
Response options were tailored to the product names displayed in each prototype. An 
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optional follow-up question probed for further qualitative information on the reason 
behind their product choice (Table 2.7.7).  
 
Table 2.7.7. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire, Purchase Intention Items 
 
Construct Question 
Behavior Intention: 
Purchase 
Assuming the products on this web page suit your 
needs, which of these two products displayed would 
you be more likely to purchase: the First or the 
Second product shown on the above web page? 
Qualitative Feedback 
Why? Briefly explain why you'd be more likely to 
purchase the product you selected in the previous 
question. 
 
An optional open-ended question was also included as the last question for 
each web page prototype (Table 2.7.8.). Participants could provide any additional 
feedback that they felt had not been addressed through the series of Likert statements.  
 
Table 2.7.8. Web Page Prototype Questionnaire, Qualitative Feedback 
 
Construct Question 
Qualitative Feedback Is there anything you would change with the design of this web page? 
 
2.8. Data Analysis 
 
All data was exported from the online assessment in WebSurveyor into an 
Excel document. Data analysis was performed using SPSS 15. Initial questionnaire 
data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.  
Web page prototype questionnaire data was edited prior to analysis to aid in 
proper interpretation of the results. Subjective ratings of each of the sixteen distinct 
web page prototypes were obtained through responses to a series of twelve Likert 
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statements on a seven point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. While six 
of these statements reflected positive assessments of the web page prototype, 
agreement with the remaining six statements was a negative assessment. Prior to data 
analysis, negatively phrased statements were reversed and renamed to reflect positive 
assessments of the web page prototypes. For all statements, higher scores reflected 
increasingly positive assessments of the web page prototype design.  
With 229 subjects each rating sixteen web page prototypes, a total of 3664 data 
points were analyzed using mixed model analysis. The independent design variables 
(background color, white space, thumbnail image location, thumbnail image size) 
were included in the model using effects coding.  
A two-level linear mixed model analysis was then utilized to analyze web page 
prototype questionnaire data, which effectively controlled for the subject-to-subject 
variability in responses as well as the repeated measure nature of the data. Analysis 
was conducted for each of the Likert statements as separate dependent variables in the 
mixed model. Subject ID was entered as a random effect in the mixed model, with the 
between-prototype design factors of thumbnail image location, background color, and 
white space entered as fixed effects. Initial questionnaire items or their respective 
indices (reflecting observable individual differences) were also entered as fixed effects 
in the model. Finally, the interaction between white space and background color and 
interactions of the design factors with gender were also included as fixed effects.  
The mixed model for the dependent variable Image Size Picked also included 
the independent variable thumbnail image size, which was varied within prototype. 
Results are provided in the following section.  
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3. RESULTS 
 
The results of this thesis are divided into two key sections: initial questionnaire 
results and web page prototype questionnaire results.  
 
3.1. Initial Questionnaire 
 
3.1.1. Internet Usage 
 
The median value for the number of hours spent on the internet on an average 
weekday was 4 hours. The mean value of 6.76 hours was not an accurate 
representation of the data; some participants responded to the question in terms of 
number of hours spent on the internet per week, thus skewing the results (Appendix 
Figure 2.1). The median number of hours spent on the internet on an average weekend 
day was 4 hours. Similar to the previous question, the mean value of 5.04 hours was 
not an accurate representation of the data regarding hours spent on the internet on an 
average weekend day (Appendix Figure 2.2).   
 
3.1.2. Online Shopping Experience 
 
The mean number of products purchased online by subjects in the last four 
weeks was 2.77 with a range from 1 to 50; the median number of products purchased 
online was equal to 2 (Appendix Figure 2.3). These results may also be skewed to the 
right; unfortunately, data collection for this question in the online survey precluded 
respondents from entering the value of zero. Therefore, responses of 1 product may 
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also have included some subjects who purchased 0 to 1 products online in the last four 
weeks.  
Subjects were also asked to indicate how often they had purchased nine 
distinct product categories online in their past shopping experience. They rated each 
product category on a six-point scale, in which 1 was Never, 2 was Daily, 3 was 
Weekly, 4 was Monthly, 5 was Once Every Few Months, and 6 was Yearly. A table of 
descriptive statistics with the mean, median, and mode values for all of the nine 
product categories may be seen in the appendix (Appendix Table 2.4).  
49.8% (N = 116) of the respondents never purchased music online, with 21.9% 
(N = 51) purchasing music online once every few months (Appendix Figure 2.5). This 
result was surprising since youth are often the key audience for many artists and music 
distribution programs (i.e. iTunes, Napster). While 67% (N = 156) of subjects never 
purchased DVD movies online, 18.9% (N = 44) purchased them online once every 
few months (Appendix Figure 2.6). 50.2% (N = 117) of subjects purchased books 
online once every few months, with 20.2% (N = 47) never purchasing books online 
and 21.9% (N = 51) purchasing them online yearly (Appendix Figure 2.7). These 
values are likely strongly influenced by the university semester system when new 
books are purchased for student classes. For the product category of electronics, 
39.5% (N = 92) of respondents never bought them online, 27.5% (N = 64) bought 
them online once every few months, and 27% (N = 63) bought electronics online 
yearly (Figure 3.1.1; Appendix Figure 2.8). As a high involvement, high cost product 
category, lower purchase frequencies of yearly or once every few months align with 
current literature (i.e. Aaker, 1996). The category of electronics products was shown 
in half of the web page prototypes; electronics purchase frequency in the sample is 
therefore of special interest.  
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Figure 3.1.1. Frequency of Online Electronics Purchase 
 
Computers and PC hardware may also be identified as high involvement, high 
cost products; while 56.2% (N = 131) never purchased computers and PC hardware 
online, 30% (N = 70) purchased them online yearly (Appendix Figure 2.9). 
Interestingly, 33.9% (N = 79) of subjects purchased apparel or accessories products 
online once every few months, with 21% (N = 49) purchasing them online monthly 
and 27% (N = 63) never purchasing apparel or accessories online (Appendix Figure 
2.10). These results indicate that online shopping for apparel and accessories products 
is quite common in the students sampled. Finally, 71.2% (N = 166) of respondents had 
never purchased software online (Appendix Figure 2.11); 78.5% (N = 183) had never 
purchased office supplies online (Appendix Figure 2.12); and 88.8% (N = 207) of 
subjects had never bought kitchen or housewares products online (Appendix Figure 
2.13). 
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An optional category of ‘Other’ was also included to account for product 
categories overlooked but frequently purchased by the sample. Participants indicated 
the following categories: beauty and personal hygiene products, tickets (airplane, 
movie, and concert tickets), sporting goods and exercise equipment, food and grocery 
items (coffee, wine, power bars), pharmacy products (protein supplements), 
plants/flowers, and entertainment (TV series on iTunes, video games). Additional 
responses that were entered as ‘Other’ were general gift items and products purchased 
through eBay.  
The two product categories of electronics and office products were selected for 
display in the web page prototypes. Online shopping experience results indicated that 
respondents more often purchased high involvement electronics products online 
compared to the lower involvement product category of office supplies. Differences in 
past shopping history may be attributed to the product category and not necessarily to 
involvement level; the majority of office supplies are readily available at any local 
store, while electronics may be more difficult to locate. Additionally, as a high 
involvement product, shopping online for electronics provides greater selection and 
easier comparison of products, features, and prices.  
 
3.1.3. Online Shopping Attitudes, Internet Savvy, and Design Sensitivity 
 
The initial questionnaire also included a series of statements which subjects 
rated using a seven-point Strongly Disagree – Strongly Agree Likert scale.  
 
3.1.3.1. Online Shopping Attitudes 
Four statements were used to assess subject online shopping attitudes: (1) I use 
the internet for shopping, (2) I do not like to shop online, (3) I prefer shopping online 
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to shopping in an actual store, and (4) Shopping on the internet is more risky 
compared to other ways of shopping. Two of these statements were phrased negatively 
while the remaining two were positive.  
31% (N = 71) of subjects slightly agreed and 24% (N = 55) moderately agreed 
with the statement “I use the internet for shopping” (Figure 3.1.2; Appendix Figure 
2.14). As portrayed by responses regarding online shopping experience, many subjects 
had previously bought apparel or accessories, books, electronics, and computers 
online. Due to the young, college-aged sample, this was not surprising.  
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Figure 3.1.2. Frequencies, Use the Internet for Shopping 
 
For the statement, “I do not like to shop online,” 24% (N = 55) selected 
moderately disagree, 20.1% (N = 46) selected strongly disagree, 17.9% (N = 41) 
selected slightly disagree, and 17.5% (N = 40) selected neither agree nor disagree 
(Figure 3.1.3; Appendix Figure 2.15). The majority of responses were on the disagree 
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side of the scale, indicating an overwhelmingly positive attitude toward online 
shopping in the sample. 
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Figure 3.1.3. Frequencies, Do Not Like to Shop Online 
 
25.8% (N = 59) of the sample moderately disagreed, 21.4% slightly disagreed, 
and 15.3% strongly disagreed with the statement “I prefer shopping online to shopping 
in an actual store” (Figure 3.1.4.; Appendix Figure 2.16). Despite a positive attitude 
towards shopping online as shown above, the majority of respondents disagreed that 
they preferred shopping online to more traditional shopping contexts.  
Furthermore, 35.4% (N = 81) slightly agreed and 26.6% (N = 61) moderately 
agreed with the statement, “Shopping on the internet is more risky compared to other 
ways of shopping” (Appendix Figure 2.17). Aligning with past research, participants 
believed there was increased risk associated with online shopping. These results verify 
the fundamental disconnect present in e-commerce; the presence of a temporal and 
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spatial separation between the consumer, product, and retailer remains a considerable 
obstacle to its adoption by consumers.   
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Figure 3.1.4. Frequencies, Prefer Shopping Online to Shopping in an Actual Store 
 
3.1.3.2. Online Shopping Attitude Index (OSAI) 
A reliability analysis of the previously discussed four Likert Statements 
indicated a Cronbach’s Alpha value of .700 (Appendix Table 2.18). The item-total 
statistics table indicated a significant increase in reliability if the following item was 
excluded: “Shopping on the internet is less risky compared to other ways of 
shopping.” The concept of risk assessed in this Likert statement was thus deleted from 
the potential scale because it did not correlate as well with the other three measures of 
the overall construct. The Online Shopping Attitude Index was then created by finding 
the average response of subjects across the three remaining items. This scale had a 
Cronbach’s Alpha value of .759, which indicated good reliability.  
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3.1.3.3. Internet Savvy 
The following four statements assessed subject internet savvy and expertise: 
(1) I make extensive use of the internet, (2) I consider myself to be a novice internet 
user, (3) I am confident in my ability to assess the quality of the design of a web site, 
and (4) I am confident in my ability to assess trustworthiness of web sites.  
36.7% (N = 84) strongly agreed and 30.6% (N = 70) moderately agreed with 
the statement, “I make extensive use of the internet” (Appendix Figure 2.19). 
Correspondingly, 28.8% (N = 66) strongly disagreed and 28.4% (N = 65) moderately 
disagreed with the statement, “I consider myself to be a novice internet user” 
(Appendix Figure 2.20). These results were expected since subjects were sampled 
from universities and had a mean age of 20.2 years; computer technology and the 
internet are utilized daily for a variety of educational and recreational purposes by 
students.  
30.1% (N = 69) moderately agreed and an equal percentage, 30.1% (N = 69), 
slightly agreed with the statement, “I am confident in my ability to assess 
trustworthiness of web sites” (Figure 3.1.5; Appendix Figure 2.21). 29.3% (N = 67) 
slightly agreed and 26.6% (N = 61) moderately agreed with the statement, “I am 
confident in my ability to assess the quality of the design of a web site” (Appendix 
Figure 2.22). These results indicate a general confidence in subject ability to assess 
trustworthiness and design quality of web sites. Subjects were slightly more confident 
with their ability to assess the trustworthiness of the web site than its design quality.  
 
3.1.3.4. Internet Savvy Index (ISI) 
Reliability analysis of the prior four Internet Savvy Likert statements indicated 
a Cronbach’s Alpha value of .596 (Appendix Table 2.23). According to the possible 
Cronbach’s Alpha values, exclusion of any of the four items would only reduce the 
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scale’s reliability. Therefore, the mean value was calculated from all four items in the 
creation of the Internet Savvy Index despite a generally low reliability value.  
 
Figure 3.1.5. Confidence in Ability to Assess Trustworthiness of Web Sites 
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Finally, participant 
nts: (1) I pay close attention to how a web site looks, (2) My feelings about a 
company are impacted by the visual appearance of their web site, and (3) If I dislike 
the visual appearance of a web page, I will not remain on the web site for very long.  
Similar patterns were observed in subject responses to these three statements
(N = 73) slightly agreed and 25.8% (N = 59) moderately agreed with the 
statement, “I pay close attention to how a web site looks” (Appendix Figure 2.24). For 
the statement, “My feelings about a company are impacted by the visual appearance of 
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their web site,” 35.4% (N = 81) slightly agreed and 27.5% (N = 63) moderately agreed 
with this statement (Appendix Figure 2.25). 31.9% (N = 73) slightly agreed and 27.5% 
(N = 63) moderately agreed with the statement, “If I dislike the visual appearance of a 
web page, I will not remain on the web site for very long” (Appendix Figure 2.26). 
The majority of participants therefore slightly or moderately agreed with the 
statements assessing design sensitivity. While these statements determined subject’s 
conscious responses and behaviors to web site design, the impact of design on users is 
often an unconscious process that is not accurately portrayed through self report 
techniques.  
 
3.1.3.6. Design Sensitivity Index (DSI) 
r three Design Sensitivity Likert statements 
indicate
3.2. Web Page Prototype Evaluations 
 
Evaluations of the web page prototypes were divided into two categories: 
aesthet
Reliability analysis of the prio
d a low, negative Cronbach’s Alpha value of -.415 (Appendix Table 2.27). 
According to the possible Cronbach’s Alpha values, exclusion of the item “If I like the 
visual appearance of a web site, I will remain on the web site for a longer period of 
time” would increase the reliability of the scale to a positive number. This item was 
thus deleted from the scale, resulting in a higher Design Sensitivity Index reliability 
value of .774.  
 
ic evaluations and e-retailer evaluations. As discussed earlier, a two-level linear 
mixed model analysis was conducted to analyze the impact of design factors on the 
aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations. Results are provided below; summary tables of the 
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F-values and significance levels for aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations are also 
provided.  
 
3.2.1. Aesthetic Evaluations 
 
Eight Likert statements assessed the aesthetics and overall design quality of the 
web page. The eight aesthetic evaluations of the web page prototypes were: (1) The 
web page is easy to read, (2) I like how the web page looks, (3) The web page does not 
look cluttered, (4) I like the location of the product images, (5) It would be easy for me 
to quickly find the product I wanted on this web page, (6) I like the color scheme of 
this web page, (7) I like how color is used on this web page, and (8) It is easy for me 
to see which product description goes with which image. A table indicating which 
design factor(s) each Likert statement was expected to be influenced by was provided 
in the methods portion of this paper. 
Detailed results for each of the eight aesthetic evaluation dependent variables 
are subsequently provided.  
 
3.2.1.1. Easy to Read: “The web page is easy to read” 
Mixed model analysis indicated that Easy to Read ratings were significantly 
affected by the design factors of thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 43.142, p = .000) 
and background color (F1, 3428 = 8.886, p = .003). The interaction between white space 
and background color was also found to be significant (F1, 3428 = 9.925, p = .002) 
(Appendix Table 3.1). The three initial questionnaire indices were all insignificant; 
however, the individual initial questionnaire items of “I like to shop online” (F1, 212 = 
3.855, p = .051) and the number of hours spent on the internet on an average weekday 
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(F1, 212 = 3.672, p = .057) were also marginally significant and positively related to 
Easy to Read ratings (Appendix Table 3.1).  
Image location to the left of the product description consistently resulted in 
higher mean easy to read ratings of the web page prototype than when images were on 
the right (mean left = 5.19; mean right = 4.96). Prototypes with a white background 
color also received more positive ratings than those with a pale blue background color 
(mean white background = 5.12; mean pale blue background = 5.03). Furthermore, the 
effect of thumbnail image location was greater than the effect of background color on 
easy to read ratings (Appendix Table 3.2; Appendix Figure 3.3).  
There was also an interaction of background color with white space (Figure 
3.2.1.). Interestingly, background color had minimal impact on Easy to Read ratings 
for prototypes with less white space; the mean rating for web pages with the pale blue 
background (mean pale blue background = 5.06) was identical to those with the white 
background color (mean white background = 5.06). However, background color 
significantly impacted easy to read ratings in prototypes with more white space. Mean 
ratings of prototypes with a white background and more white space (mean white 
background = 5.18) were higher than easy to read ratings of prototypes with a pale 
blue background and an identical amount of increased white space (mean pale blue 
background = 4.99) (Appendix Table 3.2). Despite being statistically significant, the 
practical difference between 4.99 and 5.18 is slight; both values remained close to the 
“slightly agree” rating on the seven point Likert scale.  
 
3.2.1.2. Like Look: “I like how the web page looks” 
The original dependent variable, Dislike Look, was reversed and renamed to 
reflect a positive web page assessment. Web page prototype ratings of Like Look were 
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significantly associated with the design factors of thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 
34.400, p = .000) and background color (F1, 3428 = 25.030, p = .000). 
The interaction effect between gender and color was also significant (F1, 3428 = 
5.531, p = .019). The mixed model analysis also showed a significant positive 
relationship of Like Look with initial questionnaire items of “hours spent on the 
internet on a weekday” (F1, 212 = 7.046, p = .009) and “I like shopping online” (Like 
Shop) (F1, 212 = 5.859, p = .016); a significant negative relationship was present 
between Like Look and subject “hours spent on the internet on a weekend day” (F1, 212 
= 4.482, p = .035), and (Appendix Table 3.4).  
Figure 3.2.1. Easy to Read Interaction Effect, Background Color with White Space 
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 Regardless of background color, participants aesthetically preferred web page 
prototypes with the thumbnail image located to the left of the product description 
(mean left = 4.39; mean right = 4.12) (Appendix Table 3.5; Appendix Figure 3.6). As 
was seen with easy to read ratings, web page prototypes with a white background 
received higher aesthetic ratings on overall look than web page with a pale blue 
background (mean white background = 4.35; mean pale blue background = 4.16). The 
interaction between gender and color showed that the highest ratings of Like Look 
were made by males rating prototypes with a white background color (mean white 
background = 4.56); males rated prototypes with a pale blue background color as less 
visually appealing (mean pale blue background = 4.23) (Appendix Table 3.7). Females 
also preferred web page prototypes with a white background color (mean white 
background = 4.24) over those with a blue background (mean pale blue background = 
4.12). The profile plot provided portrays the interaction effect between gender and 
color for Like Look (Figure 3.2.2). Males rated web page prototypes higher along Like 
Look for both background colors compared to women. More importantly, as can be 
seen from the slope of the two lines in the plot, changes in background color had a 
higher impact on male ratings of visual appeal than on those of women.  
 
3.2.1.3. Not Cluttered: “The web page does not look cluttered” 
The original dependent variable, Cluttered was reversed  and renamed Not 
Cluttered.  Web page evaluations of Not Cluttered were significantly associated with 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 48.322, p = .000) and background color (F1, 
3428 = 9.962, p = .002).  The mixed model analysis also showed a positive, significant 
relationship of ratings of Not Cluttered with the subjects’ number of hours spent on 
the internet on a weekday (F1, 212 = 5.468, p = .020) (Appendix Table 3.8). 
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Thumbnail image location to the left of the product description (mean left = 
4.91) resulted in lower clutter ratings compared to when thumbnail image location was 
to the right (mean right = 4.65) (Appendix Table 3.9; Appendix Figure 3.10). 
Additionally, prototypes with a white background received slightly higher mean 
ratings (mean white background = 4.84) and were considered less cluttered than 
prototypes with a pale blue background (mean pale blue background = 4.72). Web 
page prototypes with a white background color and the thumbnail image location to 
the left of the product images received the highest overall mean score (mean = 4.99).  
Figure 3.2.2. Like Look Interaction Effect, Background Color with Gender 
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3.2.1.4. Like Image Location: “I like the location of the product images” 
Dislike Image Location was also flipped and renamed.  The mixed model 
analysis for Like Image Location indicated that evaluations were significantly related 
to thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 219.335, p = .000) and background color (F1, 
3428 = 4.416, p = .036) (Appendix Table 3.11). The Likert statement Like Image 
Location directly assessed the design factor thumbnail image location; the high F-
value (F1, 3428 = 219.335, p = .000) of this dependent variable provided some face 
validity that Like Image Location accurately assessed thumbnail image location in 
each web page prototype. 
Ratings of Like Image Location were also significantly associated with gender 
(F1, 212 = 7.694, p = .006), “I like to shop online” (Like Shop) (F1, 212 = 7.104, p = 
.008), “I am confident in my ability to assess the design quality of a web site” (Assess 
Design Quality) (F1, 212 = 4.477, p = .036), and the number of hours spent on the 
internet on a weekday (F1, 212 = 9.116, p = .003). As self reported ratings of Like Shop, 
Assess Design Quality, and hours spent on the internet increased, so did ratings of 
Like Image Location. Additionally, the interaction between gender and image location 
was also highly significant (F1, 3428 = 16.801, p = .000) (Appendix Table 3.11).  
A white background color (mean white background = 4.64) was slightly 
preferred over a pale blue background color (mean pale blue background = 4.56); 
thumbnail image location to the left (mean left = 4.96) was preferred to its location on 
the right (mean right = 4.24) ((Appendix Figure 3.13; Appendix Table 3.12). Although 
background color was significant, it had less of an impact on web page prototype 
ratings compared to thumbnail image location, as seen in both the plot and the 
differences in mean rating values (Appendix Table 3.12; Appendix Figure 3.13). A 
main effect relationship was also present for gender; males on average rated the web 
page prototypes higher than females for Like Image Location (Figure 3.2.3). 
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Figure 3.2.3. Like Image Location, Main Effect of Gender 
 
On average, males rated web page prototypes higher than females for image 
location. The mean values of the interaction between gender and thumbnail image 
location indicated that males highly preferred the left image location (mean left males 
= 5.05) compared to thumbnail image location on the right (mean right males = 4.57) 
and females preferred thumbnail image location to the left slightly less than males 
(mean left females = 4.92). Thumbnail image location to the right yielded the lowest 
ratings of Like Image Location for females (mean right females = 4.07). This 
relationship between gender and thumbnail image location may also be seen in Figure 
3.2.4.  
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Figure 3.2.4. Like Image Location Interaction Effect, Background Color with 
Gender 
 
3.2.1.5. Easy to Find Product: “It would be easy for me to quickly find the product I 
wanted on this web page” 
Difficult to Find Product was flipped and renamed. The mixed model analysis 
of Easy to Find Product showed that ratings of the web page prototypes were 
significantly related to the only one design factor: thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 
22.891, p = .000). Two interaction effects were also found to be significant: (1) 
background color and white space (F1, 3428 = 4.460, p = .035) and (2) gender and 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 13.640, p = .000). Easy to Find Product was also 
significantly and positively related to number of hours spent on the internet on a 
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weekday (F1, 212 = 4.235, p = .041) and marginally significant with “I like to shop 
online” (F1, 212 = 3.507, p = .062) (Appendix Table 3.14). Finally, the Internet Savvy 
Index was also marginally significant with subject responses (F1, 223 = 3.449, p = .065).  
There was a main effect of thumbnail image ; when thumbnail image appeared 
to the left of the product descriptions (mean left = 5.11) it was consistently preferred 
in ratings of Easy to Find Product compared to when thumbnail image was located to 
the right (mean right = 4.90) (Appendix Figure 3.16).  
The interaction between background color and white space indicated that for 
web page prototypes with a white background color, more white space resulted in 
higher Easy to Find Product ratings (mean more white space = 5.08) than less white 
space (mean less white space = 4.98) (Appendix Table 3.15). Web page prototypes 
with a pale blue background color displayed an opposite effect. In prototypes with a 
pale blue background color, less white space (mean pale blue-less white space = 5.00) 
resulted in higher ratings than when there was more white space (mean pale blue-more 
white space = 4.96). As can be seen in the differences between the mean values and in 
the profile plot, the impact of white space on mean ratings of Easy to Find Product 
was much more considerable in web page prototypes with a white background color 
(Figure 3.2.5.). 
The interaction between gender and thumbnail image location was also highly 
significant. A plot of this relationship may be seen in the plot provided (Figure 3.2.6.). 
Females rated web page prototypes with thumbnail image location to the left the 
highest (mean left females = 5.15); males also preferred left thumbnail image location 
(mean left males = 5.03). Males rated thumbnail image location to the right (mean 
right males = 4.99) slightly higher than the ratings of females (mean right females = 
4.85).  
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Figure 3.2.5. Easy to Find Product Interaction Effect, Background Color with White 
Space 
 
3.2.1.6. Like Color Scheme: “I like the color scheme of this web page” 
Like Color Scheme was significantly related to thumbnail image location (F1, 
3428 = 7.063, p = .008) and background color (F1, 3428 = 36.949, p = .000). Initial 
questionnaire items of “I like to shop online” (F1, 212 = 6.261, p = .013) and “I shop 
online” (F1, 212 = 6.769, p = .010) were also significant (Appendix Table 3.17). No 
interactions were significant with Like Color Scheme.  
A main effect existed in the relationship between background color and 
thumbnail image location (Appendix Figure 3.19). A white background color (mean 
white background = 4.27) was preferred over a pale blue background color (mean pale 
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blue background = 4.00), and thumbnail image location to the left of the product 
description (mean left = 4.19) was preferred over its location to the right (mean right = 
4.07) (Appendix Table 3.18).  
 
Figure 3.2.6. Easy to Find Product Interaction Effect, Thumbnail Image 
 
3.2.1.7. Like Color Use: “I like how color is used on this web page” 
bnail image 
location (F1, 3428 1, 3428
 
Location with Gender 
Like Color Use was significantly associated with both thum
 = 4.705, p = .030) and background color (F  = 36.810, p = .000). 
Similar to Like Color Scheme, no interaction effects were significant for Like Color 
Use. Ratings of color usage were also significantly related to the initial questionnaire 
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item of “shopping on the internet is less risky compared to other ways of shopping” 
(Less Risky) (F1, 212 = 4.657, p = .032) (Appendix Table 3.20). More interestingly, 
Like Color Use was significantly associated with the initial questionnaire index of 
Design Sensitivity (F1, 223 = 5.708, p = .018) (Appendix Table 3.21).  
A profile plot revealed that prototypes with a white background color and left 
thumbn
3.2.1.8. Easy to See Product with Description: “It is easy for me to see which product 
bject responses to Easy to See Product with 
Descrip
he left 
(mean 
ail image location were preferred by participants (Appendix Figure 3.23). A 
white background color resulted in higher mean ratings of color use (mean white 
background = 4.24) compared to prototypes with a pale blue background color (mean 
pale blue background = 3.98). Background color had greater impact on Like Color 
Use mean ratings than thumbnail image location (Appendix Table 3.22).  
 
description goes with which image” 
Mixed model analysis of su
tion indicated that ratings were significantly related to the design factor of 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 97.853, p = .000). The interactions between 
background color and white space (F1, 3428 = 9.241, p = .002) and between gender and 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 17.492, p = .000) were also significant.  Easy to 
See Product with Description was also related to the following initial questionnaire 
items: (1) number of hours spent on the internet on a weekday (F1, 212 = 4.967, p = 
.027), (2) “I like to shop online” (F1, 212 = 5.643, p = .018), (3) “I prefer shopping 
online to shopping in an actual store” (F1, 212 = 4.581, p = .033), and (4) “I make 
extensive use of the internet” (F1, 212 = 3.334, p = .069) (Appendix Table 3.24).  
Mean ratings of web page prototypes with thumbnail image location to t
left = 5.53) were higher than when thumbnail image was located to the right of 
the product description (mean right = 5.15) (Appendix Table 3.25). Participants 
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therefore found that it was easier to match product descriptions with their appropriate 
images in those web page prototypes with the thumbnail image location to the left of 
the product description (Appendix Figure 3.26).  
The relationship between background color and white space illustrated an 
interact
Color with White Space 
In web page prototypes with more white space, participants rated it easier to 
see wh
ion effect between the two variables (Figure 3.2.7). 
 
 
Figure 3.2.7. Easy to See Product with Description Interaction Effect, Background 
 
ich product description went with its corresponding image when there was a 
white background color (mean white background-more white space = 5.38). The white 
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background color was preferred over a pale blue background color in web page 
prototypes with the same amount of more white space (mean pale blue background-
more white space = 5.27) (Appendix Figure 3.25). Alternatively, web page prototypes 
with a pale blue background color were rated higher on this variable when there was 
less white space in the design (mean pale blue background-less white space = 5.39) 
compared to when there was more white space (mean pale blue background-more 
white space = 5.30). This interaction effect indicates that ratings for Easy to See 
Product with Description were almost identical for web pages with more white space 
and a white background color and web pages with less white space and a pale blue 
background color.   
The interaction effect between gender and thumbnail image location was also 
signific
.2.1.9. Summary of Aesthetic Evaluation Results 
etic evaluations is provided below 
with th
ant. Females rated web page prototypes with thumbnail image location to the 
left (mean left females = 5.63) much higher than when thumbnail image location was 
to the right (mean right females = 5.16). Similarly, males also preferred left hand 
location (mean left males = 5.33) to that of the right (mean right males = 5.13). The 
effect of thumbnail image location, as can be seen from the mean values, was much 
more pronounced for females than for males. This relationship may also be seen in 
plot (Figure 3.2.8.). 
 
3
A summary table for the web page aesth
e F-value for each significant relationship (Table 3.2.1.). The number of stars 
indicate significance; one star (*) represents a p-value less than .05, two stars (**) 
represents a p-value less than .01, and three stars (***) represents a p-value less than 
.001. An (a) represents a marginally significant p-value less than .07. 
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 Figure 3.2.8. Easy to See Product with Description Interaction Effect, Thumbnail 
Image Location with Gender 
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With a few exceptions, aesthetic evaluations of the sixteen distinct web page 
prototypes revealed three consistent trends: (1) white background color was preferred 
over the pale blue background color, (2) thumbnail image location to the left of the 
product description resulted in higher mean ratings compared to when thumbnail 
images were located to the right of product descriptions, and (3) white space as an 
independent variable was not significantly associated with ratings of web page 
prototypes along any of the dependent variables.  
Significant interaction effects between the design factors of background color 
and white space were evident for the aesthetic evaluations Easy to Read, Easy to Find 
Product, and Easy to See Product Description with Image. While the interaction 
between gender and background color was significant for only Like Look, the 
interaction between gender and thumbnail image location was significant for Like 
Image Location, Easy to Find Product, and Easy to See Product Description with 
Image. Gender as an independent fixed effect was significant for only one aesthetic 
evaluation: Like Image Location.  
The Internet Savvy Index was significant for ratings of Easy to Find Product; 
its individual items were also significant for some aesthetic evaluations of the web 
page prototypes. The Design Sensitivity Index (DSI) was significant for Like Color 
Use, but surprisingly, none of the DSI items were significant for any dependent 
variables. Although the Online Shopping Attitudes Index (OSAI) itself was not 
significant, many of its items were significant for multiple aesthetic evaluations. The 
OSAI item “I like to shop online” was significant for six out of eight total aesthetic 
evaluations.  
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3.2.2. E-Retailer Evaluations 
 
Although the remaining four Likert statements were assessments of the web 
page prototype, they served as a basis for inference about characteristics of the e-
retailer. Negatively phrased Likert statements were reversed to reflect positive 
assessments of each web page prototype. The four e-retailer evaluations were as 
follows: (1) The web page looks professional, (2) This looks like a web page for a 
quality company, (3) This looks like a high budget web page, and (4) I would trust 
buying products from this web page.  
 
3.2.2.1. Professional: “The web page looks professional” 
Responses to “the web page looks professional” were significantly explained 
by the design factors thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 24.138, p = .000) and 
background color (F1, 3428 = 30.796, p = .000). The interactions between white space 
and color (F1, 3428 =7.882, p = .005) and gender and color (F1, 3428 = 7.197, p = .007) 
were also significant (Appendix Table 3.27). Mixed model analysis also showed that 
ratings of web page prototype professionalism were significantly associated with the 
initial questionnaire Internet Savvy Index (ISI) (F1, 223 = 4.015, p = .046) (Appendix 
Table 3.28).  
The presence of a white background color and thumbnail image location to the 
left of the product description resulted in the highest ratings of web page 
professionalism (Appendix Figure 3.30). The mean value for prototypes with a white 
background color was 4.74, compared to the mean value of 4.57 when there was a pale 
blue background color (Appendix Table 3.29). Similarly, the mean value for 
thumbnail image location on the left (mean left = 4.74) was higher than when it was 
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located to the right of the product descriptions (mean right = 4.57) (Appendix Table 
3.29). 
The plot provided portrays the interaction effect present between background 
color and white space in ratings of web page professionalism (Figure 3.2.9.). Web 
page prototypes with a white background color and more white space (mean white 
background-more white space = 4.76) were rated as much more professional by 
participants than prototypes with more white space but a pale blue background (mean 
pale blue background-more white space = 4.50). Presence of less white space in 
prototypes with a pale blue background (mean pale blue background-less white space 
= 4.64) resulted in lower ratings of professionalism compared to prototypes with more 
white space (mean white background-less white space = 4.74). As seen in the plot, 
white space had a greater impact on ratings of professionalism for prototypes with a 
pale blue background. Additionally, background color had a significant impact on web 
page professionalism ratings when there was more white space included in the design. 
The interaction effect between gender and background color in ratings of web 
page professionalism indicated that a white background color was perceived to be 
more professional by both males (mean white background males = 4.83) and females 
(mean white background females = 4.69) (Appendix Table 3.31). As seen in the plot 
provided, while males rated web page prototypes with a white background color as 
more professional compared to females, females rated the pale blue background color 
as more professional compared to males (Figure 3.2.10.). The mean female 
Professional rating for prototypes with a pale blue background was 4.59; the mean 
male rating for the pale blue background was 4.54.  
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Figure 3.2.9. Professional Interaction Effect, Background Color witn White Space 
 
3.2.2.2. Quality Company: “This looks like a web page for a quality company” 
Responses to “this looks like a web page for a quality company” were 
significantly related to thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 12.993, p = .000) and 
background color (F1, 3428 = 30.998, p = .000). There was a significant interaction 
between background color and gender (F1, 3428 = 4.876, p = .027) (Appendix Table 
3.32). The individual initial questionnaire item of “I am confident in my ability to 
assess the trustworthiness of web sites” was also significant (F1, 212 = 3.987, p = .047). 
Other items were marginally significant: “If I like the visual appearance of a web 
page, I will remain on the web site for longer” (F1, 212 = 3.694, p = .056), and the 
number of hours spent on the internet on a weekday (F1, 212 = 3.713, p = .055) 
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(Appendix Table 3.32). Although only one of these individual initial questionnaire 
items was included in the index, the Internet Savvy Index was significantly related to 
ratings of the web page as representing a quality company (F1, 223 = 4.285, p = .040) 
(Appendix Table 3.33).  
 
Figure 3.2.10. Professional Interaction Effect, Background Color with Gender 
 plot of background color versus thumbnail image location depicted the main 
effect r
 
A
elationship (Appendix Figure 3.35). A white background color (mean white 
background = 4.65) received higher ratings than prototypes with a pale blue 
background color (mean pale blue background = 4.48). Similarly, thumbnail image 
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location to the left of the product description (mean left = 4.63) resulted in higher 
ratings of the web page representing a quality company compared to when thumbnail 
image location was to the right (mean right = 4.51) (Appendix Table 3.34).   
The interaction effect between gender and background color in ratings of web 
page quality may be seen in the plot provided (Figure 3.2.11). A white background 
color received higher Quality Company ratings for both males (mean white 
background males = 4.76) and females (mean white background females = 4.59). In 
prototypes with a pale blue background, males (mean pale blue background males = 
4.50) reported slightly higher mean Quality Company ratings than females (mean pale 
blue background females = 4.48).  
Figure 3.2.11. Quality Company Interaction Effect, Background Color with Gender 
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3.2.2.3. High Budget: “
The dependent variable Low Budget was flipped to portray a positive web 
page assessment. Mixed model analysis of subject responses to High Budget showed 
that they were significantly associated with the design factors of thumbnail image 
location (F1, 3428 = 5.118, p = .024) and background color (F1, 3428 = 29.829, p = .000). 
The interac  white space and color was also significant (F1, 3428 = 4.828, p 
= .028). The only initial questionnaire item that related to High Budget ratings was the 
number of hours spent online on a weekend day (F1, 212 = 5.841,p = .017) (Appendix 
Table 3.38).  
A plot of background color versus thumbnail image location portrayed a main 
effect relationship in participant ratings of the web page as high budget (Appendix 
Figure 3.40). A white background color (mean white background = 4.44) resulted in 
higher ratings than a pale blue background color (mean pale blue background color = 
4.24). Thumbnail image location to the left (mean left = 4.39) resulted in higher 
budget ratings of the web page compared to image location to the right of product 
descriptions (mean right = 4.30) (Appendix Table 3.39). Additionally, background 
color had a greater impact on consumer perceptions of budget than thumbnail image 
location.  
There was a significant interaction of background color and white space (F1, 
3428 = 4.828, p = .028) (Figure 3.2.12). Overall, a white background color was
ackground color. However, for web page prototypes with a 
white background, presence of more white space (mean white background-more white 
space = 4.49) resulted in higher ratings than if there was less white space (mean white 
background-less white space = 4.40) (Appendix Table 3.39). However, for prototypes 
with a pale blue background color, utilization of less white space (mean pale blue 
This looks like a high budget web page” 
tion between
 
preferred to a pale blue b
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background-less white space = 4.28) resulted in higher ratings of the prototype than if 
there was more white space (mean pale blue background-more white space = 4.21).  
 
 
Figure 3.2.12. High Budget Interaction Effect, Background Color with White Space 
 
3.2.2.4. Trust Buying Product: “I would trust buying products from this web page” 
This Likert statement directly addressed the conscious impact of front-end 
design elements on consumer trust. Trust Buying Product was significantly related to 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3428 = 12.333, p = .000) and background color (F1, 3428 = 
13.740, p = .000). The interaction between gender and white space was highly 
significant (F1, 3428 = 9.149, p = .003); the interaction between background color and 
white space was almost significant at the .07 level (F1, 3428 =3.212, p = .073) 
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(Appendix Table 3.41). Trust Buying Product was also very significantly related to the 
Internet Savvy Index (F1, 223 = 5.625, p = .019) (Appendix Table 3.42). One individual 
item from the initial questionnaire was significant: “if I like the visual appearance of a 
web site I will stay for a longer period of time” (F1, 212 = 3.928, p = .049). Other items 
were marginally significant: the number of hours spent online on a weekday (F1, 212 = 
3.767, p = .054) and “I make extensive use of the internet” (F1, 212 = 3.835, p = .052) 
(Appendix Table 3.41).  
Main effects of background color and thumbnail image location were observed 
(Appendix Figure 3.44). Participants reported higher levels of trust in web page 
prototypes with a white background color (mean white background = 4.65) than in 
prototypes with a pale blue background color (mean pale blue background = 4.55) 
(Appendix Table 3.43). Thumbnail image location to the left (mean left = 4.66) also 
resulted in higher mean levels of trust than prototypes with thumbnail image location 
to the right of the product descriptions (mean right = 4.54).  
There was almost a significant interaction between background color and white 
space (F1, 3428 =3.212, p = .073)  (Figure 3.2.13.). Overall, trends showed that web 
page prototypes with a white background color were trusted more by participants. 
Within those prototypes with a white background color, however, higher mean ratings 
of trust existed for web pages with more white space (mean white background-more 
white space = 4.68) than if there was less white space (mean white background-less 
white space = 4.63). Alternatively, web page prototypes with a pale blue background 
color received higher ratings of perceived trust with the presence of less white space 
(mean pale blue background-less white space = 4.58) compared to more white space 
(mean pale blue background-more white space = 4.52).  
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Figure 3.2.13. Trust Buying Product Interaction Effect, Background Color with White 
Space 
 
The interaction between gender and white space in ratings of Trust Buying 
Product illustrated an interesting trend (Figure 3.2.14.). Males trusted web page 
prototypes with more white space (mean more white space males = 4.71) to a greater 
extent than females (mean more white space females = 4.54). Females, however, 
trusted web page prototypes with a pale blue background color (mean pale blue 
background females = 4.61) more than males (mean pale blue background males = 
4.59) (Appendix Table 3.45). Most importantly, while females trusted buying products 
more from web page with less white space, males placed more trust in web pages with 
more white space (Figure 3.2.14.).  
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Figure 3.2.14. Trust Buying Product Interaction Effect, Background Color with 
Gender 
 
3.2.2.5. Summary of E-Retailer Evaluation Results 
As was provided for the aesthetic evaluations of the web page prototypes, a 
summary table of the F-values for each e-retailer evaluation is provided below (Table 
3.2.2.). The number of stars indicate significance; one star (*) represents a p-value less 
than .05, two stars (**) represents a p-value less than .01, and three stars (***) 
represents a p-value less than .001. An (a) represents a marginally significant p-value 
less than .07. 
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E-retailer evaluations based on the web page prototype designs followed many 
similar patterns evident in the aesthetic evaluations. Thumbnail image location and 
background color were significant predictors of all four e-retailer evaluations. Three 
out of the four e-retailer evaluations revealed a significant interaction effect between 
the design factors of background color and white space. Despite evident interaction 
effects, profile plots of mean values portrayed that consumer perceptions of the web 
page as professional, high budget, and trustworthy were highest for those web page 
prototypes with a white background color and more white space. Thumbnail image 
location to the left of the product description also consistently resulted in more 
positive e-retailer evaluations.  
Gender effects were also evident; the interaction between gender and color was 
significant for two e-retailer evaluations (Professional and Quality Company) and the 
interaction between gender and white space was significant for Trust Buying Product. 
For the majority of gender interactions, males tended to rate the web page prototypes 
higher than females along the relevant dependent variables.  
The Internet Savvy Index was significant for Professional and Quality 
Company; although items from the Design Sensitivity Index were significant, the 
index itself was not. Neither the Online Shopping Attitudes Index nor its items were 
significant for any e-retailer evaluations.  
 
3.2.3. Behavior Intention 
 
Two additional questions assessed behavior intention on a seven point scale 
from highly unlikely to highly likely: (1) If you saw this web page, how likely would 
you be to continue searching for other web pages that have the same products, and (2) 
If this web page offered the product you wanted, how likely would you be to purchase 
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a product from this web page? These two questions were expected to be impacted by 
all three design factors of background color, white space, and thumbnail image 
location.   
 
3.2.3.1. Won’t Continue Search: “If you saw this web page, how likely would you be 
to not continue searching for other web pages that have the same products?” 
Responses of ‘highly likely’ to the original dependent variable, Continue 
Search, would have negative implications for building a loyal consumer base since e-
retailers want to attract and retain new customers. Responses were thus flipped to 
represent a positive assessment of the web page and it was renamed Won’t Continue 
Search. Mixed model analysis of subject responses indicated that no design factors 
were significant for Won’t Continue Search. Only two items were significant; the 
initial questionnaire items of “I am confident in my ability to assess the 
trustworthiness of a web site” (F1, 212 = 4.424, p = .037), and “I consider myself an 
expert internet user” (F1, 212 = 4.490, p = .035) (Appendix Table 3.46). Comparison of 
the mean values may be seen in the Appendix (Appendix Table 3.47); a white 
background color and thumbnail image location to the left of the product description 
resulted in slightly higher ratings by participants.  
 
3.2.3.2. Purchase Likely: “If this web page offered the product you wanted, how likely 
would you be to purchase a product from this web page?”  
Purchase Likely was significantly associated with the design factors thumbnail 
image location (F1, 3428 = 9.443, p = .002) and background color (F1, 3428 = 8.215, p = 
.004). Age was also significant as an independent fixed effect (F1, 223 = 5.420, p = 
.021) (Appendix Table 3.48). The interaction between gender and white space was 
also significant (F1, 3428 = 3.871, p = .049), along with the Internet Savvy Index (ISI) 
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(F1, 223 = 6.617, p = .011) (Appendix Table 3.49). Initial questionnaire items of 
“internet shopping is less risky compared to other ways of shopping” (F1, 212 = 3.424, p 
= .066) and “I feel confident assessing the trustworthiness of a web site” (F1, 212 = 
4.189, p = .042) were also related to subject purchase intention (Appendix Table 3.48).  
A profile plot of background color versus thumbnail image location shows the 
main effects (Appendix Figure 3.51). A white background color (mean white 
background = 4.42) received higher ratings of purchase intention than a pale blue 
background color (mean pale blue background = 4.31) (Appendix Table 3.50). 
Furthermore, thumbnail image location to the left of the product description (mean left 
= 4.42) also resulted in higher likeliness of purchase from the web page compared to 
thumbnail image location to the right of the product descriptions (mean right = 4.31).  
The interaction between gender and white space may be seen in the plot 
provided (Figure 3.2.15). Males were more likely to purchase from a web page with 
more white space (mean more white space males = 4.51) than less white space (mean 
less white space males = 4.43). Females, on the other hand, had higher purchase 
intention from web pages with less white space (mean less white space females = 
4.34) than those with more (mean more white space females = 4.27).  
 
3.2.4. Purchase Intention and Product Preference  
 
A third, final Likert statement directly assessed the impact of the fourth design 
factor, thumbnail image size, on purchase intention and product preference. 
Participants responded to the following question utilizing a seven point Likert scale 
where 1 was Highly Unlikely and 7 was Highly Likely: Assuming the products on this 
web page suit your needs, which of these two products displayed would you be more 
likely to purchase: the First or the Second product shown on the above web page? 
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Thumbnail image size was varied within each prototype; subjects selected which 
product they would be more likely to purchase from two options tailored to the names 
of specific products shown on each web page prototype. 
An additional, optional qualitative question was also included in the survey to 
receive information on the reasoning underlying participant product choice: Why? 
Briefly explain why you'd be more likely to purchase the product you selected in the 
previous question. 
 
Figure 3.2.15. Purchase Likely Interaction Effect, White Space with Gender 
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3.2.4.1. Image Size Picked: Assuming the products on this web page suit your needs, 
which of these two products displayed would you be more likely to purchase: the First 
or the Second product shown on the above web page?  
Image Size Picked was significantly associated with the design factors 
thumbnail image location (F1, 3426 = 112.110, p = .000), background color (F1, 3426 = 
15.786, p = .000), and as expected, thumbnail image size (F1, 3426 = 29.953, p = .000). 
As observed with all of the previous dependent variables, the independent design 
factor of white space was not significant (F1, 3426 = .670, p = .413). The interaction 
between background color and white space, however, was significant (F1, 3426 = 
39.992, p = .000). Surprisingly, age (F1, 212 = 4.833, p = .029) was also significantly 
associated with subject image size choice (Appendix Table 3.52).  
An examination of the frequencies of responses to Image Size Picked may be 
seen in the Appendix (Appendix Table 3.53). When given an option of which product 
they would be more likely to purchase, 73.4% of participants chose the large product 
image for purchase while only 26.6% of participants selected the small product image 
(Appendix Figure 3.54). Therefore, thumbnail image size clearly had a significant 
impact on which product was chosen for purchase by participants.  
Responses to the optional qualitative question were then reviewed to better 
understand the reasons behind the image chosen for purchase. Responses indicated 
that many times the product was chosen solely based on the presence of the larger 
image (“The picture is larger and more visually satisfying than the second item's 
picture,” “bigger image,” “The second picture was larger and took up more of the 
space available so it appears to give the consumer more information”). The larger 
image was also associated with being higher quality (“The first looks more durable 
and like it would produce better quality,” “Bigger picture = better product”), more 
attractive (“looks cooler,” “Bigger image, it seems more appealing”), and more 
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professional (“more professional looking”). Additionally, numerous participants 
mentioned that it was easier to see product details and features in the larger image (“I 
guess the capacity of two products are the same, but second one's picture is bigger so I 
can see the detail”).  
Interestingly, some participants also inferred about the intentions of the e-
retailer based on the image size, as seen in the following two sample comments: (1) 
“The picture is larger, which seems to indicate pride in the product. The second 
product, though identically described, seems to be receiving a poor recommendation 
from the site since its picture is smaller than those of the other products on the page,” 
and (2) “The first and second are exactly the same, but the second provides a larger 
picture which makes me feel like I am able to see more of the product itself and assess 
it, while the first feels as though the sellers do not want me to get a close look at the 
product.”  
Participants often selected the smaller image due to size value in the specific 
product category. For example, one participant, in selecting a digital camera, wrote: 
“The two products are the same, however in the second picture, the angle of the 
picture of the camera makes it look smaller and more compact, which is what I would 
be looking for in a camera.” Similar responses about the small size and the desirable 
compactness of a product were also found in other product categories.  
 
3.2.4.2. Summary of Behavior and Purchase Intention Results 
A summary table for the two behavioral intention items and the last purchase 
intention item is provided (Table 3.2.3.). The number of stars indicate significance; 
one star (*) represents a p-value less than .05, two stars (**) represents a p-value less 
than .01, and three stars (***) represents a p-value less than .001. An (a) represents a 
marginally significant p-value less than .07. 
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The additional independent variable of thumbnail image size was incorporated 
into the mixed model for the dependent variable Image Size Picked. Thumbnail image 
size was not included in the regression models for Won’t Continue Search or Purchase 
Likely since it was varied within prototype, hence the ‘N/A’ shown in the table.  
Thumbnail image location and background color were significant for Purchase 
Likely and Image Size Picked. Although no design factors were significant for Won’t 
Continue Search, mean values portrayed results similar to those found in the 
significant Purchase Likely regression model; white background color and thumbnail 
image location to the left of product descriptions resulted in more positive ratings of 
the web page and thus, measures of behavior intention. Age was significant as an 
independent fixed effect for Purchase Likely and Image Size Picked. The interaction 
between gender and white space and the Internet Savvy Index were also significant for 
Purchase Likely.  
 
3.2.5. Hypotheses and Results Summary 
 
A summary of the hypotheses of this thesis and the support or lack of support 
for each based upon the mixed model analysis is provided in Table 3.2.4. Further 
discussion of the hypotheses and this research is provided in the discussion section.  
 
3.2.6. Individual-Level Analysis 
 
The results prior to this section were from a mixed model analysis of the data, 
which controlled for the subject to subject variability. In order to further investigate 
the amount of individual heterogeneity in the data, conjoint methodology was pursued 
for additional post-hoc analysis.  
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Table 3.2.4. Summary, Support of Thesis Hypotheses 
 
Design Factor Hypothesis Supported Not Supported 
Background 
Color H1a: 
The white background color will be 
positively related to web page aesthetic 
ratings of color, clutter, and legibility. X  
 H1b: 
The white background color will be 
positively related to web page 
evaluations of the e-retailer as 
professional and high budget. X  
 H1c: 
The blue background color will be 
positively related to consumer 
evaluations of e-retailer trustworthiness 
and company quality.  X 
White Space H2a: 
More white space will be positively 
related to ratings of web page aesthetics.   X 
 H2b: 
White space will have a positive impact 
on consumer perceptions of the e-retailer 
as trustworthy, representing a quality 
company, high budget, or professional.   
Thumbnail 
Image Size H3a: 
The large thumbnail image will be 
selected for purchase more often than the 
small thumbnail image.  X  
 H3b: 
The large thumbnail image will be 
associated with a higher quality product 
and will receive more positive qualitative 
feedback than the small thumbnail 
image. X  
Thumbnail 
Image 
Location H4a: 
Placement of the thumbnail image array 
to the left of the product descriptions will 
be preferred to placement to the right of 
the product descriptions as seen in higher 
web page aesthetic ratings. X  
 H4b: 
Placement of the thumbnail image array 
to the left of the product descriptions will 
be positively related to consumer 
perceptions of the e-retailer as 
trustworthy, quality, high budget, and 
professional. X  
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Creation of the sixteen distinct web page prototypes was based upon an 
experimental design that allowed for individual level regressions. For each of the 229 
participants, fifteen regression analysis were run (one for each of the fifteen dependent 
variables), with the appropriate design factors as the independent variables. Each 
regression had sixteen observations, representing the sixteen web page prototypes. 
Conjoint analysis utilizes the regression coefficients from the individual regression 
models to estimate the part-worths for each level of the independent design factors and 
their relative importance. These part-worths allow one to determine which levels of 
each independent attribute are preferred by the respondents.   
The model fit for each individual regression can be judged by the R squared 
value. Some subjects showed no variation in their responses across the sixteen web 
page prototypes; these regressions could not be performed. The respective N values 
are also provided below, which represent the number of individual regressions 
summarized in the table. A table of the minimum, maximum, and median R square 
values as well as the mean importance values obtained through conjoint analysis is 
provided (Table 3.2.5.).  
The individual R square values range from 0.015 to 1.000, with the median 
value varying around 0.300. This indicates that for some individuals the design factors 
were good predictors of their assessment of the web page prototype, while for others 
they were not. These individual R square values are much higher than the very low 
values seen in the pooled analysis, as they allow the individual beta coefficients to be 
different across respondents.  
Furthermore, the mean importance values portray the individual variation in 
the importance of each design factor in web page prototype evaluations. The mean 
importance values also depict a similar trend to the pooled analysis findings; for the 
majority of the dependent variables, background color was the most important  
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Table 3.2.5. Individual-Level Analysis, Results 
 
 R Square Mean Importance Value 
Dependent 
Variable Minimum  Maximum Median 
White 
Space 
Image 
Location 
Back-
ground 
Color 
Image 
Size 
Easy to Read 
(N=208) 0.020 0.869 0.323 0.3049 0.3312 0.3639 - 
Like Look 
(N=222) 0.051 0.955 0.387 0.2967 0.3020 0.4013 - 
Not Cluttered 
(N=215) 0.043 0.870 0.318 0.3251 0.3253 0.3496 - 
Like Image 
Location 
(N=220) 
0.015 1.000 0.397 0.2422 0.4631 0.2947 - 
Easy to Find 
Product (N=213) 0.017 0.934 0.277 0.3078 0.3413 0.3509 - 
Like Color 
Scheme 
(N=223) 
0.051 1.000 0.441 0.2744 0.2517 0.4738 - 
Like Color Use 
(N=223) 0.047 1.000 0.472 0.2901 0.2265 0.4834 - 
East to See 
Product with 
Description 
(N=209) 
0.026 0.962 0.333 0.3130 0.3698 0.3172 - 
Professional 
(N=215) 0.033 0.868 0.394 0.3064 0.2934 0.4002 - 
Quality 
Company 
(N=215) 
0.026 0.942 0.326 0.3227 0.2658 0.4115 - 
High Budget 
(N=218) 0.026 0.942 0.356 0.3115 0.2973 0.3912 - 
Trust Buying 
Product (N=210) 0.025 0.927 0.318 0.3127 0.2713 0.4159 - 
Won't Continue 
Search (N=192) 0.049 0.895 0.376 0.2528 0.2345 0.3072 - 
Purchase Likely 
(N=207) 0.080 0.877 0.378 0.2538 0.2219 0.3175 - 
Image Size 
Picked (N=209) 0.079 0.750 0.333 0.2216 0.2901 0.2499 0.2383 
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determinant of prototype ratings. Thumbnail image location was most important for 
the dependent variables of Like Image Location, Easy to See Product with 
Description, and Image Size Picked.  
The individual attribute part worths allow one to determine which particular 
attribute levels are preferred by the respondents. The four design factors in this thesis 
were each varied at two levels. Therefore, the preferred level of each design factor had 
the higher part worth value. The table below shows the percentage of respondents who 
preferred each level of the three design factors (background color, thumbnail image 
location, white space) (Table 3.2.6.). The fourth design factor, thumbnail image size, 
was varied within-prototype and was thus not included. For some respondents, the part 
worths for the two attribute levels were zero, indicating that the design factor was not 
important in their web page prototype evaluation for that dependent variable. In other 
words, these respondents were indifferent (IND) to changes in the specific design 
factor.  
As seen in the table, a clear difference exists in the percentages of respondents 
who preferred each attribute level. While some of the attribute levels were preferred 
by two-thirds of the respondents, other attribute levels were split evenly across the two 
levels. A white background color was preferred for the majority of the dependent 
variables, with the exception of Easy to See Product with Description and Trust 
Buying Product. For Easy to See Product with Description, a pale blue background 
color (50%) was preferred over a white background color (40%). For Trust Buying 
Product, preference was equally divided between the white (46%) and pale blue (46%) 
background colors. Thumbnail image location to the left was highly preferred by 
respondents over thumbnail image location to the right of the product descriptions; 
preference percentages were often higher than 50%. Thumbnail image location to the 
left was most preferred for the dependent variable of Image Size Picked, with a  
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Table 3.2.6. Individual Preference Percentages for Design Factor Levels 
 
 Background Color Preference 
Thumbnail Image 
Location Preference 
White Space 
Preference 
Dependent 
Variable 
Pale 
blue IND
z White Right INDa Left Less INDa More 
Easy to Read 
(N=208) 40% 13% 47% 28% 11% 61% 46% 10% 44% 
Like Look 
(N=222) 47% 9% 54% 30% 8% 62% 53% 7% 40% 
Not Cluttered 
(N=215) 41% 11% 48% 27% 10% 63% 44% 6% 50% 
Like Image 
Location 
(N=220) 
42% 11% 47% 32% 8% 60% 46% 12% 42% 
Easy to Find 
Product 
(N=213) 
43% 6% 51% 35% 9% 56% 42% 9% 49% 
Like Color 
Scheme 
(N=223) 
43% 4% 53% 37% 10% 53% 47% 9% 44% 
Like Color Use 
(N=223) 45% 4% 51% 40% 9% 51% 49% 8% 43% 
East to See 
Product with 
Description 
(N=209) 
50% 10% 40% 25% 9% 66% 48% 9% 43% 
Professional 
(N=215) 43% 9% 48% 32% 10% 58% 53% 8% 39% 
Quality 
Company 
(N=215) 
44% 6% 50% 35% 10% 55% 52% 8% 40% 
High Budget 
(N=218) 39% 11% 50% 39% 11% 50% 49% 11% 40% 
Trust Buying 
Product 
(N=210) 
46% 8% 46% 33% 15% 52% 49% 9% 42% 
Won't Continue 
Search (N=192) 40% 10% 50% 42% 14% 44% 41% 13% 46% 
Purchase Likely 
(N=207) 44% 6% 50% 37% 9% 54% 52% 8% 40% 
Image Size 
Picked (N=209) 29% 16% 55% 14% 14% 72% 45% 21% 34% 
a. IND = Indifferent 
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preference percentage of 72%. Finally, less white space was preferred for the majority 
of the dependent variables. More white space was preferred for the dependent 
variables of Not Cluttered (50%), Easy to Find Product (49%), and Won’t Continue 
Search (46%). Increased white space in relation to Not Cluttered and Easy to Find 
Product may relate to perceptions of web page legibility. The pooled regression model 
for Won’t Continue Search was not significant and is therefore not discussed here. 
Furthermore, the interaction between white space and color was not included in the 
table of preference percentages above. On the individual level, this interaction effect 
was only significant for approximately 10% of the sample for the dependent variables, 
with the exception of Professional (25%).  
 
3.2.5.1. Sample of Detailed Individual Results  
Detailed results reporting for each of the fifteen dependent variables are not 
presented; instead, the dependent variable Professional is used as a model for the 
patterns present in the remaining variables seen in Table 3.2.4.  
The pooled regression model for Professional had an R square value of 0.17 
and was significant (F
4, 3659 
= 15.673, p = .000). An individual analysis of the data 
portrayed a mean R square value of 0.394, with a minimum value of 0.033 and a 
maximum value of 0.868. The histogram below shows the high level of heterogeneity 
in the sample for the Professional model fits (Figure 3.2.16.).  
Additionally, the individual analysis showed that background color had the 
highest mean importance value for ratings of web page professionalism. These 
findings aligned with the group analysis; responses to “the web page looks 
professional” were significantly explained in the pooled model by thumbnail image 
location, background color, and the interaction between background color and white 
space.  
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 Figure 3.2.16. Individual-Level Analysis, Professional R Square Variability 
 
Variability, however, also existed in the importance level of background color 
(Figure 3.2.17.). Therefore, while background color was an important indicator of e-
commerce web site professionalism for some participants, it was not a factor for 
others. Similar histograms with a large range between importance values were also 
present for thumbnail image location and white space (Figure 3.2.18.; Figure 3.2.19.). 
The interaction between white space and background color on an individual level, 
however, was only significant for approximately 25% of the sample, compared to 
approximately 10% for the remaining dependent variables. Thus, while the interaction 
effect was somewhat important in ratings of web page professionalism, it had minimal 
impact on other web page prototype ratings.  
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 Figure 3.2.17. Individual-Level Analysis, Professional, Importance Values of 
Background Color 
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Figure 3.2.18. Individual-Level Analysis, Professional, Importance Values of 
Thumbnail Image Location 
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Figure 3.2.19. Individual-Level Analysis, Professional, Importance Values of White 
Space 
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The variable Professional serves as a model for the variation evident in the 
remaining dependent variables. A high level of individual heterogeneity is present in 
the sample, as can be seen through the histogram plots of the individual R square 
values and the mean importance values for background color, white space, and 
thumbnail image location. At the individual level, however, the R square values are 
much higher and vary around the 0.30 range. The heterogeneity of the data is lost 
when analyzed at a group level; individual differences counteract each other and result 
in very low R square values in all of the pooled regression models. Significance at the 
pooled level of analysis, together with the individual level of analysis, indicates a 
strong effect of front-end design elements on consumer evaluations of e-commerce 
web pages.  
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
This thesis aimed to explore two key research questions. The primary research 
goal of this study was to examine how front-end web page design variation of four 
design factors, selected and varied based upon the usability guideline literature, 
impacted consumer aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations of e-commerce web pages. The 
secondary research question was to explore how changes in these front-end web page 
design elements impacted consumer trust, product preference, and purchase intention. 
Based upon a literature review, a conceptual model was also developed in which web 
site design was incorporated as an e-retailer strategic component; usability and the 
iterative user-centered design process provided the foundation in this model for 
effective, efficient, and satisfying web site design.  
 
4.1. Aesthetic and E-Retailer Evaluations of the Web Page Prototypes 
 
Results indicated that variation of front-end web page design elements 
impacted aesthetic evaluations of the simulated e-commerce web pages as well as 
higher-level evaluations of the e-retailer. Main effects indicated that the majority of 
web page prototypes with thumbnail image location located to the left and with a 
white background color were rated higher on both aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations 
by participants.  
Additional exploratory individual-level conjoint analysis of the data revealed a 
high level of heterogeneity in the sample. Therefore, while certain design factors were 
crucial for some participants in their web page prototype evaluations, for others they 
may have been less important. This variation was evident in the frequency plots of the 
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individual R square values and mean importance values for each of the design factors. 
Mean R square values at the individual level varied around 0.30. 
Based upon the usability, human-computer interaction, and ergonomics 
literature it was hypothesized that subjects would prefer the thumbnail image location 
to the left of the product descriptions because of the natural “F-shaped” scanning 
pattern (Bekman, 2006), faster image processing and search compared to that of text 
(Lam, Chau, & Wong, 2007; Woodruff, Rosenholtz, Morrison, Faulring, & Pirolli, 
2002; Paivio, 1974), and increased processing and attention to the left-hand side of the 
web page (Lam, Chau, & Wong, 2007). The results showed that thumbnail image 
location was highly significant (p<.01) for all aesthetic evaluations of the prototypes, 
except for Like Color Use, which was significant (p<.05). Moreover, left thumbnail 
image location resulted in higher subject ratings of Like Look, which was an 
indication of overall web page aesthetics. Subject aesthetic evaluations of the sixteen 
web page prototypes showed that left thumbnail location was consistently preferred 
and perceived as more aesthetically pleasing. Hypothesis 4a of this thesis, “Placement 
of the thumbnail image array to the left of the product descriptions will be preferred to 
placement to the right of the product descriptions as seen in higher web page aesthetic 
ratings” was therefore supported.  
Hypothesis 4b regarding thumbnail image location and e-retailer evaluations 
stated, “Placement of the thumbnail image array to the left of the product descriptions 
will be positively related to consumer perceptions of the e-retailer as trustworthy, 
quality, high budget, and professional.” Although no literature was found directly 
connecting thumbnail image location to e-retailer evaluations of Professional, High 
Budget, Quality Company, or Trust Buying Product, the conceptual model developed 
in this thesis proposed that aesthetic evaluations of the web page would become the 
foundation for higher-level evaluations of the e-retailer itself. Therefore, since 
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hypothesis 4a was supported and left thumbnail location was preferred, it was 
hypothesized that left thumbnail location would also be related to more positive 
ratings of an e-retailer. Results showed that this was in fact true and hypothesis 4b was 
supported; left thumbnail image location was highly significant (p<.01) in subject 
evaluations of the e-retailer as professional, representative of a quality company, and 
trustworthy for product purchase. Thumbnail image location was moderately 
significant (p<.05) for the e-retailer evaluation of high budget.  
The literature review on background color led to the development of the 
following hypothesis (H1a): “The white background color will be positively related to 
web page aesthetic ratings of color, clutter, and legibility.” This was hypothesized due 
to the increased familiarity of consumers to a white web page background color  
(Bucy & Lang, 1999), the mere exposure effect (Zajonc, 2001), and the association of 
white with classical web site aesthetics (Tractinsky, 2004). Results indicated that 
background color was highly significant (p<.01) for evaluations of Easy to Read, Like 
Look, Not Cluttered, Like Color Scheme, and Like Color Use. It was also moderately 
significant (p<.05) for the dependent variable of Like Image Location. These results 
support hypothesis H1a; a white background color was related to higher aesthetic 
evaluations of the web page on dimensions of color and clutter. The association of a 
white background color with aesthetic web page evaluations of legibility, however, is 
less apparent. Although background color was related to Easy to Read, it was not 
significant for the remaining two dependent variables assessing overall legibility (Easy 
to See Product with Description, Easy to Find Product). Background color was, 
however, significant for these legibility assessments in its interaction with white space. 
Discussion of these interaction effects are provided later in the discussion. 
Background color was also highly significant for Like Look (p<.01), indicating higher 
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overall aesthetic evaluations for web pages with a white background compared to 
those with pale blue.  
Background color was highly significant for all four e-retailer evaluations 
(p<.01). Hypothesis H1c was as follows: “The blue background color will be 
positively related to consumer evaluations of e-retailer trustworthiness and company 
quality.” Based upon the literature, it was hypothesized (H1c) that a blue background 
color would be associated with higher e-retailer evaluations of trustworthiness and 
company quality due to its recommendation as a cool color to be used in the 
background (White, 1990), its association with reduced reading error rates (Pace, 
1984), and most importantly, the positive associations of blue with trust and stability 
in the United States (Lippincott Mercer, 1997; Holzschlag, 1999). Results from this 
thesis, however, found the opposite effect and hypothesis H1c was not supported. A 
white background color was related to higher e-retailer ratings along all four the 
dependent variables of Professional, High Budget, Quality Company, and Trust 
Buying Product. Therefore, hypothesis H1b was supported, which stated: “The white 
background color will be positively related to web page evaluations of the e-retailer as 
professional and high budget.” The significant association of a white background color 
with higher e-retailer ratings for all items may have arisen because the study also 
found that a white background color was be positively associated with web page 
aesthetic evaluations. White was expected to be related to higher aesthetic ratings due 
to increased familiarity, the mere exposure effect, and its association with classical 
aesthetics. Similar to the argument made above for thumbnail image location, the 
conceptual model developed in this thesis posits that aesthetic evaluations of web 
pages will influence higher-level consumer evaluations of the e-retailer. Since white 
background color resulted in more positive aesthetic ratings, it may also have had a 
positive influence on evaluations of the e-retailer.  
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Furthermore, many prior studies examining the impact of a blue background 
color neglected to provide the RGB values of the specific shade of blue studied. This 
study used a pale blue background color in the web page prototypes to minimize the 
confounding factor of contrast with overlaid text. The RGB values of this pale blue 
were provided to ensure that it could be replicated and implemented if desired. Future 
researchers should ensure that detailed RGB values of background color are provided. 
Additional issues that may have attributed to the lack of support for hypothesis H1c 
include the type of display screen utilized (i.e. CRT) and the sample studied. Adults 
and the elderly may perceive pale blue differently than young adults due to 
developmental changes in the perceptual system over the lifetime.  
Background color had significant effects on both aesthetic and e-retailer 
evaluations of the web page prototypes. Although this may provide further evidence 
for the conceptual model, luminance levels were not made equivalent prior to testing. 
Differences in luminance values between the white (172 cd/m2) and pale blue (123 
cd/m2) background colors may be the basis for differences in participant evaluations of 
the web page prototypes. Thus, it is difficult to separate the effects of “color” from 
those of “brightness”. Future research should ensure that luminance values are 
equivalent in simulated web site designs to test the true impact of background color on 
consumer evaluations.  
The design factor of white space was not significantly associated with 
consumer aesthetic evaluations for any of the eight Likert statements or significant in 
any of the four e-retailer evaluations. Therefore, hypothesis H2a was not supported by 
the results of this thesis: “More white space will be positively related to ratings of web 
page aesthetics.” The literature on white space was limited; although no research was 
found linking white space to e-retailer evaluations, based upon the conceptual model it 
was hypothesized that positive aesthetic evaluations would result in positive e-retailer 
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evaluations. Hypothesis H2b, “White space will have a positive impact on consumer 
perceptions of the e-retailer as trustworthy, representing a quality company, high 
budget, or professional,” was not supported by the results. White space had neither an 
impact on aesthetic evaluations nor any significant impact on e-retailer evaluations of 
the web page prototypes. 
 Although white space as an independent design factor was not significant, its 
interaction with background color was a significant factor for some aesthetic and e-
retailer evaluations of the web page prototypes. In aesthetic evaluations, interaction 
effects between white space and background color was highly significant (p<.01) for 
the dependent variables of Easy to Read and Easy to See Product with Description, 
and significant (p<.05) for Easy to Find Product. These three dependent variables may 
be grouped together as assessing overall web page legibility. Web page prototypes 
with a white background color and more white space resulted in higher subject ratings 
of legibility than those with less white space; alternatively, web pages with a pale blue 
background and less white space were rated higher along the legibility dimensions 
than prototypes with more white space. This interaction effect was especially strong 
for Easy to See Product with Description, in which a plot of the mean values revealed 
an interaction effect between the two variables. These aesthetic evaluations portray a 
complex relationship between consumer aesthetic evaluations of web page legibility; 
further examination of the basis of the interaction effects observed in this thesis should 
be conducted.  
The interaction between white space and color was also found to be highly 
significant for e-retailer evaluations Professional (p<.01), moderately significant for 
evaluations of high budget (p<.05), and marginally significant for ratings of Trust 
Buying Product (p<.07). These three interaction effects all showed a similar pattern; 
while web page prototypes with a white background color received higher e-retailer 
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evaluations when there was more white space, prototypes with a pale blue background 
color received higher ratings when there was less white space. The relationship 
between subject evaluations of the e-retailer and the independent variables of this 
study is therefore also complex; three out of the four e-retailer evaluations portrayed 
an interaction effect between variables.  
 
4.2. The Impact of Gender on Aesthetic and E-Retailer Evaluations 
 
 Gender as an independent variable and as a fixed effect in the mixed model 
was significant for only one dependent variable: Like Image Location. Males rated 
web page prototypes much higher along the dimension of Like Image Location 
regardless of thumbnail image location to the left or to the right of the product 
descriptions. Although gender as an independent variable was only significant for Like 
Image Location, it was significant for many other aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations 
through its interactions with color, thumbnail image location, and white space.  
 The interaction between gender and background color was significant for the 
aesthetic variable Like Look, which assessed the overall visual appeal of the web page 
prototypes. Although both males and females preferred the white background color to 
pale blue, males preferred the white background significantly more than females. 
Furthermore, male ratings of the visual appeal of the web page were more drastically 
impacted by a change in background color than those of females. The gender and 
background color interaction effect was also significant for the e-retailer evaluations 
of Professional and Quality Company. A similar pattern to Like Look was evident for 
these variables; males rated the white background color higher than females and their 
evaluations of the web page changed more significantly with changes in background 
color. Female responses to Like Look, Professional, and Quality Company followed 
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male preference trends, but rating values were less influenced by background color 
(evident in the slope of the line).  
 The interaction between gender and thumbnail image location was also 
significant for three aesthetic web page evaluations. This interaction effect was 
significantly related to subject responses for Like Image Location, Easy to Find 
Product, and Easy to See Product with Description. Males rated web page prototypes 
with left thumbnail image location higher than females, although the change in image 
location on ratings of Like Image Location was more pronounced in females. In Easy 
to Find Product, females rated prototypes with left thumbnail image location as much 
higher than males; changes in thumbnail image location had a more significant effect 
on females than males. Finally, although both genders rated prototypes with left 
thumbnail location higher for Easy to See Product with Description than location to 
the right, ratings of prototypes with right thumbnail location were similar for both 
genders. The gender and thumbnail image location interaction was not significant for 
any e-retailer evaluations.  
 The final interaction between gender and white space was significant for only 
two dependent variables: Trust Buying Product and Purchase Likely. Results indicated 
that males placed higher trust in prototypes with more white space compared to 
females, while females trusted purchase from prototypes with less white space more 
than males. A similar, but less exaggerated, effect was also observed in Purchase 
Likely; males were more likely to purchase from a prototype with more white space 
and females were more likely to purchase from one with less white space.  
 The interactions between gender and the design factors showed variation in 
subject responses and provided additional insight into the heterogeneity present in the 
sample. The trends in the results discussed above indicate that while male web page 
evaluations may respond more to changes in background color, female perceptions 
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may be more sensitive to changes in thumbnail image location. Additionally, some 
sex-based differences may exist in white space preferences of web pages. Results from 
this study showed that males preferred web page prototypes with more white space 
while females preferred those with less white space for Trust Buying Product and 
Purchase Likely. Further research is necessary to understand the relationship between 
gender, front-end design, and consumer aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations of the web 
page. 
 
4.3. Consumer Trust, Purchase Intention, and Product Preference 
 
The secondary research question of this thesis asked how front-end web page 
design elements may impact consumer trust, purchase intention, and product 
preference, but no explicit hypotheses were advanced.  
Consumer trust was only partially evaluated utilizing the dependent variable 
Trust Buying Product. The front-end web page design elements of thumbnail image 
location (p<.01) and background color (p<.01) were significantly associated with 
Trust Buying Product. The interaction between white space and background color 
(p<.07) was marginally significant. Results provide initial evidence that web page 
design may influence consumer trust development and further substantiate the 
conceptual model developed in this thesis. The results showed that front-end web page 
evaluations impact consumer aesthetic evaluations of a web page and form the basis 
for higher-level evaluations of the e-retailer, which may impact consumer trust 
development. Examination of the role of front-end web page design in consumer trust 
should be conducted with more in-depth measures.  
Results indicated that subject responses for Purchase Likely were associated 
with the design factors of thumbnail image location (p<.01) and background color 
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(p<.01). These findings also provide initial evidence that front-end web page design 
may impact consumer purchase intention from the web page.  
The final variable of Image Size Picked included the fourth design factor of 
Thumbnail Image Size as a fixed effect in the mixed model. Image Size Picked was 
significant with the design factors of thumbnail image location (p<.01), background 
color (p<.01), thumbnail image size (p<.01), and the interaction between white space 
and background color (p<.01). These results indicate that although qualitative 
responses seemed to point to thumbnail image size as the main driver of product 
preference, the process may be more involved than being simply based upon 
thumbnail image size.  
Limited research has been conducted in the literature regarding the impact of 
thumbnail image size on consumer product preference. Hypothesis H3a regarding 
thumbnail image location was as follows: “The large thumbnail image will be selected 
for purchase more often than the small thumbnail image.” Frequency analysis showed 
that 73.4% of participants chose the large product image for purchase while only 
26.6% of participants selected the small product image. Hypothesis H3a was thus 
supported by the results. Hypothesis H3b related to the qualitative responses gathered 
from subjects regarding the reason behind their product selection: “The large 
thumbnail image will be associated with a higher quality product and will receive 
more positive qualitative feedback than the small thumbnail image.” This hypothesis 
was also supported by the results; the larger image was commented as being of higher 
quality, more attractive, and more professional. An especially intriguing finding 
regarding subject comments and image size were that some participants inferred e-
retailer intentions based upon the image size (i.e. “The picture is larger, which seems 
to indicate pride in the product. The second product, though identically described, 
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seems to be receiving a poor recommendation from the site since its picture is smaller 
than those of the other products on the page”).  
The quality and size of the product images on the web page therefore have vast 
potential implications for the e-retailer. Limited screen real estate places pressure on e-
retailers to minimize thumbnail size and white space as much as possible to increase 
the number of products per screen. Results from this thesis, however, indicate that 
consumers greatly prefer larger images and that image size influences not only their 
perceptions about the product, but also the e-retailer’s motivations in product 
promotion. This study examined the first thumbnail image provided by an e-retailer on 
a product display web page. Future research should explore more interactive 
thumbnail images that may be zoomed into, rotated, have multiple views, etc. The 
availability of in-depth images of the product may mitigate the impact of thumbnail 
image size on consumer evaluations of the web page.  
 
4.4. Individual Differences in E-Commerce Web Page Evaluations 
 
An exploratory analysis of respondent web page prototype evaluations at the 
individual level showed a high level of heterogeneity in the sample. Mixed model 
analysis does not report any R square value to indicate the overall ‘fit’ of the model. 
Individual level analysis of the same data resulted in R square values that varied 
around 0.30, which indicated that the models accounted for approximately 30% of the 
variation in subject responses.  
Preference percentages were calculated for each of the two levels of the three 
between-prototype design factors (background color, thumbnail image location, 
thumbnail image size) using conjoint analysis methodology. Although one of the two 
attribute levels was usually more preferred by respondents, preference percentages 
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were rarely one-sided. For Trust Buying Product, percentages of white versus pale 
blue background color were even. These individual level findings, and often slight 
differences in preference percentages across the two attribute levels, suggest that the 
development of high-level, universal usability recommendations should be 
implemented with caution. This insight was also supported by the differences in 
subject responses based upon gender, which were discussed in the earlier section. 
Significant preference differences may exist among individual perceptions of e-
commerce web pages. Practitioners should aim to understand their consumers in order 
to successfully segment the target groups and the respective web site designs.  
Web site usability is design in the context of its users; individual differences in 
an e-retailer’s target consumer group must thus be thoroughly understood prior to web 
site design to ensure that e-retailer perceptions are positive. Given a lack of any 
universal standards or consensus in the literature, this thesis developed a 
comprehensive web site design guidelines framework. However, upon closer analysis, 
the individual differences in web page design preferences observed in this research 
may provide a basis for the disjointed usability literature: a lack of consensus in the 
field reflects the inherent heterogeneity in individual evaluations of web page design. 
Therefore, a more in-depth examination of the factors underlying consumer aesthetic 
and e-retailer evaluations based upon usability guideline implementation must be 
studied in the future. Furthermore, the impact of usability guidelines must also be 
examined on consequent constructs of consumer trust, product preference, purchase 
intention, and loyalty.  
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4.5. Contributions of this Research 
 
This thesis developed a web site design guidelines framework based on an 
analysis of approximately 230 guidelines from the usability, human-computer 
interaction, human factors, and design literature. The creation of a web site design 
guidelines framework was necessary due to an inherent limitation in the usability 
literature: no consensus exists (in the dialogue or in the form of a document) regarding 
the characteristics that make a web site usable. Web site usability guidelines 
significantly vary in quality, depth, and empirical support. The development of a web 
site design guidelines framework therefore compiled various design recommendations 
from the disjointed literature present in academic journals, expert books, and web 
guides on the internet. Following selection of the four design factors (background 
color, thumbnail image location, thumbnail image size, and white space), they were 
each varied in two levels based upon recommendations in the literature.  
Usability measures focus on three key constructs in relation to the user’s 
interaction with a web site: efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction. While these 
three aspects are crucial for user satisfaction with a web site, the ultimate goal of the e-
retailer is to engender consumer trust and increase purchase intention. Very little 
research has assessed the impact of front-end usability web page guideline 
implementation on consumer evaluations of the e-retailer. The variation of four design 
elements were thus studied in their impact not only on consumer evaluations of web 
page aesthetics, but of the e-retailer itself. Furthermore, constructs of consumer trust, 
product preference, and purchase intention, widely used in the marketing literature, 
were also explored as a secondary focus.  
The present results show that subtle design changes can have a strong 
influence on evaluations of web page design. Background color (white vs. pale blue), 
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thumbnail image location (left vs. right), white space (less vs. more) and thumbnail 
image size (large vs. small) each impacted consumer evaluations of web page 
aesthetics and higher-level evaluations of the e-retailer itself. Between the four factors, 
thumbnail image location and background color were the most crucial aspects of the 
web page prototype influencing aesthetic and e-retailer evaluations. The interaction 
between white space and background color was also important. Gender interactions 
with background color, thumbnail image size, and white space were significant for 
numerous web page evaluations, providing initial evidence for the role of consumer 
characteristics in web page evaluations. These results provide support for the 
conceptual model developed in this thesis. Although the design changes made across 
the sixteen web page prototypes were slight, aesthetics and design have been shown in 
prior research to strongly impact the individual on a very basic, primitive level 
(Tractinsky, 2004; Fernandes, Lindgaard, Dillon, & Wood, 2003; Norman, 2004; 
Pham et al. 2001; Zajonc and Markus 1982). These lower-level responses may then 
sway higher-level cognitions and consumer perceptions of the e-retailer. Therefore, 
changes in the front-end web page design elements of an e-retailer web site may have 
crucial implications for the consumer’s conscious and unconscious e-retailer web site 
evaluations. Gender differences in lower-level responses necessitate an in-depth 
understanding of one’s target consumers.  
The conceptual model developed here integrated usability and web site design 
as strategic components of an internet web site. Although prior models have been 
developed, very few have included the role of front-end design in consumer 
evaluations of a web page (Fogg et al., 2002; Sultan, Urban, Shankar, & Bart, 2002). 
As a window to the consumer, aesthetic evaluations of a web site may be the 
foundation for higher-level evaluations of the e-retailer. The present conceptual model 
integrates usability and web site design into a process between a consumer’s first 
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interaction with the e-retailer and successful development of consumer trust, loyalty, 
and satisfaction. In this model, web site design becomes not only an aesthetic issue, 
but one essential to the e-retailer’s survival and success in a competitive online 
marketplace. Although this thesis focused on the e-retailer, the conceptual model may 
also be broadened and applied to any web site sponsor, including non-profit 
organizations, government organizations, hospitals, etc. The three strategic 
components of web site design, web site attributes, and brand equity work together to 
aid in the development of user trust and to encourage further exploration for any web 
site sponsor.  
Finally, the initial results of this thesis indicate possible conflicts between 
more usable front-end web page design decisions and positive consumer evaluations. 
Although a blue background color was considered more usable and ergonomic 
according to the literature, results indicated that the pale blue studied in this research 
was associated with lower consumer evaluations of web page aesthetics and e-retailer 
evaluations. Further research is necessary to explore the impact of prescribed usability 
guidelines on consumer evaluations of aesthetics and of the e-retailer. Joint research 
between usability and HCI and marketing is an area of future research with enormous 
potential. 
 
4.6. Limitations and Future Research 
 
This thesis provides a starting point for the exploration of how front-end web 
page design elements, varied according the web page design guidelines literature, 
impact consumer aesthetic evaluations, e-retailer evaluations, consumer trust, purchase 
intention, and product preference. Results provide initial evidence that front-end 
design element have the power to significantly influence consumer perceptions of an 
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e-commerce web site. Despite this, numerous limitations of this study provide 
abundant avenues for future research in the realm of web site design and marketing.  
First, this research used university students, which may not be representative of 
the actual population and may affect the generalizability of the results. Despite this 
limitation, it maybe argued that comfort and experience with e-commerce websites 
and use of the internet is much more evident in younger populations. Increased 
adoption of e-commerce in the future will likely be due to younger, not older, 
members of society. Second, this research depended on self-report measures of 
consumer evaluations of aesthetics, the e-retailer, trust, purchase intention, and 
product preference. Self-report measures are inherently biased by the subject, and are 
not as strong as objective data techniques.  
Next, are limitations associated with the experimental procedure and design of 
the study. The web page prototypes developed in this thesis displayed eight different 
products from the categories of electronics or ergonomics products. A broader array of 
various product categories should be investigated; research has shown that the product 
category has a significant influence on the prioritization of usability attributes 
(Venkatesh & Agarwal, 2006). Subjects in this study were also given a scenario in 
which they were asked to pretend they were considering purchase from the e-
commerce web page prototype. This hypothesized scenario resulted in lower 
involvement with the products shown in the prototypes than if they were actual 
consumers searching the web with high purchase intention. Research utilizing fully 
interactive, working web page prototypes may thus be able to counteract this 
hypothesized effect by asking subjects to complete the entire product search and 
selection process directly prior to purchase. Despite this limitation, previous research 
on impression formation and aesthetics have found that initial impressions are rapid, 
stable, and may influence subsequent cognitive processes. Consumer evaluations of 
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two-dimensional web page prototypes, used in this study, assess this initial and 
immediate reaction to a stimulus. Research that utilizes fully interactive web sites may 
not only increase participant involvement, but would also have the ability to test 
interactive web site design guidelines (i.e. navigation, links) beyond those of only the 
web page. 
More apparent changes in the design factors would also be expected to result in 
stronger effect sizes. Future research should examine the impact of more exaggerated 
changes in front-end web page design. In regards to the four design factors selected for 
study in this thesis, variation of each may have been more exaggerated in the 
following ways. Background color may be varied not between white and pale blue, but 
between more vibrant (and less ergonomic) warm colors (i.e. red, orange, yellow) and 
deeper cool colors (i.e. purple, green, and blue). Use of more vibrant colors would 
significantly impact not only the overall look-and-feel of the web page, but the amount 
of contrast with overlaid text. Second, this thesis focused on right versus left 
thumbnail image location; future research may also study the impact of thumbnail 
arrays being located both above and below their respective product descriptions. To 
current knowledge, no studies have been conducted to examine these thumbnail array 
location differences on the consumer. White space surprisingly had no impact on any 
aesthetic or e-retailer evaluations in this study. White space was bilaterally and 
symmetrically varied through the border surrounding the main web page content. 
Alternative variation of white space may be made more apparent through its variation 
asymmetrically, within page content (not only in surrounding areas), and in the 
creation of more congested web page images in which white space significantly 
impacts legibility. Finally, future research should aim to study the impact of thumbnail 
image size between web page prototypes as opposed to its implementation as a within-
prototype factor. Thumbnail image size may be varied for all thumbnail images in the 
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array as small or large. With screen retail becoming increasingly expensive, e-
commerce web sites must balance the demands between small thumbnail images and 
increased product displays per screen and that of its impact on consumer perceptions 
of product quality. Future research may provide additional levels in the conjoint 
analysis that represent subtle as well as more obvious design changes for each design 
factor.  
Furthermore, although this thesis focused on the impact of front-end design 
elements, interaction design features such as navigation, reactivity, and interactivity 
are also included as part of the e-retailer strategic component of web site design. 
Interaction design features were not feasible for study in this thesis due to a lack of 
time, resources, and knowledge required in web page prototype creation. Future 
research should aim to assess the impact of these deeper aspects of web site design on 
consumer evaluations of the web site.  
Empirical support for, or improvements upon, the conceptual model developed 
in this thesis is also an avenue of future research which would encourage further 
examination of the relationship between usability, web site design, and consumer 
evaluations of the e-commerce web site. The relative importance between the three 
strategic components of web site design, web site attributes, and brand equity in the 
conceptual model requires additional research. Prior research has already 
demonstrated the importance of security and privacy, FAQ availability, multimedia 
presence, price, brand, shipping cost, etc. in consumer decision-making and e-
commerce sales. Future research may also examine a broader set of front-end design 
elements beyond the four elements of background color, white space, thumbnail image 
location, and thumbnail image size selected for this study.  
This thesis focused on the e-commerce e-retailer; the conceptual model was 
therefore examined in this context. As mentioned earlier, the model may be broadened 
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to include any web site presence on the internet, not just that of an e-retailer. Future 
studies may examine the conceptual model not only in the realm of e-commerce, but 
in that of non-profit web sites, government organization sites, etc. Front-end web site 
design elements for those internet sites that have limited brick-and-mortar presence 
may become increasingly important as consumers become more demanding of 
usability and visual appeal. The conceptual model may also have important 
implications for usability practitioners and managers. Many usability proponents must 
argue for time and additional resources in the product development cycle; empirical 
research that supports the crucial role of front-end design, usability guidelines, and the 
iterative design process in consumer evaluations is essential in encouraging increased 
investment in usability methodology.  
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Figure 1.2. Web Design Guidelines Framework 
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Figure 1.3. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Footrests
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Figure 1.4. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Footrests
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Figure 1.5. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Monitor Arms 
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Figure 1.6. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Monitor Arms 
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Figure 1.7. Electronics Products, Digital Cameras
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Figure 1.8. Electronics Products, Digital Cameras 
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Figure 1.9. Electronics Products, Webcams 
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Figure 1.10. Electronics Products, Webcams 
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Figure 1.11. Ergonomic Office Products, Lighting Accessories 
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Figure 1.12. Ergonomic Office Products, Lighting Accessories 
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Figure 1.13. Electronics Products, GPS Navigation 
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Figure 1.14. Electronics Products, GPS Navigation 
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Figure 1.15. Electronics Products, Handhelds and PDAs
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Figure 1.16. Electronics Products, Handhelds and PDAs 
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Figure 1.17. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Keyboard Trays 
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Figure 1.18. Ergonomic Office Products, Ergonomic Keyboard Trays 
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Figure 21: Online Survey, Sample Web Page Evaluation Page 
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APPENDIX 2 
Approximately how many hours on an average weekday 
do you spend on the Internet?
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0
Mean =6.76
Std. Dev. =8.991
N =3,664
Figure 2.1. Hours spent on the internet on an average weekday 
 
 
Approximately how many hours on an average weekend 
day do you spend on the Internet?
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Mean =5.04
Std. Dev. =3.771
N =229
2.2. Hours spent on the internet on an average weekend day (Saturday or Sunday) 
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Approximately how many products have you purchased 
online in the past 4 weeks?
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Std. Dev. =3.914
N =229
Figure 2.3. Products purchased online in the past four weeks 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.4. Descriptive Statistics, Product purchase online in the past 6 months by 
category 
Statistics
233 233 233 233 233 233 233 233 233
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.87 4.32 2.27 1.88 3.63 3.02 2.32 1.51 3.74
2.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00
1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5
Valid
Missing
N
Mean
Median
Mode
Music (songs,
CDs, etc.) Books Software
Office
Supplies Electronics
Computers &
PC Hardware DVDs
Kitchen &
Housewares
Apparel or
Accessories
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Music (songs, CDs, etc.)
116 49.8 49.8 49.8
1 .4 .4 50.2
16 6.9 6.9 57.1
23 9.9 9.9 67.0
51 21.9 21.9 88.8
26 11.2 11.2 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Music (songs, CDs, etc.)
YearlyOnce Every 
Few Months
MonthlyWeeklyDailyNever
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
 
Figure 2.5. Frequencies, Online music purchase (songs, CDs, etc.) in the past 6 
months
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DVDs
156 67.0 67.0 67.0
5 2.1 2.1 69.1
9 3.9 3.9 73.0
44 18.9 18.9 91.8
19 8.2 8.2 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
DVDs
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyNever
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y
200
150
100
50
0
Figure 2.6. Frequencies, Online DVD purchase in the past 6 months 
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Books
47 20.2 20.2 20.2
3 1.3 1.3 21.5
15 6.4 6.4 27.9
117 50.2 50.2 78.1
51 21.9 21.9 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Books
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyNever
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y
120
100
80
60
40
20
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Figure 2.7. Frequencies, Online book purchase in the past 6 months 
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Electronics
92 39.5 39.5 39.5
1 .4 .4 39.9
13 5.6 5.6 45.5
64 27.5 27.5 73.0
63 27.0 27.0 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Electronics
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyNever
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y
100
80
60
40
20
0
 
Figure 2.8. Frequencies, Online electronics purchase in the past 6 months 
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Computers & PC Hardware
131 56.2 56.2 56.2
7 3.0 3.0 59.2
25 10.7 10.7 70.0
70 30.0 30.0 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Computers & PC Hardware
YearlyOnce Every Few MonthsMonthlyNever
Fr
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ue
nc
y
125
100
75
50
25
0
 
 
Figure 2.9. Frequencies, Online computer and pc hardware purchase in the past 6 
months 
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Apparel or Accessories
63 27.0 27.0 27.0
1 .4 .4 27.5
10 4.3 4.3 31.8
49 21.0 21.0 52.8
79 33.9 33.9 86.7
31 13.3 13.3 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Apparel or Accessories
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyDailyNever
Fr
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80
60
40
20
0
 
Figure 2.10. Frequencies, Online apparel or accessories purchase in the past 6 
months 
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Software
166 71.2 71.2 71.2
4 1.7 1.7 73.0
32 13.7 13.7 86.7
31 13.3 13.3 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Software
YearlyOnce Every Few MonthsMonthlyNever
Fr
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ue
nc
y
200
150
100
50
0
 
Figure 2.11. Frequencies, online software purchase in the past 6 months 
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Office Supplies
183 78.5 78.5 78.5
1 .4 .4 79.0
5 2.1 2.1 81.1
31 13.3 13.3 94.4
13 5.6 5.6 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Office Supplies
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyNever
Fr
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y
200
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100
50
0
 
Figure 2.12. Frequencies, Online office supplies purchase in the past 6 months 
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Kitchen & Housewares
207 88.8 88.8 88.8
1 .4 .4 89.3
1 .4 .4 89.7
7 3.0 3.0 92.7
17 7.3 7.3 100.0
233 100.0 100.0
Never
Weekly
Monthly
Once Every Few Months
Yearly
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Kitchen & Housewares
YearlyOnce Every Few 
Months
MonthlyWeeklyNever
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0
 
Figure 2.13. Frequencies, Online kitchen and housewares purchase in the past 6 
months 
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I use the internet for shopping.
17 7.4 7.4 7.4
21 9.2 9.2 16.6
13 5.7 5.7 22.3
20 8.7 8.7 31.0
71 31.0 31.0 62.0
55 24.0 24.0 86.0
32 14.0 14.0 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
I use the internet for shopping.
Strongly 
Agree
Moderately 
Agree
Slightly AgreeNeither Agree 
Nor Disagree
Slightly 
Disagree
Moderately 
Disagree
Strongly 
Disagree
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Figure 2.14. Online Shopping Attitudes, I use the internet for shopping 
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I do not like to shop online.
46 20.1 20.1 20.1
55 24.0 24.0 44.1
41 17.9 17.9 62.0
40 17.5 17.5 79.5
24 10.5 10.5 90.0
16 7.0 7.0 96.9
7 3.1 3.1 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
I do not like to shop online.
Strongly 
Agree
Moderately 
Agree
Slightly AgreeNeither Agree 
Nor Disagree
Slightly 
Disagree
Moderately 
Disagree
Strongly 
Disagree
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Figure 2.15. Online Shopping Attitudes, I do not like to shop online 
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I prefer shopping online to shopping in an actual store.
35 15.3 15.3 15.3
59 25.8 25.8 41.0
49 21.4 21.4 62.4
38 16.6 16.6 79.0
24 10.5 10.5 89.5
14 6.1 6.1 95.6
10 4.4 4.4 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Disagree
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Figure 2.16. Online Shopping Attitudes, I prefer shopping online to shopping in the 
actual store 
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Shopping on the internet is more risky compared to other ways of shopping.
8 3.5 3.5 3.5
26 11.4 11.4 14.8
25 10.9 10.9 25.8
11 4.8 4.8 30.6
81 35.4 35.4 65.9
61 26.6 26.6 92.6
17 7.4 7.4 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Figure 2.17. Online Shopping Attitudes, Shopping online is more risky compared to 
other ways of shopping 
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Table 2.18. Online Shopping Attitude Index, Reliability Analysis 
Reliability Statistics
.700 .697 4
Cronbach's
Alpha
Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items N of Items
Item Statistics
4.7467 1.75024 3664
3.1703 1.63548 3664
3.3319 1.58725 3664
4.9258 1.65852 3664
I use the internet for
shopping.
I prefer shopping online to
shopping in an actual
store.
Shopping on the internet
is less risky compared to
other ways of shopping
I like to shop online
Mean Std. Deviation N
 
Summary Item Statistics
4.044 3.170 4.926 1.755 1.554 .847 4Item Means
Mean Minimum Maximum Range
Maximum /
Minimum Variance N of Items
Item-Total Statistics
11.4279 13.323 .530 .341 .605
13.0044 14.122 .518 .318 .615
12.8428 17.176 .264 .083 .759
11.2489 12.714 .651 .446 .526
I use the internet for
shopping.
I prefer shopping online to
shopping in an actual
store.
Shopping on the internet
is less risky compared to
other ways of shopping
I like to shop online
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
Squared
Multiple
Correlation
Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
Scale Statistics
16.1747 23.164 4.81286 4
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items
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I make extensive use of the internet.
1 .4 .4 .4
3 1.3 1.3 1.7
14 6.1 6.1 7.9
11 4.8 4.8 12.7
46 20.1 20.1 32.8
70 30.6 30.6 63.3
84 36.7 36.7 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
I make extensive use of the internet.
Strongly 
Agree
Moderately 
Agree
Slightly AgreeNeither Agree 
Nor Disagree
Slightly 
Disagree
Moderately 
Disagree
Strongly 
Disagree
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100
80
60
40
20
0
 
Figure 2.19. Internet Savvy/Experience, I make extensive use of the internet 
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I consider myself to be a novice internet user.
66 28.8 28.8 28.8
65 28.4 28.4 57.2
29 12.7 12.7 69.9
23 10.0 10.0 79.9
29 12.7 12.7 92.6
14 6.1 6.1 98.7
3 1.3 1.3 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Figure 2.20. Internet Savvy/Experience, I consider myself to be a novice internet 
user 
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I am confident in my ability to assess trustworthiness of web sites.
7 3.1 3.1 3.1
9 3.9 3.9 7.0
30 13.1 13.1 20.1
29 12.7 12.7 32.8
69 30.1 30.1 62.9
69 30.1 30.1 93.0
16 7.0 7.0 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Figure 2.21. Internet Savvy/Experience, I am confident in my ability to assess 
trustworthiness of web sites 
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I am confident in my ability to assess the quality of the design of a web site.
3 1.3 1.3 1.3
9 3.9 3.9 5.2
23 10.0 10.0 15.3
43 18.8 18.8 34.1
67 29.3 29.3 63.3
61 26.6 26.6 90.0
23 10.0 10.0 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Figure 2.22. Internet Savvy/Experience, I am confident in my ability to assess the 
quality of the design of a web site 
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Table 2.23. Internet Savvy Index, Reliability Analysis 
Reliability Statistics
.596 .604 4
Cronbach's
Alpha
Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items N of Items
Item Statistics
5.8122 1.26254 3664
5.2707 1.65255 3664
4.8122 1.42812 3664
4.9083 1.34649 3664
I make extensive use of
the internet.
I consider myself to be
an expert internet user
I am confident in my
ability to assess
trustworthiness of web
sites.
I am confident in my
ability to assess the
quality of the design of
a web site.
Mean Std. Deviation N
Summary Item Statistics
5.201 4.812 5.812 1.000 1.208 .205 4Item Means
Mean Minimum Maximum Range
Maximum /
Minimum Variance N of Items
Item-Total Statistics
14.9913 10.326 .354 .131 .544
15.5328 8.880 .323 .113 .580
15.9913 9.190 .411 .222 .498
15.8952 9.363 .439 .240 .480
I make extensive use of
the internet.
I consider myself to be
an expert internet user
I am confident in my
ability to assess
trustworthiness of web
sites.
I am confident in my
ability to assess the
quality of the design of
a web site.
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
Squared
Multiple
Correlation
Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
Scale Statistics
20.8035 14.791 3.84587 4
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items
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I pay close attention to how a web site looks.
1 .4 .4 .4
16 7.0 7.0 7.4
22 9.6 9.6 17.0
23 10.0 10.0 27.1
73 31.9 31.9 59.0
59 25.8 25.8 84.7
35 15.3 15.3 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Disagree
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Disagree
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Figure 2.24. Design Mindedness, I pay close attention to how a web site looks 
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My feelings about a company are impacted by the visual appearance of their web site.
2 .9 .9 .9
8 3.5 3.5 4.4
21 9.2 9.2 13.5
23 10.0 10.0 23.6
81 35.4 35.4 59.0
63 27.5 27.5 86.5
31 13.5 13.5 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
My feelings about a company are impacted by the visual appearance of their 
web site.
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Figure 2.25. Design Mindedness, My feelings about a company are impacted by the 
visual appearance of their web site 
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If I dislike the visual appearance of a web page, I will not remain on the web site for
very long.
5 2.2 2.2 2.2
13 5.7 5.7 7.9
29 12.7 12.7 20.5
24 10.5 10.5 31.0
73 31.9 31.9 62.9
63 27.5 27.5 90.4
22 9.6 9.6 100.0
229 100.0 100.0
Strongly Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Slightly Disagree
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
Slightly Agree
Moderately Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
If I dislike the visual appearance of a web page, I will not remain on the web 
site for very long.
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Figure 2.26. Design Mindedness, If I dislike the visual appearance of a web page, I 
will not remain on the web site for very long 
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Table 2.27. Design Mindedness Index, Reliability Analysis 
Reliability Statistics
-.415 -.349 3
Cronbach's
Alphaa
Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Itemsa N of Items
The value is negative due to a negative average
covariance among items. This violates reliability model
assumptions. You may want to check item codings.
a. 
Item Statistics
3.1485 1.45242 3664
5.0437 1.43215 3664
5.1223 1.31283 3664
If I like the visual
appearance of a web
page, I will remain on the
web site
I pay close attention to
how a web site looks.
My feelings about a
company are impacted
by the visual appearance
of their web site.
Mean Std. Deviation N
Summary Item Statistics
4.438 3.148 5.122 1.974 1.627 1.249 3Item Means
Mean Minimum Maximum Range
Maximum /
Minimum Variance N of Items
Item-Total Statistics
10.1659 6.158 -.507 .257 .774
8.2707 2.093 .112 .439 -1.662
a
8.1921 2.243 .164 .436 -1.710
a
If I like the visual
appearance of a web
page, I will remain on the
web site
I pay close attention to
how a web site looks.
My feelings about a
company are impacted
by the visual appearance
of their web site.
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
Squared
Multiple
Correlation
Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability
model assumptions. You may want to check item codings.
a. 
Scale Statistics
13.3144 4.610 2.14705 3
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1. Easy to Read, Mixed Model 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 26.036 .000
1 212.000 .493 .483
1 3428.000 1.161 .281
1 3428.000 43.142 .000
1 3428.000 8.886 .003
1 212.000 .026 .871
1 212.000 3.672 .057
1 212.000 .000 .986
1 212 .082 .775
1 212.000 1.328 .251
1 212.000 3.855 .051
1 212.000 1.892 .170
1 212.000 2.675 .103
1 212.000 .519 .472
1 212.000 .144 .704
1 212.000 1.334 .249
1 212.000 1.219 .271
1 212 .511 .475
1 212.000 .273 .602
1 212.000 1.922 .167
1 3428.000 .459 .498
1 3428.000 .685 .408
1 3428.000 .233 .630
1 3428.000 9.925 .002
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: etr.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.275906 .837362 213.481 5.106 .000 2.625349 5.926463
-.033772 .153734 286.959 -.220 .826 -.336361 .268816
0a 0 . . . . .
-.041347 .062608 3428.000 -.660 .509 -.164100 .081407
0a 0 . . . . .
-.191456 .053985 3428.000 -3.546 .000 -.297302 -.085609
0a 0 . . . . .
.015615 .062608 3428.000 .249 .803 -.107138 .138369
0a 0 . . . . .
-.005475 .033746 212.000 -.162 .871 -.071995 .061046
.016415 .008567 212.000 1.916 .057 -.000471 .033302
.000353 .020654 212.000 .017 .986 -.040359 .041066
-.004740 .016587 212 -.286 .775 -.037436 .027957
.053766 .046663 212.000 1.152 .251 -.038218 .145749
.098625 .050231 212.000 1.963 .051 -.000391 .197640
-.058558 .042576 212.000 -1.375 .170 -.142484 .025368
-.077211 .047212 212.000 -1.635 .103 -.170277 .015855
.039043 .054219 212.000 .720 .472 -.067834 .145920
.020914 .055062 212.000 .380 .704 -.087625 .129453
-.048329 .041838 212.000 -1.155 .249 -.130800 .034143
.064729 .058639 212.000 1.104 .271 -.050861 .180318
-.045487 .063620 212 -.715 .475 -.170896 .079921
.025540 .048904 212.000 .522 .602 -.070859 .121940
.072472 .052278 212.000 1.386 .167 -.030579 .175522
-.045211 .066703 3428.000 -.678 .498 -.175993 .085571
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.055211 .066703 3428.000 -.828 .408 -.185993 .075571
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.032173 .066703 3428.000 -.482 .630 -.162955 .098609
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.199782 .063416 3428.000 3.150 .002 .075444 .324119
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: etr.b. 
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Table 3.2. Easy to Read, Comparison of Means 
Report
Easy to Read
5.11 458 1.271
4.85 458 1.429
4.98 916 1.357
5.26 458 1.186
5.13 458 1.300
5.19 916 1.245
5.18 916 1.231
4.99 916 1.372
5.09 1832 1.307
4.86 458 1.370
5.02 458 1.296
4.94 916 1.335
5.25 458 1.261
5.10 458 1.311
5.18 916 1.287
5.06 916 1.331
5.06 916 1.303
5.06 1832 1.317
4.98 916 1.326
4.94 916 1.366
4.96 1832 1.346
5.26 916 1.223
5.12 916 1.305
5.19 1832 1.266
5.12 1832 1.283
5.03 1832 1.338
5.07 3664 1.312
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More WS - No Gray
Border Present
Less WS - Gray
Border Present
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.3. Easy to Read, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.4. Like Look, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 19.951 .000
1 212 2.127 .146
1 3428.000 .129 .719
1 3428.000 34.400 .000
1 3428.000 25.030 .000
1 212.000 .010 .921
1 212 7.046 .009
1 212 4.482 .035
1 212.000 .089 .766
1 212.000 2.322 .129
1 212.000 5.859 .016
1 212 1.798 .181
1 212 2.347 .127
1 212.000 1.474 .226
1 212.000 1.272 .261
1 212.000 .020 .888
1 212.000 .083 .774
1 212.000 .023 .879
1 212.000 .316 .575
1 212.000 .064 .800
1 3428.000 .621 .431
1 3428.000 1.498 .221
1 3428.000 5.531 .019
1 3428 2.297 .130
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: dislook.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.706971 .836895 214.629 4.429 .000 2.057386 5.356556
-.013991 .161593 351.711 -.087 .931 -.331801 .303820
0a 0 . . . . .
-.044877 .083195 3428.000 -.539 .590 -.207993 .118239
0a 0 . . . . .
-.205696 .071736 3428.000 -2.867 .004 -.346346 -.065046
0a 0 . . . . .
.262085 .083195 3428.000 3.150 .002 .098969 .425201
0a 0 . . . . .
.003331 .033682 212.000 .099 .921 -.063064 .069725
.022697 .008550 212 2.654 .009 .005842 .039551
-.043641 .020615 212 -2.117 .035 -.084277 -.003005
.004936 .016555 212.000 .298 .766 -.027699 .037570
-.070967 .046575 212.000 -1.524 .129 -.162776 .020842
.121351 .050135 212.000 2.420 .016 .022524 .220179
-.056984 .042495 212 -1.341 .181 -.140751 .026783
-.072197 .047123 212 -1.532 .127 -.165086 .020693
.065693 .054116 212.000 1.214 .226 -.040981 .172367
.061979 .054957 212.000 1.128 .261 -.046354 .170312
-.005909 .041758 212.000 -.142 .888 -.088224 .076406
.016841 .058527 212.000 .288 .774 -.098529 .132211
-.009654 .063499 212.000 -.152 .879 -.134824 .115517
.027442 .048811 212.000 .562 .575 -.068775 .123659
.013224 .052178 212.000 .253 .800 -.089631 .116079
-.069821 .088636 3428.000 -.788 .431 -.243605 .103964
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.108470 .088636 3428.000 -1.224 .221 -.282255 .065314
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.208449 .088636 3428.000 -2.352 .019 -.382234 -.034665
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.127729 .084268 3428 1.516 .130 -.037492 .292950
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: dislook.b. 
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 Table 3.5. Like Look, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Like Look
4.29 458 1.478
3.93 458 1.569
4.11 916 1.534
4.44 458 1.506
4.30 458 1.584
4.37 916 1.546
4.37 916 1.493
4.11 916 1.587
4.24 1832 1.546
4.09 458 1.540
4.15 458 1.538
4.12 916 1.539
4.57 458 1.513
4.26 458 1.541
4.41 916 1.534
4.33 916 1.544
4.20 916 1.540
4.27 1832 1.543
4.19 916 1.512
4.04 916 1.557
4.12 1832 1.536
4.51 916 1.510
4.28 916 1.562
4.39 1832 1.540
4.35 1832 1.519
4.16 1832 1.564
4.25 3664 1.544
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.6. Like Look, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
 
 
 
Table 3.7. Like Look, Comparison of Means, Gender versus Color 
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: dislook
4.24 1.516 1200
4.56 1.502 632
4.35 1.519 1832
4.12 1.555 1200
4.23 1.579 632
4.16 1.564 1832
4.18 1.536 2400
4.40 1.549 1264
4.25 1.544 3664
Gender
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Mean Std. Deviation N
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Table 3.8. Not Cluttered, Mixed Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 19.350 .000
1 212.000 .446 .505
1 3428 2.624 .105
1 3428 48.322 .000
1 3428 9.962 .002
1 212.000 .006 .936
1 212 5.468 .020
1 212 2.535 .113
1 212.000 1.033 .311
1 212.000 .128 .721
1 212 1.483 .225
1 212.000 .429 .513
1 212.000 .718 .398
1 212 .452 .502
1 212 2.727 .100
1 212 .113 .737
1 212.000 .801 .372
1 212.000 1.306 .254
1 212.000 1.916 .168
1 212.000 .181 .671
1 3428 .181 .670
1 3428 1.170 .280
1 3428 .570 .450
1 3428 2.350 .125
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: clutter.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.026221 .938783 213.341 4.289 .000 2.175742 5.876700
.133441 .171226 279.421 .779 .436 -.203616 .470497
0a 0 . . . . .
.020929 .066796 3428 .313 .754 -.110035 .151893
0a 0 . . . . .
-.208861 .057596 3428 -3.626 .000 -.321787 -.095934
0a 0 . . . . .
.033587 .066796 3428 .503 .615 -.097377 .164551
0a 0 . . . . .
.003025 .037839 212.000 .080 .936 -.071564 .077615
.022462 .009606 212 2.338 .020 .003527 .041397
-.036873 .023159 212 -1.592 .113 -.082525 .008778
-.018904 .018599 212.000 -1.016 .311 -.055567 .017758
-.018729 .052324 212.000 -.358 .721 -.121870 .084413
.068599 .056324 212 1.218 .225 -.042427 .179626
-.031283 .047740 212.000 -.655 .513 -.125390 .062824
-.044848 .052940 212.000 -.847 .398 -.149203 .059508
.040877 .060796 212 .672 .502 -.078965 .160718
.101965 .061741 212 1.651 .100 -.019740 .223670
.015763 .046913 212 .336 .737 -.076713 .108239
.058834 .065752 212.000 .895 .372 -.070777 .188444
-.081512 .071337 212.000 -1.143 .254 -.222133 .059109
.075894 .054836 212.000 1.384 .168 -.032199 .183987
-.024930 .058619 212.000 -.425 .671 -.140482 .090621
-.030285 .071165 3428 -.426 .670 -.169815 .109245
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.076973 .071165 3428 -1.082 .280 -.216503 .062557
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.053724 .071165 3428 .755 .450 -.085806 .193254
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.103712 .067658 3428 1.533 .125 -.028942 .236366
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: clutter.b. 
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Table 3.9. Not Cluttered, Comparison of Means 
 
 
Report
Not Cluttered
4.78 458 1.410
4.55 458 1.504
4.67 916 1.461
5.00 458 1.306
4.88 458 1.377
4.94 916 1.342
4.89 916 1.363
4.72 916 1.450
4.80 1832 1.409
4.59 458 1.476
4.67 458 1.454
4.63 916 1.464
4.98 458 1.344
4.76 458 1.427
4.87 916 1.390
4.78 916 1.425
4.72 916 1.440
4.75 1832 1.433
4.68 916 1.446
4.61 916 1.479
4.65 1832 1.463
4.99 916 1.324
4.82 916 1.403
4.91 1832 1.366
4.84 1832 1.395
4.72 1832 1.445
4.78 3664 1.421
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.10. Not Cluttered, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.11. Like Image Location, Regression Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 26.163 .000
 
1 212.000 7.694 .006
1 3428.000 .357 .550
1 3428.000 219.335 .000
1 3428.000 4.416 .036
1 212.000 1.293 .257
1 212.000 9.116 .003
1 212.000 2.927 .089
1 212.000 .435 .510
1 212.000 .091 .764
1 212.000 7.104 .008
1 212.000 .002 .964
1 212.000 2.154 .144
1 212.000 .244 .622
1 212.000 4.477 .036
1 212.000 .631 .428
1 212.000 1.058 .305
1 212.000 .013 .911
1 212.000 .194 .660
1 212.000 .158 .691
1 3428.000 .149 .699
1 3428.000 16.801 .000
1 3428.000 .736 .391
1 3428.000 .569 .451
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: Dslkim.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.123799 .755425 215.321 5.459 .000 2.634824 5.612774
-.150467 .149996 393.352 -1.003 .316 -.445360 .144427
0a 0 . . . . .
-.022712 .084303 3428.000 -.269 .788 -.188000 .142577
0a 0 . . . . .
-.481013 .072692 3428.000 -6.617 .000 -.623536 -.338490
0a 0 . . . . .
.100706 .084303 3428.000 1.195 .232 -.064582 .265995
0a 0 . . . . .
.034538 .030379 212.000 1.137 .257 -.025344 .094421
.023284 .007712 212.000 3.019 .003 .008082 .038485
-.031812 .018593 212.000 -1.711 .089 -.068462 .004838
-.009843 .014932 212.000 -.659 .510 -.039277 .019590
-.012640 .042007 212.000 -.301 .764 -.095445 .070164
.120522 .045218 212.000 2.665 .008 .031386 .209657
.001716 .038327 212.000 .045 .964 -.073836 .077267
-.062380 .042501 212.000 -1.468 .144 -.146159 .021400
-.024086 .048809 212.000 -.493 .622 -.120298 .072126
.104874 .049568 212.000 2.116 .036 .007166 .202583
-.029917 .037663 212.000 -.794 .428 -.104159 .044325
-.054303 .052787 212.000 -1.029 .305 -.158358 .049753
-.006411 .057271 212.000 -.112 .911 -.119306 .106483
.019391 .044024 212.000 .440 .660 -.067390 .106171
-.018714 .047061 212.000 -.398 .691 -.111482 .074054
.034673 .089816 3428.000 .386 .699 -.141426 .210772
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.368154 .089816 3428.000 -4.099 .000 -.544253 -.192055
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.077078 .089816 3428.000 -.858 .391 -.253177 .099021
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.064410 .085391 3428.000 .754 .451 -.103011 .231832
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Varib. able: Dslkim.
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Table 3.12. Like Image Location, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Like Image Location
4.36 458 1.635
4.19 458 1.657
4.27 916 1.648
4.99 458 1.388
4.93 458 1.422
4.96 916 1.404
4.67 916 1.547
4.56 916 1.588
4.62 1832 1.569
4.15 458 1.568
4.26 458 1.588
4.21 916 1.579
5.07 458 1.356
4.86 458 1.394
4.96 916 1.379
4.61 916 1.536
4.56 916 1.523
4.59 1832 1.529
4.26 916 1.605
4.22 916 1.623
4.24 1832 1.613
5.03 916 1.372
4.90 916 1.408
4.96 1832 1.391
4.64 1832 1.542
4.56 1832 1.555
4.60 3664 1.549
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.13. Like Image Location, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image 
Location 
 
 
 
Table 3.14. Like Image Location, Comparison of Means, Gender versus Color 
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: Dslkim
4.07 1.586 1200
4.92 1.412 1200
4.49 1.560 2400
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4.57 1.616 632
5.05 1.349 632
4.81 1.507 1264
4.24 1.613 1832
4.96 1.391 1832
4.60 1.549 3664
ImLoc
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Gender
Female
Male
Total
Mean Std. Deviation N
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.14. Easy to Find Product, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 15.524 .000
1 212.000 .096 .757
1 3428.000 1.025 .311
1 3428.000 22.891 .000
1 3428.000 2.503 .114
1 212.000 1.391 .240
1 212 4.235 .041
1 212 1.179 .279
1 212.000 .252 .616
1 212.000 .197 .658
1 212.000 3.507 .062
1 212.000 .003 .954
1 212.000 2.455 .119
1 212.000 .486 .487
1 212.000 1.079 .300
1 212.000 .076 .783
1 212.000 1.161 .282
1 212.000 .005 .946
1 212.000 .546 .461
1 212.000 .886 .348
1 3428.000 .285 .594
1 3428.000 13.640 .000
1 3428.000 1.114 .291
1 3428 4.460 .035
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: diffind.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.288082 .866529 213.506 3.795 .000 1.580035 4.996128
.229513 .159270 288.289 1.441 .151 -.083966 .542993
0a 0 . . . . .
-.016072 .065322 3428.000 -.246 .806 -.144146 .112003
0a 0 . . . . .
-.037975 .056325 3428.000 -.674 .500 -.148409 .072460
0a 0 . . . . .
.021903 .065322 3428.000 .335 .737 -.106172 .149978
0a 0 . . . . .
.041184 .034920 212.000 1.179 .240 -.027651 .110020
.018242 .008865 212 2.058 .041 .000768 .035717
-.023211 .021372 212 -1.086 .279 -.065340 .018919
-.008613 .017164 212.000 -.502 .616 -.042448 .025221
.021436 .048287 212.000 .444 .658 -.073749 .116620
.097338 .051979 212.000 1.873 .062 -.005123 .199799
-.002521 .044058 212.000 -.057 .954 -.089368 .084326
-.076545 .048856 212.000 -1.567 .119 -.172850 .019760
.039100 .056106 212.000 .697 .487 -.071497 .149696
.059189 .056978 212.000 1.039 .300 -.053127 .171505
-.011966 .043294 212.000 -.276 .783 -.097307 .073376
-.065385 .060679 212.000 -1.078 .282 -.184998 .054227
.004443 .065834 212.000 .067 .946 -.125330 .134216
.037405 .050605 212.000 .739 .461 -.062350 .137159
.050931 .054097 212.000 .941 .348 -.055706 .157568
-.037131 .069595 3428.000 -.534 .594 -.173582 .099321
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.257025 .069595 3428.000 -3.693 .000 -.393477 -.120574
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.073439 .069595 3428.000 -1.055 .291 -.209890 .063013
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.139738 .066165 3428 2.112 .035 .010011 .269465
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: diffind.b. 
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Table 3.15. Easy to Find Product, Comparison of Means 
Report
Easy to Find Product
5.05 458 1.318
4.83 458 1.406
4.94 916 1.367
5.10 458 1.354
5.09 458 1.307
5.10 916 1.330
5.08 916 1.335
4.96 916 1.363
5.02 1832 1.350
4.79 458 1.398
4.93 458 1.371
4.86 916 1.385
5.16 458 1.321
5.08 458 1.315
5.12 916 1.318
4.98 916 1.372
5.00 916 1.344
4.99 1832 1.358
4.92 916 1.364
4.88 916 1.389
4.90 1832 1.376
5.13 916 1.337
5.08 916 1.310
5.11 1832 1.323
5.03 1832 1.354
4.98 1832 1.354
5.00 3664 1.354
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.16. Easy to Find Product, Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.17. Like Color Scheme, Mixed Model 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 212.000 22.023 .000
1 212.000 1.263 .262
1 3428.000 .164 .686
1 3428.000 7.063 .008
1 3428.000 36.949 .000
1 212.000 .014 .907
1 212 2.906 .090
1 212.000 .882 .349
1 212.000 .396 .530
1 212 6.769 .010
1 212.000 6.261 .013
1 212.000 2.171 .142
1 212.000 .002 .967
1 212.000 .829 .364
1 212 1.874 .172
1 212 .098 .755
1 212.000 .001 .973
1 212 .097 .756
1 212.000 .189 .664
1 212.000 .112 .738
1 3428.000 .632 .427
1 3428.000 .216 .642
1 3428.000 2.984 .084
1 3428 3.134 .077
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Denominator
df F Sig.Numerator df
Dependent Variable: dslkcolor.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
 
 
 
3.743469 .820541 215.303 4.562 .000 2.126146 5.360792
-.056462 .162809 392.236 -.347 .729 -.376549 .263626
0a 0 . . . . .
-.062890 .091322 3428.000 -.689 .491 -.241941 .116160
0a 0 . . . . .
-.151899 .078744 3428.000 -1.929 .054 -.306288 .002491
0a 0 . . . . .
.297869 .091322 3428.000 3.262 .001 .118819 .476919
0a 0 . . . . .
.003861 .032998 212.000 .117 .907 -.061185 .068907
.014280 .008377 212 1.705 .090 -.002232 .030793
-.018970 .020196 212.000 -.939 .349 -.058780 .020841
.010208 .016219 212.000 .629 .530 -.021763 .042180
-.118712 .045629 212 -2.602 .010 -.208656 -.028767
.122900 .049117 212.000 2.502 .013 .026080 .219721
-.061338 .041632 212.000 -1.473 .142 -.143404 .020728
-.001916 .046166 212.000 -.042 .967 -.092919 .089087
.048274 .053017 212.000 .911 .364 -.056233 .152782
.073715 .053841 212 1.369 .172 -.032418 .179847
-.012786 .040910 212 -.313 .755 -.093429 .067858
.001959 .057339 212.000 .034 .973 -.111068 .114986
-.019344 .062209 212 -.311 .756 -.141972 .103285
-.020808 .047820 212.000 -.435 .664 -.115070 .073455
.017135 .051119 212.000 .335 .738 -.083631 .117901
-.077321 .097294 3428.000 -.795 .427 -.268082 .113440
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.045232 .097294 3428.000 .465 .642 -.145529 .235993
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.168080 .097294 3428.000 -1.728 .084 -.358841 .022681
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.163755 .092500 3428 1.770 .077 -.017605 .345116
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: dslkcolor.b. 
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Table 3.18. Like Color Scheme, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Like Color Scheme
4.26 458 1.570
3.88 458 1.658
4.07 916 1.625
4.33 458 1.594
4.01 458 1.707
4.17 916 1.658
4.29 916 1.581
3.94 916 1.683
4.12 1832 1.642
4.09 458 1.541
4.06 458 1.619
4.08 916 1.579
4.39 458 1.604
4.05 458 1.656
4.22 916 1.638
4.24 916 1.579
4.06 916 1.636
4.15 1832 1.610
4.18 916 1.557
3.97 916 1.640
4.07 1832 1.602
4.36 916 1.598
4.03 916 1.681
4.19 1832 1.648
4.27 1832 1.580
4.00 1832 1.660
4.13 3664 1.626
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.19. Like Color Scheme, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image 
Location 
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Table 3.20. Like Color Use, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
 
 
1 212.000 20.416 .000
1 212.000 1.536 .217
1 3428.000 1.105 .293
1 3428.000 4.705 .030
1 3428.000 36.810 .000
1 212.000 .417 .519
1 212 .770 .381
1 212 .000 .998
1 212.000 .326 .569
1 212 1.279 .259
1 212 2.494 .116
1 212.000 4.657 .032
1 212 1.522 .219
1 212 .662 .417
1 212 .159 .691
1 212 .378 .539
1 212.000 2.077 .151
1 212.000 .315 .575
1 212.000 .005 .942
1 212.000 .964 .327
1 3428.000 .671 .413
1 3428.000 .516 .473
1 3428.000 1.961 .162
1 3428 .794 .373
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: lkcolor.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.717430 .843814 214.996 4.406 .000 2.054222 5.380638
-.106065 .165400 373.596 -.641 .522 -.431297 .219167
0a 0 . . . .
 
 
 
.
-.051469 .089498 3428.000 -.575 .565 -.226944 .124006
0a 0 . . . . .
-.137658 .077171 3428.000 -1.784 .075 -.288965 .013648
0a 0 . . . . .
.315620 .089498 3428.000 3.527 .000 .140144 .491095
0a 0 . . . . .
-.021908 .033946 212.000 -.645 .519 -.088822 .045007
.007561 .008617 212 .877 .381 -.009426 .024547
5.4E-005 .020776 212 .003 .998 -.040900 .041009
.009525 .016685 212.000 .571 .569 -.023365 .042415
-.053076 .046940 212 -1.131 .259 -.145605 .039452
.079793 .050528 212 1.579 .116 -.019809 .179395
-.092421 .042828 212.000 -2.158 .032 -.176844 -.007997
-.058600 .047492 212 -1.234 .219 -.152218 .035017
.044370 .054540 212 .814 .417 -.063140 .151881
-.022059 .055388 212 -.398 .691 -.131241 .087123
.025868 .042086 212 .615 .539 -.057092 .108828
.085014 .058986 212.000 1.441 .151 -.031260 .201289
.035919 .063997 212.000 .561 .575 -.090232 .162071
-.003613 .049193 212.000 -.073 .942 -.100583 .093358
.051621 .052587 212.000 .982 .327 -.052040 .155283
-.078091 .095352 3428.000 -.819 .413 -.265043 .108861
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.068492 .095352 3428.000 .718 .473 -.118460 .255444
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.133513 .095352 3428.000 -1.400 .162 -.320465 .053439
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.080786 .090653 3428 .891 .373 -.096953 .258525
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set toa.  zero because it is redundant.
Dependent Variable: lkcob. lor.
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Table 3.21. Like Color Use, Mixed Model, Design Sensitivity Index 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 223.000 25.997 .000
1 223.000 1.062 .304
1 3428 1.105 .293
1 3428 4.705 .030
1 3428 36.810 .000
1 223.000 .197 .658
1 223.000 .765 .383
1 223.000 .933 .335
1 223.000 5.708 .018
1 3428 .671 .413
1 3428 .516 .473
1 3428 1.961 .162
1 3428.000 .794 .373
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: lkcolor.a.  
Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.571905 .724397 227.292 4.931 .000 2.144512 4.999297
-.067939 .158577 416.059 -.428 .669 -.379652 .243774
0a 0 . . . . .
-.051469 .089498 3428 -.575 .565 -.226944 .124006
0a 0 . . . . .
-.137658 .077171 3428 -1.784 .075 -.288965 .013648
0a 0 . . . . .
.315620 .089498 3428 3.527 .000 .140144 .491095
0a 0 . . . . .
-.014090 .031765 223.000 -.444 .658 -.076689 .048508
-.041122 .047016 223.000 -.875 .383 -.133774 .051530
.072330 .074878 223.000 .966 .335 -.075229 .219890
.124086 .051939 223.000 2.389 .018 .021732 .226439
-.078091 .095352 3428 -.819 .413 -.265043 .108861
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.068492 .095352 3428 .718 .473 -.118460 .255444
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.133513 .095352 3428 -1.400 .162 -.320465 .053439
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.080786 .090653 3428.000 .891 .373 -.096953 .258525
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: lkcolor.b.  
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Table 3.22. Like Color Use, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Like Color Use
4.24 458 1.567
3.83 458 1.643
4.03 916 1.618
4.23 458 1.624
4.02 458 1.675
4.12 916 1.652
4.23 916 1.595
3.92 916 1.661
4.08 1832 1.635
4.20 458 1.550
3.99 458 1.624
4.09 916 1.590
4.31 458 1.618
4.07 458 1.598
4.19 916 1.612
4.26 916 1.584
4.03 916 1.611
4.14 1832 1.601
4.22 916 1.558
3.91 916 1.635
4.06 1832 1.604
4.27 916 1.621
4.04 916 1.636
4.16 1832 1.632
4.24 1832 1.589
3.98 1832 1.636
4.11 3664 1.618
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.23. Like Color Use, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.24. Easy to See Product with Description, Mixed Model 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 32.642 .000
1 212.000 1.513 .220
1 3428 .208 .649
1 3428 97.853 .000
1 3428 .439 .507
1 212.000 .506 .478
1 212 4.967 .027
1 212.000 1.302 .255
1 212.000 .298 .586
1 212.000 2.072 .152
1 212.000 5.643 .018
1 212.000 1.287 .258
1 212.000 4.581 .033
1 212.000 .002 .963
1 212.000 1.705 .193
1 212.000 .837 .361
1 212.000 .050 .823
1 212.000 .036 .849
1 212.000 .974 .325
1 212.000 3.334 .069
1 3428 .231 .631
 
 
 
 
1 3428 17.492 .000
1 3428 .010 .919
1 3428 9.241 .002
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: descimg.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.488776 .795729 213.687 5.641 .000 2.920293 6.057260
.327521 .147476 298.143 2.221 .027 .037295 .617746
0a 0 . . . . .
-.066062 .063466 3428 -1.041 .298 -.190497 .058373
0a 0 . . . . .
-.193038 .054725 3428 -3.527 .000 -.300334 -.085742
0a 0 . . . . .
-.116695 .063466 3428 -1.839 .066 -.241130 .007740
0a 0 . . . . .
-.022806 .032060 212.000 -.711 .478 -.086004 .040392
.018139 .008139 212 2.229 .027 .002096 .034182
-.022393 .019622 212.000 -1.141 .255 -.061072 .016286
-.008605 .015758 212.000 -.546 .586 -.039669 .022458
.063812 .044333 212.000 1.439 .152 -.023577 .151201
.113358 .047722 212.000 2.375 .018 .019288 .207428
-.045893 .040449 212.000 -1.135 .258 -.125627 .033842
-.096004 .044854 212.000 -2.140 .033 -.184421 -.007586
.002386 .051511 212.000 .046 .963 -.099153 .103925
.068303 .052312 212.000 1.306 .193 -.034814 .171421
-.036373 .039748 212.000 -.915 .361 -.114725 .041979
.012463 .055710 212.000 .224 .823 -.097353 .122279
.011504 .060442 212.000 .190 .849 -.107641 .130648
.045843 .046461 212.000 .987 .325 -.045742 .137427
.090694 .049667 212.000 1.826 .069 -.007210 .188597
-.032479 .067617 3428 -.480 .631 -.165053 .100095
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.282795 .067617 3428 -4.182 .000 -.415369 -.150222
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.006846 .067617 3428 -.101 .919 -.139420 .125728
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.195415 .064285 3428 3.040 .002 .069374 .321456
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: descimg.b. 
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Table 3.25. Easy to See Product with Description, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Easy to See Product w Description
5.21 458 1.347
5.09 458 1.377
5.15 916 1.363
5.54 458 1.174
5.52 458 1.233
5.53 916 1.203
5.38 916 1.273
5.30 916 1.324
5.34 1832 1.299
5.00 458 1.411
5.28 458 1.297
5.14 916 1.362
5.54 458 1.239
5.50 458 1.252
5.52 916 1.245
5.27 916 1.354
5.39 916 1.279
5.33 1832 1.318
5.11 916 1.383
5.19 916 1.341
5.15 1832 1.362
5.54 916 1.206
5.51 916 1.242
5.53 1832 1.224
5.32 1832 1.315
5.35 1832 1.302
5.34 3664 1.308
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.26. Easy to See Product with Description, Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.27. Professional, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 27.024 .000
1 212.000 .023 .880
1 3428.000 .373 .542
1 3428.000 24.138 .000
1 3428.000 30.796 .000
1 212.000 2.042 .154
1 212.000 2.737 .100
1 212.000 2.363 .126
1 212.000 .177 .674
1 212 .032 .859
1 212.000 1.562 .213
1 212.000 .916 .340
1 212 2.992 .085
1 212.000 1.138 .287
1 212.000 2.059 .153
1 212.000 1.144 .286
1 212.000 .292 .590
1 212.000 .370 .544
1 212.000 3.119 .079
1 212.000 2.984 .086
1 3428.000 3.010 .083
1 3428.000 .281 .596
 
 
1 3428.000 7.197 .007
1 3428 7.882 .005
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: profess.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.170817 .825055 213.698 5.055 .000 2.544529 5.797105
.115551 .152991 298.778 .755 .451 -.185526 .416628
0a 0 . . . . .
-.054330 .066029 3428.000 -.823 .411 -.183790 .075131
0a 0 . . . . .
-.191456 .056935 3428.000 -3.363 .001 -.303085 -.079826
0a 0 . . . . .
.195670 .066029 3428.000 2.963 .003 .066210 .325131
0a 0 . . . . .
-.047504 .033241 212.000 -1.429 .154 -.113030 .018022
.013962 .008439 212.000 1.655 .100 -.002673 .030596
-.031274 .020345 212.000 -1.537 .126 -.071378 .008831
-.006874 .016339 212.000 -.421 .674 -.039082 .025333
.008189 .045966 212 .178 .859 -.082420 .098797
.061836 .049480 212.000 1.250 .213 -.035700 .159371
-.040138 .041939 212.000 -.957 .340 -.122809 .042534
-.080441 .046507 212 -1.730 .085 -.172116 .011234
.056987 .053408 212.000 1.067 .287 -.048293 .162266
.077832 .054239 212.000 1.435 .153 -.029084 .184749
-.044089 .041212 212.000 -1.070 .286 -.125327 .037150
.031192 .057762 212.000 .540 .590 -.082670 .145053
.038123 .062669 212.000 .608 .544 -.085411 .161657
.085082 .048173 212.000 1.766 .079 -.009876 .180041
.088959 .051496 212.000 1.727 .086 -.012551 .190470
-.122057 .070348 3428.000 -1.735 .083 -.259984 .015870
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.037289 .070348 3428.000 .530 .596 -.100638 .175216
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.188724 .070348 3428.000 -2.683 .007 -.326651 -.050796
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.187773 .066881 3428 2.808 .005 .056642 .318904
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
eekDayW
HoursonInternetper
eekendDayW
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Im
nt
akeextensiveuseofthei
ernet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: profess.b. 
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Table 3.28. Professional, Mixed Model, Internet Savvy Index 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 223.000 45.936 .000
1 223.000 .152 .697
1 3428 .373 .542
1 3428 24.138 .000
1 3428 30.796 .000
1 223.000 2.777 .097
1 223.000 .066 .797
1 223.000 4.015 .046
1 223 .792 .375
1 3428 3.010 .083
1 3428 .281 .596
1 3428 7.197 .007
1 3428.000 7.882 .005
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: profess.a. 
 
Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.702451 .720478 225.347 6.527 .000 3.282715 6.122188
.189315 .148053 322.308 1.279 .202 -.101957 .480588
0a 0 . . . . .
-.054330 .066029 3428.000 -.823 .411 -.183790 .075131
0a 0 . . . . .
-.191456 .056935 3428 -3.363 .001 -.303085 -.079826
0a 0 . . . . .
.195670 .066029 3428.000 2.963 .003 .066210 .325131
0a 0 . . . . .
-.052761 .031661 223.000 -1.666 .097 -.115155 .009632
-.012071 .046862 223.000 -.258 .797 -.104420 .080278
.149547 .074633 223.000 2.004 .046 .002470 .296624
.046057 .051769 223 .890 .375 -.055961 .148076
-.122057 .070348 3428 -1.735 .083 -.259984 .015870
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.037289 .070348 3428 .530 .596 -.100638 .175216
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.188724 .070348 3428 -2.683 .007 -.326651 -.050796
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.187773 .066881 3428.000 2.808 .005 .056642 .318904
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: profess.b. 
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Table 3.29. Professional, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Professional
4.75 458 1.262
4.36 458 1.394
4.55 916 1.343
4.78 458 1.311
4.65 458 1.393
4.71 916 1.353
4.76 916 1.286
4.50 916 1.400
4.63 1832 1.350
4.53 458 1.331
4.64 458 1.331
4.59 916 1.332
4.89 458 1.296
4.64 458 1.349
4.76 916 1.328
4.71 916 1.325
4.64 916 1.339
4.67 1832 1.332
4.64 916 1.301
4.50 916 1.369
4.57 1832 1.337
4.83 916 1.304
4.64 916 1.370
4.74 1832 1.341
4.74 1832 1.306
4.57 1832 1.371
4.65 3664 1.341
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.30. Professional, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
 
 
Figure 3.31. Professional, Comparison of Means, Gender versus Background Color 
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: profess
4.69 1.300 1200
4.83 1.312 632
4.74 1.306 1832
4.59 1.327 1200
4.54 1.452 632
4.57 1.371 1832
4.64 1.314 2400
4.68 1.391 1264
4.65 1.341 3664
Gender
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Mean Std. Deviation N
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Table 3.32. Quality Company, Mixed Model 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 17.448 .000
1 212.000 .000 .996
1 3428 .965 .326
1 3428 12.993 .000
1 3428 30.998 .000
1 212.000 .467 .495
1 212 3.713 .055
1 212 3.020 .084
1 212.000 .765 .383
1 212.000 .030 .862
1 212.000 .710 .400
1 212.000 .163 .687
1 212 1.852 .175
1 212.000 3.987 .047
1 212.000 .262 .609
1 212 .805 .370
1 212.000 .430 .513
1 212.000 .223 .637
1 212.000 3.694 .056
1 212.000 2.985 .086
1 3428 2.233 .135
1 3428 .291 .590
1 3428 4.876 .027
1 3428.000 1.737 .188
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: qualcom.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.450860 .859008 213.461 4.017 .000 1.757634 5.144085
.106777 .157561 285.881 .678 .499 -.203350 .416905
0a 0 . . . . .
-.025171 .063794 3428.000 -.395 .693 -.150249 .099906
0a 0 . . . . .
-.140823 .055007 3428 -2.560 .011 -.248673 -.032972
0a 0 . . . . .
.221664 .063794 3428.000 3.475 .001 .096586 .346742
0a 0 . . . . .
-.023662 .034619 212.000 -.683 .495 -.091904 .044580
.016934 .008788 212 1.927 .055 -.000389 .034258
-.036819 .021188 212 -1.738 .084 -.078585 .004947
-.014887 .017016 212.000 -.875 .383 -.048429 .018656
.008342 .047871 212.000 .174 .862 -.086022 .102705
.043420 .051530 212.000 .843 .400 -.058157 .144997
-.017643 .043677 212.000 -.404 .687 -.103741 .068455
-.065905 .048434 212 -1.361 .175 -.161379 .029569
.111056 .055622 212.000 1.997 .047 .001414 .220699
.028938 .056487 212.000 .512 .609 -.082410 .140285
-.038519 .042920
 
 
 
212 -.897 .370 -.123124 .046087
.039430 .060156 212.000 .655 .513 -.079151 .158010
.030852 .065266 212.000 .473 .637 -.097801 .159505
.096420 .050169 212.000 1.922 .056 -.002474 .195314
.092654 .053630 212.000 1.728 .086 -.013063 .198371
-.101572 .067966 3428 -1.494 .135 -.234830 .031687
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.036656 .067966 3428 .539 .590 -.096602 .169915
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.150074 .067966 3428 -2.208 .027 -.283332 -.016815
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.085153 .064617 3428.000 1.318 .188 -.041539 .211845
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: qualcom.b. 
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Table 3.33. Quality Company, Mixed Model, Internet Savvy Index 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 223.000 35.100 .000
1 223.000 .011 .918
1 3428 .965 .326
1 3428 12.993 .000
1 3428 30.998 .000
1 223.000 1.281 .259
1 223.000 .019 .891
1 223.000 4.285 .040
1 223.000 .400 .528
1 3428 2.233 .135
1 3428 .291 .590
1 3428 4.876 .027
1 3428 1.737 .188
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: qualcom.a.  
Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.280801 .752207 225.008 5.691 .000 2.798529 5.763073
.121999 .152731 306.973 .799 .425 -.178533 .422531
0a 0 . . . . .
-.025171 .063794 3428 -.395 .693 -.150249 .099906
0a 0 . . . . .
-.140823 .055007 3428 -2.560 .011 -.248673 -.032972
0a 0 . . . . .
.221664 .063794 3428 3.475 .001 .096586 .346742
0a 0 . . . . .
-.037427 .033068 223.000 -1.132 .259 -.102593 .027739
-.006727 .048944 223.000 -.137 .891 -.103179 .089725
.161351 .077950 223.000 2.070 .040 .007739 .314963
.034191 .054069 223.000 .632 .528 -.072361 .140742
-.101572 .067966 3428 -1.494 .135 -.234830 .031687
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.036656 .067966 3428 .539 .590 -.096602 .169915
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.150074 .067966 3428 -2.208 .027 -.283332 -.016815
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.085153 .064617 3428 1.318 .188 -.041539 .211845
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: qualcom.b. 
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Table 3.34. Quality Company, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Quality Company
4.65 458 1.287
4.34 458 1.378
4.49 916 1.342
4.65 458 1.335
4.54 458 1.398
4.59 916 1.367
4.65 916 1.310
4.44 916 1.391
4.54 1832 1.355
4.51 458 1.298
4.54 458 1.323
4.53 916 1.310
4.79 458 1.305
4.52 458 1.366
4.66 916 1.342
4.65 916 1.309
4.53 916 1.344
4.59 1832 1.327
4.58 916 1.294
4.44 916 1.354
4.51 1832 1.326
4.72 916 1.322
4.53 916 1.381
4.63 1832 1.355
4.65 1832 1.309
4.48 1832 1.368
4.57 3664 1.341
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.35. Quality Company, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image 
Location 
 
 
Table 3.36. Quality Company, Comparison of Means, Gender versus Background 
Color 
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: qualcom
4.59 1.291 1200
4.76 1.337 632
4.65 1.309 1832
4.48 1.334 1200
4.50 1.432 632
4.48 1.368 1832
4.53 1.314 2400
4.63 1.391 1264
4.57 1.341 3664
Gender
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Mean Std. Deviation N
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Table 3.38. High Budget, Mixed Model 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 26.376 .000
1 212.000 .086 .769
1 3428.000 .233 .630
1 3428.000 5.118 .024
1 3428.000 29.829 .000
1 212.000 1.749 .187
1 212.000 1.593 .208
1 212 5.841 .017
1 212 .248 .619
1 212.000 .322 .571
1 212.000 .844 .359
1 212 .198 .657
1 212 .313 .576
1 212.000 1.395 .239
1 212.000 1.362 .245
1 212.000 .137 .711
1 212.000 .003 .953
1 212.000 .012 .913
1 212.000 2.034 .155
1 212 .151 .698
1 3428.000 .874 .350
1 3428.000 .345 .557
1 3428.000 .006 .937
1 3428.000 4.828 .028
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: lowbudg.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.634458 .932288 213.458 4.971 .000 2.796788 6.472128
.012381 .170978 285.714 .072 .942 -.324155 .348916
0a 0 . . . . .
-.024750 .069163 3428.000 -.358 .720 -.160355 .110855
0a 0 . . . . .
-.061709 .059637 3428.000 -1.035 .301 -.178636 .055219
0a 0 . . . . .
.127149 .069163 3428.000 1.838 .066 -.008456 .262754
0a 0 . . . . .
-.049692 .037572 212.000 -1.323 .187 -.123755 .024372
.012037 .009538 212.000 1.262 .208 -.006764 .030839
-.055578 .022996 212 -2.417 .017 -.100907 -.010248
-.009189 .018468 212 -.498 .619 -.045593 .027215
-.029503 .051955 212.000 -.568 .571 -.131917 .072911
.051372 .055926 212.000 .919 .359 -.058871 .161615
-.021112 .047404 212 -.445 .657 -.114555 .072331
-.029410 .052566 212 -.559 .576 -.133030 .074209
.071292 .060367 212.000 1.181 .239 -.047704 .190288
.071539 .061305 212.000 1.167 .245 -.049308 .192385
-.017263 .046582 212.000 -.371 .711 -.109086 .074560
 
 
 
.003852 .065288 212.000 .059 .953 -.124844 .132549
-.007734 .070834 212.000 -.109 .913 -.147362 .131895
.077653 .054449 212.000 1.426 .155 -.029678 .184983
.022621 .058206 212 .389 .698 -.092115 .137357
-.068882 .073686 3428.000 -.935 .350 -.213356 .075592
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.043291 .073686 3428.000 -.588 .557 -.187765 .101183
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.005781 .073686 3428.000 -.078 .937 -.150254 .138693
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.153930 .070055 3428.000 2.197 .028 .016576 .291285
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: lowbudg.b. 
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Table 3.39. High Budget, Comparison of Means 
Report
High Budget
4.50 458 1.359
4.09 458 1.475
4.30 916 1.433
4.47 458 1.443
4.33 458 1.462
4.40 916 1.454
4.49 916 1.401
4.21 916 1.472
4.35 1832 1.443
4.29 458 1.391
4.31 458 1.452
4.30 916 1.421
4.51 458 1.462
4.25 458 1.433
4.38 916 1.452
4.40 916 1.430
4.28 916 1.442
4.34 1832 1.437
4.40 916 1.379
4.20 916 1.467
4.30 1832 1.426
4.49 916 1.452
4.29 916 1.447
4.39 1832 1.453
4.44 1832 1.416
4.24 1832 1.457
4.34 3664 1.440
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.40. High Budget, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.41. Trust Buying Product, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 12.182 .001
1 212.000 .122 .727
1 3428 .787 .375
1 3428 12.333 .000
1 3428 13.740 .000
1 212.000 .064 .800
1 212.000 3.767 .054
1 212.000 1.750 .187
1 212.000 .509 .476
1 212.000 .074 .786
1 212.000 1.325 .251
1 212.000 .034 .853
1 212.000 2.167 .143
1 212.000 2.742 .099
1 212.000 .201 .654
1 212.000 .342 .559
1 212.000 .180 .671
1 212.000 .287 .593
1 212.000 3.928 .049
1 212.000 3.835 .052
1 3428.000 9.149 .003
1 3428.000 .230 .631
1 3428.000 2.796 .095
1 3428 3.212 .073
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: trust.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
2.878921 .874808 213.277 3.291 .001 1.154543 4.603299
.219595 .159074 276.004 1.380 .169 -.093558 .532748
0
 
 
 
a 0 . . . . .
.071451 .060742 3428 1.176 .240 -.047643 .190546
0a 0 . . . . .
-.098101 .052376 3428 -1.873 .061 -.200793 .004590
0a 0 . . . . .
.118920 .060742 3428 1.958 .050 -.000175 .238014
0a 0 . . . . .
-.008953 .035263 212.000 -.254 .800 -.078465 .060559
.017375 .008952 212.000 1.941 .054 -.000271 .035021
-.028548 .021583 212.000 -1.323 .187 -.071092 .013996
-.012370 .017333 212.000 -.714 .476 -.046536 .021797
.013234 .048762 212.000 .271 .786 -.082886 .109355
.060418 .052489 212.000 1.151 .251 -.043050 .163886
.008227 .044490 212.000 .185 .853 -.079473 .095928
-.072620 .049336 212.000 -1.472 .143 -.169871 .024631
.093822 .056657 212.000 1.656 .099 -.017861 .205505
.025799 .057538 212.000 .448 .654 -.087621 .139219
-.025578 .043719 212.000 -.585 .559 -.111758 .060602
.026028 .061276 212.000 .425 .671 -.094760 .146815
.035621 .066481 212.000 .536 .593 -.095427 .166669
.101280 .051103 212.000 1.982 .049 .000545 .202014
.106977 .054629 212.000 1.958 .052 -.000707 .214662
-.195749 .064715 3428.000 -3.025 .003 -.322633 -.068865
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.031065 .064715 3428.000 -.480 .631 -.157949 .095818
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.108217 .064715 3428.000 -1.672 .095 -.235101 .018667
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.110262 .061526 3428 1.792 .073 -.010369 .230893
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: trust.b. 
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Table 3.42. Trust Buying Product, Mixed Model, Internet Savvy Index 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 223.000 28.053 .000
1 223.000 .222 .638
1 3428.000 .787 .375
1 3428.000 12.333 .000
1 3428.000 13.740 .000
1 223.000 .381 .538
1 223.000 .063 .802
1 223.000 5.625 .019
1 223.000 .024 .876
1 3428.000 9.149 .003
1 3428.000 .230 .631
1 3428.000 2.796 .095
1 3428.000 3.212 .073
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: trust.a.  
Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
3.828585 .763368 224.766 5.015 .000 2.324312 5.332857
.234968 .153649 296.245 1.529 .127 -.067414 .537349
0a 0 . . . . .
.071451 .060742 3428.000 1.176 .240 -.047643 .190546
0a 0 . . . . .
-.098101 .052376 3428.000 -1.873 .061 -.200793 .004590
0a 0 . . . . .
.118920 .060742 3428.000 1.958 .050 -.000175 .238014
0a 0 . . . . .
-.020727 .033568 223.000 -.617 .538 -.086877 .045424
.012485 .049684 223.000 .251 .802 -.085425 .110394
.187659 .079127 223.000 2.372 .019 .031726 .343592
.008541 .054886 223.000 .156 .876 -.099620 .116702
-.195749 .064715 3428.000 -3.025 .003 -.322633 -.068865
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.031065 .064715 3428.000 -.480 .631 -.157949 .095818
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.108217 .064715 3428.000 -1.672 .095 -.235101 .018667
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.110262 .061526 3428.000 1.792 .073 -.010369 .230893
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: trust.b. 
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Table 3.43. Trust Buying Product, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Trust Buying Product
4.69 458 1.303
4.40 458 1.375
4.55 916 1.347
4.67 458 1.280
4.64 458 1.373
4.65 916 1.327
4.68 916 1.291
4.52 916 1.378
4.60 1832 1.338
4.48 458 1.293
4.60 458 1.312
4.54 916 1.303
4.77 458 1.283
4.56 458 1.304
4.67 916 1.297
4.63 916 1.296
4.58 916 1.307
4.60 1832 1.301
4.58 916 1.302
4.50 916 1.347
4.54 1832 1.325
4.72 916 1.282
4.60 916 1.339
4.66 1832 1.312
4.65 1832 1.293
4.55 1832 1.343
4.60 3664 1.319
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.44. Trust Buying Product, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image 
Location 
 
 
Table 3.45. Trust Buying Product, Comparison of Means, White Space versus 
Gender 
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: trust
4.54 1.321 1200
4.71 1.363 632
4.60 1.338 1832
4.61 1.247 1200
4.59 1.400 632
4.60 1.301 1832
4.58 1.285 2400
4.65 1.383 1264
4.60 1.319 3664
Gender
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
Female
Male
Total
wspace
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean Std. Deviation N
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Table 3.46. Won’t Continue Search, Mixed Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 17.231 .000
1 212 .160 .690
1 3428 .050 .823
1 3428 1.153 .283
1 3428 1.740 .187
1 212.000 1.258 .263
1 212 .090 .764
1 212 .774 .380
1 212.000 .546 .461
1 212 1.422 .234
1 212 .139 .710
1 212 .533 .466
1 212 .361 .548
1 212.000 4.424 .037
1 212.000 .863 .354
1 212.000 4.490 .035
1 212.000 .096 .757
1 212.000 .000 .985
1 212.000 .265 .607
1 212.000 .251 .617
1 3428 .007 .933
1 3428 .083 .774
1 3428 .155 .694
1 3428 .092 .762
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: consear.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.517996 1.104939 212.991 4.089 .000 2.339980 6.696013
-.074422 .198182 261.037 -.376 .708 -.464661 .315816
0a 0 . . . . .
-.021447 .067633 3428 -.317 .751 -.154051 .111157
0a 0 . . . . .
-.049051 .058317 3428 -.841 .400 -.163391 .065290
0a 0 . . . . .
.051338 .067633 3428 .759 .448 -.081267 .183942
0a 0 . . . . .
-.049966 .044555 212.000 -1.121 .263 -.137794 .037861
-.003401 .011311 212 -.301 .764 -.025697 .018895
.023985 .027269 212 .880 .380 -.029769 .077738
-.016178 .021900 212.000 -.739 .461 -.059348 .026991
-.073470 .061610 212 -1.193 .234 -.194916 .047976
-.024690 .066320 212 -.372 .710 -.155421 .106040
.041054 .056213 212 .730 .466 -.069755 .151862
.037472 .062335 212 .601 .548 -.085404 .160347
.150561 .071585 212.000 2.103 .037 .009450 .291671
-.067528 .072699 212.000 -.929 .354 -.210832 .075777
-.117046 .055239 212.000 -2.119 .035 -.225933 -.008158
.023963 .077421 212.000 .310 .757 -.128651 .176576
.001590 .083998 212.000 .019 .985 -.163988 .167167
.033253 .064568 212.000 .515 .607 -.094024 .160530
-.034574 .069023 212.000 -.501 .617 -.170632 .101484
.006076 .072056 3428 .084 .933 -.135201 .147353
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.020717 .072056 3428 .288 .774 -.120560 .161995
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.028376 .072056 3428 -.394 .694 -.169653 .112902
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.020742 .068505 3428 .303 .762 -.113573 .155058
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: consear.b. 
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Table 3.47. Won’t Continue Search, Comparison of Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report
Won't Continue Search
3.13 458 1.506
3.05 458 1.593
3.09 916 1.550
3.12 458 1.554
3.10 458 1.603
3.11 916 1.578
3.13 916 1.530
3.07 916 1.598
3.10 1832 1.56
 
 
4
3.10 458 1.585
3.07 458 1.555
3.08 916 1.569
3.15 458 1.531
3.11 458 1.559
3.13 916 1.545
3.12 916 1.558
3.09 916 1.556
3.11 1832 1.557
3.11 916 1.545
3.06 916 1.573
3.08 1832 1.559
3.14 916 1.542
3.10 916 1.581
3.12 1832 1.561
3.12 1832 1.543
3.08 1832 1.577
3.10 3664 1.560
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Table 3.48. Purchase Likely, Mixed Model 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 22.358 .000
1 212.000 .037 .847
1 3428.000 .037 .847
1 3428.000 9.443 .002
1 3428.000 8.215 .004
1 212.000 5.420 .021
1 212.000 .776 .379
1 212 2.102 .149
1 212.000 .081 .776
1 212 .304 .582
1 212.000 2.480 .117
1 212 3.424 .066
1 212 2.946 .088
1 212.000 4.189 .042
1 212.000 .463 .497
1 212.000 1.339 .249
1 212.000 .572 .450
1 212.000 .473 .493
1 212.000 1.470 .227
1 212.000 3.200 .075
1 3428.000 3.871 .049
1 3428.000 .088 .767
1 3428.000 .075 .784
1 3428 .252 .616
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: purlike.a. 
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Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
4.833282 1.047472 213.140 4.614 .000 2.768551 6.898014
.016630 .189236 268.807 .088 .930 -.355943 .389202
0a 0 . . . . .
.061647 .068751 3428.000 .897 .370 -.073151 .196444
0a 0 . . . . .
-.123418 .059282 3428.000 -2.082 .037 -.239649 -.007186
0a 0 . . . . .
.077469 .068751 3428.000 1.127 .260 -.057328 .212267
0a 0 . . . . .
-.098314 .042230 212.000 -2.328 .021 -.181559 -.015069
.009441 .010720 212.000 .881 .379 -.011691 .030574
-.037472 .025846 212 -1.450 .149 -.088421 .013477
-.005906 .020757 212.000 -.285 .776 -.046823 .035011
.032213 .058395 212 .552 .582 -.082897 .147323
.098987 .062860 212.000 1.575 .117 -.024922 .222897
-.098591 .053280 212 -1.850 .066 -.203617 .006436
-.101412 .059083 212 -1.716 .088 -.217876 .015053
.138873 .067850 212.000 2.047 .042 .005125 .272621
-.046870 .068905 212.000 -.680 .497 -.182698 .088957
.060578 .052357 212.000 1.157 .249 -.042629 .163784
.055515 .073381 212.000 .757 .450 -.089136 .200166
-.054735 .079615 212.000 -.688 .493 -.211674 .102203
.074198 .061199 212.000 1.212 .227 -.046438 .194834
.117034 .065421 212.000 1.789 .075 -.011926 .245993
-.144114 .073248 3428.000 -1.967 .049 -.287728 -.000500
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.021751 .073248 3428.000 .297 .767 -.121863 .165365
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.020063 .073248 3428.000 .274 .784 -.123550 .163677
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.034934 .069638 3428 .502 .616 -.101602 .171471
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: purlike.b. 
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Table 3.49. Purchase Likely, Mixed Model, Internet Savvy Index 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 223.000 33.516 .000
1 223.000 .006 .939
1 3428 .037 .847
1 3428 9.443 .002
1 3428 8.215 .004
1 223.000 5.850 .016
1 223.000 .060 .806
1 223.000 6.617 .011
1 223.000 .243 .622
1 3428 3.871 .049
1 3428 .088 .767
1 3428 .075 .784
1 3428 .252 .616
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: purlike.a.  
Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
5.154076 .916097 224.570 5.626 .000 3.348829 6.959322
.038047 .183065 287.663 .208 .836 -.322270 .398364
0a 0 . . . . .
.061647 .068751 3428 .897 .370 -.073151 .196444
0a 0 . . . . .
-.123418 .059282 3428 -2.082 .037 -.239649 -.007186
0a 0 . . . . .
.077469 .068751 3428 1.127 .260 -.057328 .212267
0a 0 . . . . .
-.097458 .040293 223.000 -2.419 .016 -.176861 -.018056
.014630 .059637 223.000 .245 .806 -.102894 .132155
.244321 .094979 223.000 2.572 .011 .057149 .431493
-.032496 .065882 223.000 -.493 .622 -.162326 .097334
-.144114 .073248 3428 -1.967 .049 -.287728 -.000500
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.021751 .073248 3428 .297 .767 -.121863 .165365
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.020063 .073248 3428 .274 .784 -.123550 .163677
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
.034934 .069638 3428 .502 .616 -.101602 .171471
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
Age
onlineshopatt
intsavvy
designmind
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: purlike.b. 
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Table 3.50. Purchase Likely, Comparison of Means 
Report
Purchase Likely
4.43 458 1.478
4.17 458 1.560
4.30 916 1.524
4.40 458 1.549
4.41 458 1.588
4.41 916 1.568
4.42 916 1.513
4.29 916 1.578
4.35 1832 1.546
4.24 458 1.580
4.39 458 1.528
4.31 916 1.555
4.59 458 1.450
4.26 458 1.633
4.43 916 1.552
4.41 916 1.526
4.32 916 1.582
4.37 1832 1.554
4.33 916 1.532
4.28 916 1.547
4.31 1832 1.539
4.50 916 1.502
4.34 916 1.611
4.42 1832 1.560
4.42 1832 1.519
4.31 1832 1.579
4.36 3664 1.550
Background Color
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
White Background Color
Blue Background Color
Total
Thumbnail
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
White Space
More White Space
Less White Space
Total
Mean N Std. Deviation
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Figure 3.51. Purchase Likely, Background Color versus Thumbnail Image Location 
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Table 3.52. Image Size Picked, Mixed Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa
1 212.000 3.638 .058
1 212.000 .893 .346
1 3426.000 .670 .413
1 3426.000 112.110 .000
1 3426.000 15.786 .000
1 3426.000 29.953 .000
1 212.000 4.833 .029
1 212.000 .237 .627
1 212.000 1.021 .313
1 212.000 .041 .841
1 212.000 .000 .984
1 212.000 .009 .923
1 212.000 .128 .721
1 212.000 .121 .728
1 212.000 .149 .700
1 212.000 1.998 .159
1 212.000 .004 .951
1 212.000 .057 .812
1 212.000 .098 .754
1 212.000 .017 .897
1 212.000 .014 .906
1 3426.000 .000 .983
1 3426.000 .203 .653
1 3426.000 2.209 .137
1 3426.000 .000 .989
1 3426 39.992 .000
Source
Intercept
Gender
wspace
ImLoc
Color
Imsizedes
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
Gender * wspace
Gender * ImLoc
Gender * Imsizedes
Gender * Color
wspace * Color
Numerator df
Denominator
df F Sig.
Dependent Variable: imsizen.a. 
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 Estimates of Fixed Effectsb
.352236 .179903 219.378 1.958 .052 -.002323 .706795
.056110 .041183 684.409 1.362 .173 -.024749 .136969
0a 0 . . . . .
.072439 .026076 3426 2.778 .005 .021313 .123565
0a 0 . . . . .
-.140823 .022485 3426.000 -6.263 .000 -.184907 -.096738
0a 0 . . . . .
.138895 .026076 3426 5.327 .000 .087769 .190021
0a 0 . . . . .
-.055380 .022485 3426.000 -2.463 .014 -.099464 -.011295
0a 0 . . . . .
.015830 .007201 212.000 2.198 .029 .001636 .030025
.000889 .001828 212.000 .486 .627 -.002714 .004492
-.004453 .004407 212.000 -1.010 .313 -.013141 .004235
-.000713 .003539 212.000 -.201 .841 -.007690 .006264
.000201 .009957 212.000 .020 .984 -.019427 .019829
.001041 .010718 212.000 .097 .923 -.020087 .022170
.003251 .009085 212.000 .358 .721 -.014658 .021159
-.003508 .010074 212.000 -.348 .728 -.023367 .016351
.004472 .011569 212.000 .387 .700 -.018334 .027278
.016607 .011749 212.000 1.413 .159 -.006554 .039767
-.000553 .008928 212.000 -.062 .951 -.018151 .017046
.002975 .012513 212.000 .238 .812 -.021690 .027640
-.004257 .013576 212.000 -.314 .754 -.031017 .022504
.001359 .010435 212.000 .130 .897 -.019211 .021929
-.001321 .011155 212.000 -.118 .906 -.023310 .020669
-.000591 .027781 3426.000 -.021 .983 -.055061 .053879
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.012511 .027781 3426.000 -.450 .653 -.066981 .041959
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.041287 .027781 3426.000 -1.486 .137 -.095757 .013183
0
a
0 . . . . .
0
a
0 . . . . .
0
a
0 . . . . .
-.000380 .027781 3426.000 -.014 .989 -.054850 .054090
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
-.167031 .026412 3426 -6.324 .000 -.218816 -.115245
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
0a 0 . . . . .
Parameter
Intercept
[Gender=1]
[Gender=2]
[wspace=-1]
[wspace=1]
[ImLoc=-1]
[ImLoc=1]
[Color=-1]
[Color=1]
[Imsizedes=-1]
[Imsizedes=1]
Age
HoursonInternetper
WeekDay
HoursonInternetper
WeekendDay
ItemsPurchased
Online1M
InternetShopping
LikeShop
LessRisky
PreferOnlineShop
AssessTrustworthiness
AssessDesignQuality
ExpertUser
LooksAttention
CoVisualTrust
LikeStay
Imakeextensiveuseofthei
nternet
[Gender=1] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=1] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=-1]
[Gender=2] * [wspace=1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=1] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=-1]
[Gender=2] * [ImLoc=1]
[Gender=1] *
[Imsizedes=-1]
[Gender=1] *
[Imsizedes=1]
[Gender=2] *
[Imsizedes=-1]
[Gender=2] *
[Imsizedes=1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=1] * [Color=1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=-1]
[Gender=2] * [Color=1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=-1] * [Color=1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=-1]
[wspace=1] * [Color=1]
Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval
This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.a. 
Dependent Variable: imsizen.b. 
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Table 3.53. Frequencies, Image Size Picked 
 
Image Size Picked
975 26.6 26.6 26.6
2689 73.4 73.4 100.0
3664 100.0 100.0
Small Image
Large Image
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
  
 
 
 
Image Size Picked
Large ImageSmall Image
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Figure 3.54. Frequencies, Histogram, Image Size Picked 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
Table 4.1. Web Site Design Guidelines, Compiled Guideline List
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ju
st
ifi
ed
 fo
r e
as
e 
of
 
re
ad
in
g
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
Te
xt
Ju
st
ifi
ca
tio
n
Le
ft-
ju
st
ifi
ed
 te
xt
 is
 th
e 
m
os
t l
eg
ib
le
 o
pt
io
n 
fo
r W
eb
 p
ag
es
 
be
ca
us
e 
th
e 
le
ft 
m
ar
gi
n 
is
 e
ve
n 
an
d 
pr
ed
ic
ta
bl
e 
an
d 
th
e 
rig
ht
 
m
ar
gi
n 
is
 ir
re
gu
la
r
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
Te
xt
Fo
nt
An
y 
te
xt
 th
at
 is
 re
al
ly
 s
m
al
l (
9p
t o
r l
es
s)
 s
ho
ul
d 
us
e 
sa
ns
-s
er
if 
ty
pe
fa
ce
. L
ar
ge
r t
ex
t c
an
 u
se
 a
 s
er
if 
fo
nt
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
Te
xt
Fo
nt
us
e 
a 
se
rif
 fa
ce
 s
uc
h 
as
 T
im
es
 N
ew
 R
om
an
 o
r G
eo
rg
ia
 fo
r 
bo
dy
 te
xt
 a
nd
 a
 s
an
s 
se
rif
 fa
ce
 s
uc
h 
as
 V
er
da
na
 o
r A
ria
l a
s 
a 
co
nt
ra
st
 fo
r h
ea
dl
in
es
 (b
od
y 
te
xt
 if
 p
rin
te
d 
ou
t).
 T
yp
ef
ac
es
 
su
ch
 a
s 
G
eo
rg
ia
 a
nd
 V
er
da
na
 w
er
e 
de
si
gn
ed
 s
pe
ci
fic
al
ly
 fo
r 
le
gi
bi
lit
y 
on
 th
e 
co
m
pu
te
r s
cr
ee
n;
 th
ey
 h
av
e 
ex
ag
ge
ra
te
d 
x-
he
ig
ht
s 
an
d 
ar
e 
ve
ry
 la
rg
e 
co
m
pa
re
d 
to
 m
or
e 
tra
di
tio
na
l 
ty
pe
fa
ce
s 
in
 th
e 
sa
m
e 
po
in
t s
iz
e.
 T
he
se
 fo
nt
s 
of
fe
r e
xc
el
le
nt
 
le
gi
bi
lit
y 
fo
r W
eb
 p
ag
es
 d
es
ig
ne
d 
to
 b
e 
re
ad
 d
ire
ct
ly
 fr
om
 th
e 
sc
re
en
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
Te
xt
Fo
nt
U
se
 a
 fa
m
ili
ar
 fo
nt
 to
 a
ch
ie
ve
 th
e 
be
st
 p
os
si
bl
e 
re
ad
in
g 
sp
ee
d.
 R
es
ea
rc
h 
sh
ow
s 
no
 re
lia
bl
e 
di
ffe
re
nc
es
 in
 re
ad
in
g 
sp
ee
d 
or
 u
se
r p
re
fe
re
nc
es
 fo
r t
w
el
ve
 p
oi
nt
 T
im
es
 N
ew
 R
om
an
 
or
 G
eo
rg
ia
 (s
er
if 
fo
nt
s)
, o
r A
ria
l, 
H
el
ve
tic
a,
 o
r V
er
da
na
 (s
an
s 
se
rif
 fo
nt
s)
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
Se
rv
ic
es
, 2
00
6)
Te
xt
Fo
nt
 b
rie
f t
ex
t: 
sa
n 
se
rif
, P
ar
ag
ra
ph
s:
 s
er
if
(C
oo
pe
r &
 R
ei
m
an
n,
 
20
03
)
Te
xt
Fo
nt
Vi
su
al
 N
oi
se
 a
nd
 C
lu
tte
r: 
U
se
 1
-2
 fo
nt
s 
in
 a
 fe
w
 s
iz
es
(C
oo
pe
r &
 R
ei
m
an
n,
 
20
03
)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
G
oo
d 
an
d 
av
er
ag
e 
pa
ge
s 
ra
re
ly
 c
on
ta
in
 it
al
ic
iz
ed
 w
or
ds
 w
ith
in
 
bo
dy
 te
xt
(Iv
or
y 
& 
H
ea
rs
t, 
20
02
b) 
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Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
If 
yo
u 
in
cl
ud
e 
un
de
rli
ne
d 
te
xt
 o
n 
yo
ur
 W
eb
 p
ag
e 
it 
w
ill
 
ce
rta
in
ly
 b
e 
co
nf
us
ed
 w
ith
 a
 h
yp
er
te
xt
 li
nk
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
U
se
 b
ol
d 
te
xt
 o
nl
y 
w
he
n 
it 
is
 im
po
rta
nt
 to
 d
ra
w
 th
e 
us
er
’s
 
at
te
nt
io
n 
to
 a
 s
pe
ci
fic
 p
ie
ce
 o
f i
nf
or
m
at
io
n.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
Se
rv
ic
es
, 2
00
6)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
H
av
in
g 
so
m
e 
te
xt
 a
nd
 g
ra
ph
ic
 it
em
s 
in
 b
rig
ht
er
 c
ol
or
s,
 a
nd
 
ot
he
rs
 in
 d
ar
ke
r c
ol
or
s,
 h
el
ps
 u
se
rs
 d
et
er
m
in
e 
th
e 
re
la
tiv
e 
im
po
rta
nc
e 
of
 e
le
m
en
ts
. I
m
po
rta
nt
 a
tte
nt
io
n-
at
tra
ct
in
g 
fo
nt
 
ch
ar
ac
te
ris
tic
s 
ca
n 
in
cl
ud
e 
al
l
up
pe
rc
as
e,
 b
ol
di
ng
, i
ta
lic
s,
 u
nd
er
lin
in
g,
 a
nd
 in
cr
ea
se
d 
fo
nt
 
si
ze
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
Se
rv
ic
es
, 2
00
6)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
D
o 
no
t u
se
 tw
o 
(o
r m
or
e)
 d
iff
er
en
t w
ay
s 
to
 h
ig
hl
ig
ht
 th
e 
sa
m
e 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
on
 o
ne
 p
ag
e.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
Se
rv
ic
es
, 2
00
6)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
C
ha
ng
e 
th
e 
fo
nt
 c
ha
ra
ct
er
is
tic
s 
to
 e
m
ph
as
iz
e 
th
e 
im
po
rta
nc
e 
of
 a
 w
or
d 
or
 s
ho
rt 
ph
ra
se
. F
on
t c
ha
ra
ct
er
is
tic
s 
th
at
 a
re
 
di
ffe
re
nt
 fr
om
 th
e 
su
rr
ou
nd
in
g 
te
xt
 w
ill
 d
om
in
at
e 
th
os
e 
th
at
 
ar
e 
ro
ut
in
e.
 Im
po
rta
nt
 fo
nt
 c
ha
ra
ct
er
is
tic
s 
in
cl
ud
e 
bo
ld
in
g,
 
ita
lic
s,
 fo
nt
 s
ty
le
 (s
er
if 
vs
. s
an
s 
se
rif
), 
fo
nt
 s
iz
e 
(la
rg
er
 is
 b
et
te
r 
to
 g
ai
n 
at
te
nt
io
n)
, a
nd
 c
as
e 
(u
pp
er
 v
s.
 lo
w
er
). 
Th
e 
us
e 
of
 d
iff
er
in
g 
fo
nt
 c
ha
ra
ct
er
is
tic
s 
ha
s 
ne
ga
tiv
e 
co
ns
eq
ue
nc
es
 a
s 
w
el
l–
re
ad
in
g 
sp
ee
d 
ca
n 
de
cr
ea
se
 b
y 
al
m
os
t 
tw
en
ty
 p
er
ce
nt
, a
nd
 th
us
 s
ho
ul
d 
be
 u
se
d 
sp
ar
in
gl
y 
in
 la
rg
e 
bl
oc
ks
 o
f p
ro
se
. D
o 
no
t u
se
 d
iff
er
in
g 
fo
nt
 c
ha
ra
ct
er
is
tic
s 
to
 
sh
ow
 e
m
ph
as
is
 fo
r m
or
e 
th
an
 o
ne
 o
r t
w
o 
w
or
ds
 o
r a
 s
ho
rt 
ph
ra
se
. D
o 
no
t u
se
 u
nd
er
lin
in
g 
fo
r e
m
ph
as
is
 b
ec
au
se
 
un
de
rli
ne
d 
w
or
ds
 o
n 
th
e 
W
eb
 a
re
 g
en
er
al
ly
 c
on
si
de
re
d 
to
 b
e 
lin
ks
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
Se
rv
ic
es
, 2
00
6)
Te
xt
Em
ph
as
is
M
ak
e 
th
e 
te
xt
 s
ta
nd
 s
til
l. 
M
ov
in
g,
 b
lin
ki
ng
, o
r z
oo
m
in
g 
te
xt
 is
 
m
uc
h 
ha
rd
er
 to
 re
ad
 th
an
 s
ta
tic
 w
or
ds
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
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Te
xt
Le
ad
in
g 
- W
hi
te
 
Sp
ac
e
Th
e 
ve
rti
ca
l s
pa
ce
 in
 a
 te
xt
 b
lo
ck
 is
 c
al
le
d 
le
ad
in
g,
 a
nd
 it
 is
 
th
e 
di
st
an
ce
 fr
om
 o
ne
 b
as
el
in
e 
of
 te
xt
 to
 th
e 
ne
xt
. W
e 
su
gg
es
t g
en
er
ou
s 
le
ad
in
g 
to
 c
om
pe
ns
at
e 
fo
r l
on
ge
r l
in
e 
le
ng
th
s 
an
d 
th
e 
lo
w
er
 re
so
lu
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
co
m
pu
te
r s
cr
ee
n,
 fo
r 
ex
am
pl
e,
 1
2-
po
in
t t
yp
e 
w
ith
 1
4 
to
 1
6 
po
in
ts
 o
f l
ea
di
ng
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
Te
xt
C
on
si
st
en
cy
E
ns
ur
e 
th
at
 th
e 
fo
rm
at
 o
f c
om
m
on
 it
em
s 
is
 c
on
si
st
en
t f
ro
m
 
on
e 
pa
ge
 to
 a
no
th
er
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
In
tro
du
ct
or
y 
In
fo
rm
at
io
n
P
ro
vi
de
 a
n 
in
tro
du
ct
or
y 
ex
pl
an
at
io
n 
fo
r a
ni
m
at
io
n 
pr
io
r t
o 
it 
be
in
g 
vi
ew
ed
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
In
tro
du
ct
or
y 
In
fo
rm
at
io
n
gi
ve
 u
se
rs
 e
no
ug
h 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
to
 m
ak
e 
an
 in
fo
rm
ed
 d
ec
is
io
n 
be
fo
re
 th
ey
 c
lic
k
, s
o 
th
at
 th
ey
 k
no
w
 w
ha
t t
o 
ex
pe
ct
 a
nd
 a
re
 
pr
ep
ar
ed
 to
 re
ce
iv
e 
yo
ur
 m
at
er
ia
ls
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
In
tro
du
ct
or
y 
In
fo
rm
at
io
n
In
cl
ud
e 
de
sc
rip
tiv
e 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
ab
ou
t t
he
 m
at
er
ia
ls
 a
lo
ng
 w
ith
 
pr
ev
ie
w
s 
su
ch
 a
s 
st
ill
 s
ho
ts
 fr
om
 th
e 
vi
de
o.
 In
cl
ud
e 
th
e 
ru
n 
tim
e 
fo
r t
im
e-
ba
se
d 
m
ed
ia
, a
nd
 in
cl
ud
e 
th
e 
fil
e 
si
ze
 fo
r 
m
at
er
ia
ls
 th
at
 d
ow
nl
oa
d.
 In
 a
dd
iti
on
, f
ul
ly
 e
xp
la
in
 a
ny
 s
pe
ci
al
 
so
ftw
ar
e 
re
qu
ire
m
en
ts
 fo
r a
cc
es
si
ng
 th
e 
m
at
er
ia
ls
 a
nd
 
pr
ov
id
e 
a 
do
w
nl
oa
d 
lin
k
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
U
sa
ge
U
se
 v
id
eo
, a
ni
m
at
io
n,
 a
nd
 a
ud
io
 o
nl
y 
w
he
n 
th
ey
 h
el
p 
to
 
co
nv
ey
, o
r a
re
 s
up
po
rti
ve
 o
f, 
th
e 
W
eb
 s
ite
’s
 m
es
sa
ge
 o
r o
th
er
 
co
nt
en
t.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
U
sa
ge
M
os
t a
ni
m
at
io
n 
is
 n
ot
hi
ng
 m
or
e 
th
an
 a
 d
is
tra
ct
io
n.
 If
 y
ou
 
pl
ac
e 
an
im
at
io
n 
al
on
gs
id
e 
pr
im
ar
y 
co
nt
en
t y
ou
 w
ill
 s
im
pl
y 
di
sr
up
t y
ou
r r
ea
de
rs
' c
on
ce
nt
ra
tio
n 
an
d 
ke
ep
 th
em
 fr
om
 th
e 
ob
je
ct
iv
e 
of
 y
ou
r s
ite
. I
f y
ou
 re
qu
ire
 u
se
rs
 to
 s
it 
th
ro
ug
h 
yo
ur
 
sp
iff
y 
Fl
as
h 
in
tro
 e
ve
ry
 ti
m
e 
th
ey
 v
is
it 
yo
ur
 s
ite
, y
ou
 a
re
 
ef
fe
ct
iv
el
y 
tu
rn
in
g 
th
em
 a
w
ay
 a
t t
he
 d
oo
r
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
U
sa
ge
A
vo
id
 th
e 
us
e 
of
 3
D
 - 
m
uc
h 
m
or
e 
co
nf
us
in
g 
to
 u
se
rs
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
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M
ul
tim
ed
ia
 
U
sa
ge
M
in
im
iz
e 
us
e 
of
 a
ni
m
at
io
ns
 - 
m
ak
es
 it
 h
ar
de
r f
or
 u
se
rs
 to
 
co
nc
en
tra
te
 o
n 
re
ad
in
g 
te
xt
 o
n 
th
e 
pa
ge
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
U
sa
ge
A
ni
m
at
io
n
do
 n
ot
 h
av
e 
an
im
at
io
ns
 lo
op
 c
on
tin
uo
us
ly
, h
av
e 
th
em
 ru
n 
a 
fe
w
 ti
m
es
 a
nd
 th
en
 s
to
p
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
U
sa
ge
A
ni
m
at
io
n
U
se
 a
tte
nt
io
n-
at
tra
ct
in
g 
fe
at
ur
es
 w
ith
 c
au
tio
n 
an
d 
on
ly
 w
he
n 
th
ey
 a
re
 h
ig
hl
y 
re
le
va
nt
. M
ov
em
en
t (
e.
g.
, a
ni
m
at
io
n 
or
 
’re
ve
al
s’
) i
s 
th
e 
m
os
t e
ffe
ct
iv
e 
at
te
nt
io
n-
ge
tti
ng
 it
em
. 
R
es
ea
rc
h 
su
gg
es
ts
 th
at
 p
eo
pl
e 
ca
nn
ot
 s
to
p 
th
em
se
lv
es
 fr
om
 
in
iti
al
ly
 lo
ok
in
g 
at
 m
ov
in
g 
ite
m
s 
on
 a
 p
ag
e.
 H
ow
ev
er
, i
f t
he
 
m
ov
em
en
t i
s 
no
t r
el
ev
an
t o
r u
se
fu
l, 
it 
m
ay
 a
nn
oy
 th
e 
us
er
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
U
sa
ge
A
ud
io
ba
ck
gr
ou
nd
 m
us
ic
 s
ho
ul
d 
be
 q
ui
et
 a
nd
 s
ho
ul
d 
no
t c
om
pe
te
 
w
ith
 th
e 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
on
 th
e 
pa
ge
 fo
r u
se
r a
tte
nt
io
n
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
U
sa
ge
A
ud
io
no
ns
pe
ec
h 
so
un
d 
ef
fe
ct
s 
to
 in
fo
rm
 u
se
rs
 o
f e
ve
nt
s 
sh
ou
ld
 
re
m
ai
n 
qu
ie
t a
nd
 n
on
in
tru
si
ve
. 
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
S
ite
 A
rc
hi
te
ct
ur
e
H
ig
h-
de
m
an
d 
co
nt
en
t s
uc
h 
as
 la
rg
e 
m
ul
tim
ed
ia
 fi
le
s 
sh
ou
ld
 
no
t b
e 
pa
rt 
of
 y
ou
r b
as
ic
 p
ag
e 
de
si
gn
. T
he
se
 m
at
er
ia
ls
 s
ho
ul
d 
ap
pe
ar
 o
n 
se
co
nd
ar
y 
pa
ge
s 
th
at
 a
re
 d
es
cr
ib
ed
 a
nd
 c
an
 b
e 
ac
ce
ss
ed
 fr
om
 th
e 
m
ai
n 
pa
ge
s 
of
 y
ou
r s
ite
. M
ak
e 
th
e 
m
en
u 
pa
ge
 a
 p
la
in
 H
TM
L 
pa
ge
 th
at
 lo
ad
s 
qu
ic
kl
y 
an
d 
do
es
 n
ot
 
re
qu
ire
 s
pe
ci
al
 s
of
tw
ar
e
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
C
on
tro
ls
Be
 s
ur
e 
to
 g
iv
e 
us
er
s 
st
at
us
 in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
an
d 
co
nt
ro
ls
 w
he
n 
yo
u 
ar
e 
pr
es
en
tin
g 
m
ul
tim
ed
ia
 m
at
er
ia
ls
(L
yn
ch
 &
 H
or
to
n,
 2
00
2)
M
ul
tim
ed
ia
C
on
tro
ls
Sh
ou
ld
 a
lw
ay
s 
in
cl
ud
e 
a 
us
er
 p
re
fe
re
nc
e 
se
tti
ng
 to
 tu
rn
 a
ud
io
 
ef
fe
ct
s 
of
f
(N
ie
ls
en
, 2
00
0)
G
ra
ph
ic
al
 
El
em
en
ts
A
dv
er
tis
in
g
G
oo
d 
pa
ge
s 
ty
pi
ca
lly
 c
on
ta
in
 o
ne
 g
ra
ph
ic
al
 a
d 
fro
m
 w
el
l-
kn
ow
n 
co
m
pa
ni
es
 (i
.e
. S
at
ur
n)
. P
ag
es
 w
ith
 g
ra
ph
ic
al
 a
ds
 w
er
e 
ra
te
d 
as
 m
or
e 
cr
ed
ib
le
 th
an
 th
os
e 
w
ith
ou
t g
ra
ph
ic
al
 a
ds
(Iv
or
y 
&
 H
ea
rs
t, 
20
02
b)
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G
ra
ph
ic
al
 
El
em
en
ts
Im
ag
es
La
rg
er
 o
bj
ec
ts
, p
ar
tic
ul
ar
ly
 im
ag
es
, w
ill
 d
ra
w
 u
se
rs
’ a
tte
nt
io
n 
be
fo
re
 s
m
al
le
r o
ne
s.
 U
se
rs
 fi
xa
te
 o
n 
la
rg
er
 it
em
s 
fir
st
, a
nd
 fo
r 
lo
ng
er
 p
er
io
ds
 o
f t
im
e.
 H
ow
ev
er
, u
se
rs
 w
ill
 te
nd
 to
 s
ki
p 
ce
rta
in
 
ki
nd
s 
of
 im
ag
es
 th
at
 th
ey
 b
el
ie
ve
 to
 b
e 
ad
s 
or
 d
ec
or
at
io
n.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
G
ra
ph
ic
al
 
El
em
en
ts
Im
ag
es
P
ar
ts
 o
f i
m
ag
es
 o
r t
ex
t t
ha
t h
av
e 
br
ig
ht
er
 c
ol
or
s 
se
em
 to
 g
ai
n 
fo
cu
s 
fir
st
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
00
6)
G
ra
ph
ic
al
 
El
em
en
ts
Im
ag
es
U
se
 b
ac
kg
ro
un
d 
im
ag
es
 s
pa
rin
gl
y 
an
d 
m
ak
e 
su
re
 th
ey
 a
re
 
si
m
pl
e,
 e
sp
ec
ia
lly
 if
 th
ey
 a
re
 u
se
d 
be
hi
nd
 te
xt
.
(U
.S
. D
ep
ar
tm
en
t o
f 
H
ea
lth
 a
nd
 H
um
an
 
S
er
vi
ce
s,
 2
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